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The Athletic Meet in the

The epidemic of severe colds and grip
to have taken a new lease of life.
Monday one phyaician made 25 calls daring the day and at 6 p. m. had appointments for four more.
In some families
all the members aref ill.
seems

The Universalist League will meet with
Mrs. Lilia Mixer this, Thursday, afternoon at 2.30.
Everybody is requested to
come as there is much work to be done
for the Easter sale.
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Marion Rhoades

The Man—Orland Orchard
Taken as a whole the B. H S senior Virginia Engstrom
Violet Piper
Eleanor Shaw
play, Miss Bob White, as presented in Tlieora Gross
the Armory last 1 hursday afternoon and Leota Pierce
Rachel Stevenson
Ruth Brock
evening under the coaching of Miss Inez Evelyn Mendall
was 229.
vote Monday
a
director
of
Lucille Peck of Cicero, Ind.,
Lucena Herrick
Ruth Bradford
the MayOn the question of increasing
the Rogers Producing Company, was the Bernice Armstrong
Pearl Decrow
was:
total
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was
al
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Yes,
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best
of
recent
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Freemetta Paul
; Marieta Turner
or’s salary to $400
Frances Bradford
By wards as follows: Ward I, cial success as the sehi ol’s net proceeds Phebe Roberts
\0 J5I.
Miss Peck not only used a
were f277.
Viola Seekins
Mabel DollifT
Ward 2, Yes, 29, No, 35;
Yes, 51, No. 32;
great deal of executive ability in the
JACKIES
Ward 3, Yes, 22, No, 30; Ward 4, Yes, 9, management and coaching, but she won
Evelyn Mark
No. 29.
the esteem of all w ho took part and they Velma Heald
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please
FOR MAYOR
Vivian Wentworth
that Belfast was o^ie of the most hospit- Ora Wade
-W ards-.
Augusta Nickerson
able places she had had the pleasure of Alice Wadlin
4
6
3
12
Helen Burgess
Wilda Savery
and the school possessed an un24 visiting
27
41
61.
Annie Callowell
usual degree of talent, especially in sing- Lydia Herrick
C. W. Wescott.76
SENIOR CLASS ROLL
rOR ALDERMEN
ing. The scenery was new and the cos78 tuming not exaggerated.
The opening
Mildred Black
Agnes Blanch rd
Ward 1—Ralph L. Cooper ....
dv a
Meet Me in BubDieiand,
Dorothy Chamberlain Alyce Cramer
2— V. A Simmons.61 cnorus.
chorus
of
Bubble
small
Vesta Clements
William Cramer
Kiddies, very
3— H. J Kimball.46
girls in dainty costumes with colored Tolford Durham
Elmer Ellis
4— W. G. Hatch.3(1
31
balloons
and
was
colored
....
ellects.
Katherine
Frost
light
Dora Flanders
5_William Vaughan
the beginning of good work that Louise Gray
Francis Herrick
only
FOR COUNCILMEN
was
enjoyed to the finale. All the Lucena Herrick
Gladys Keene
76
Ward 1—Ralph H. Howes ....
choruses featured new ideas and their Murray Keene
Donald Knowlton
77
I’.
John
Sylvester
1—
Nina Lufkin
songs were catchy and well rendered.
Marjorie Knowlton
Ward 2—V. L Hall.61
While a musical tjomedy in three acts
Gertrude Newell
Edward Martin
61
B.
L.
Thompson
2—
the spoken parts were featured to good
Marvel Orchard
Kermit Nickerson
40
S
McKeen.
3—Harold
Ward
cITect with intrigue and love scenes with Orland Orchard
Florence Parsons
3— Donald S Hall.45 the usutl happy ending.
Huth Partridge
Helen Plaisted
Ward 4—G. W. l.ane.32
Miss Helen Plaisted of Searsmont as Violet Piper
Helen Rolerson
4— Arthur Higgins.29 Miss Bob
Ermo Scott
White, a dainty dairy maid Everard Ro erts
23
Ward 6—Norman M. Staples
and an equally sweet society girl, was Jennie Spear
Mabel Spear
21
5— R. W. i’attershall
Marietta Turner
received with the most cordial applause Harold Staples
FOR SCHOOL COMMITTEE
and held to the spirit of her part in sev- Floyd Winchester
Forest Woods
were
eral
situations.
Her
gowns
trying
;
Ward 1—C. S. Bickford.79
2— G. G. Abbott.61 unusually becoming.
THE FEDERATED CHURCH
a
M
iss
Helen
Kolerson
of
Poor’s
Mills,
3— O. S. Vickery.44
modest
and
little
girl
retiring
Quaker
4— E. C. Dow.31
6— Roscoe Black.28 became the staunch friend of Miss Bob Cordially Receives its New Pastor and His
and their parts together were as natural
Family.
FOR WARDEN
as real life.
Ward 1—John L. Dow.76
Miss Louise Gray, as Miss Autmn wit !
W.
F. Skerrye and their
Kev. and Mrs.
2— L. E. McMahan.61 very attractive in her Colonial gown, I
Mrs. E. L. Cogthe
latter's
44
sister,
guest,
.'
I
3— Henry D. Clark.
leading the dames in their song and
31 dance.
4— George K. Mayhew
She was also excellent as an j geshail, were most cordially and pleasant24 American
5— Walter R. Achorn
girl willing to take the long ly received by the Federated church in
list of notable ancestors Lord Bashful
FOR WARD CLERK
the North Church parlors Tuesday evenwith
his father’s millions to the
76 brought
Ward 1—Harold G. Bruce ....
from 8 to 10 o’clock
ing
altar
2— George O. Lord.61 marriage
Mrs. Fred T. Chase, chairman of the
Miss Florence Parsons showed spirit
3— R. C. Logan.43
33 and tact in the minor part of Maggie, the social committee, was in charge of the ar4— Calvin H. Monroe ....
She maintained her dignity on all
5— Otto V. Vaughan .... 27 maid.
rangements and wasassisted by the heads
occasions and brought out well merited
FOR CONSTABLE
of the organizations of both churches and
applause.
77
W ard 1—Walter J. Clifford
Tolford Durham and Ermo Scott, two I by the following sub-committees; solicit61
2—M. R. Knowlton
young millionaires, completely disguised
ing, Mrs J. C Durham, Mrs. John R
S —Rufus Mayo.45 as knights of the road, in paying an elec*
Mrs.
Dunton, Mrs. Morris L. Slugg,
30
H. Roberts
tion bet with the Duke of High Titles, j Clement W. Wescott; decorating, Mrs.
23 furnished real
6—Everett A. Nickerson
comedy, some of which C. B. Holmes, Mrs. 1. T. Dinsmore, Mrs.
seemed too real to be acquired.
Nothing Wilmer J. Dorman and Mrs. Arthur Ritchie.
Mrs. Holmes and Mrs. Dinsmore
better has ever been seen here in ama
Golden
were
encored were ill and Miss Anne M. Kittredge was
teur performances.
They
and
and
in
their
The young ladies of both
substituted.
songs
again
again
Mr ami Mrs. Charles R. Stevens celedances.
They were equally good as so- parishes assisted in serving.
,rated the fiftieth anniversary of their ciety sports in the finale.
Tne double parlors were ideal for the
redding at their home on River avenue
Harold Staples as the Duke of High j occasion and were given a true touch of
of
Saturday evening, March 11th. Only a Titles and his son, Lord Bashful, Orland home in the decorations, consisting
Orchard, were typical English gentry in palms, ferns, potted jonquils, hyacinths,
ew neighbors and friends called during
tulips and cut flowdrs. The dainty white
appearance and mannerisms.
he day as the event was not made known
Kermit
Nickerson
interpreted with window draperies were also attractive.
pr any guests invited on account of the
Throughout the evening music was furtact the parts of a severe QuaKer and
His voice and na- nished by Mrs. bertha Liltlelield, pianist
11-health of both, Mrs. Stevens having domineering father.
with Milton Brown of Lincolnville, vio
been
semi-invalid nearly all of her mar- tural bearing were good assets in some of linist.
the scenes
She has borne ill-health with
ried life.
In the receiving line on the Church
Elmer Ellis, the village police, was
Christian fortitude, always being cheerful equal to all the emergencies his office de- street side of the parlors were Mr. and
Mrs
Coggeshall, Mrs.
and speaking words of comfort and sym- manded, while William Cramer, the col- Mrs. Skerrye,
ored valet of the nnllionaries, could not Clarence O. Poor, president of the North
the
sorrowful
and
afflicted.
to
She
pathy
Church Circle, Mr. W. K. Howard, chairhave been recognized by his own chums.
,s the only remaining daughter of the late
man of the Fedeiatcd General CommitDoth felt and maintained their parts.
Capt. Daniel and Sevella Mageeof BrookgThe senior class entertained Miss Peck tee, Mrs. Howard, Mrs. Clement W. Westeachers after the play in cott, first vice president of the Unitarian
rille and came to Belfast when a ycung and their
This made a very Alliance, and Mrs. Raymond R. Sherman,
Dutch’s restaurant.
In 1872 she married Charles R
jirl.
informal and happy ending of pleasant vice president of the North Church Guild.
loungest son of Rdward and Grace Stev
relations in rehearsals, etc., of Miss Bob The ushers were Messrs. James H. Howes,
Wilmer J. Dorman, Frank E. Bramhall
White.
ns, and they have spent all of their marAt the matinee Mrs. Joseph W7. Blais- and Z rias D. Hartshorn.
led life in this city. Their only daughter
At the social hour an abundance of
dell entertained the matron and all the
Jertrude is living with them at present,
She also delicious sandwiches, coffee, ice cream
children at the Girls’ Home.
dr Stevens has engaged in several occu- j added, to their delight with chocolates and cake were served.
The attendance was unusually large
lalions. At one time lie was in the paint- and other favors
The feature dances and those partici- considering the prevailing epidemic of
ng business and later was associated with
The special
influenza and severe colds
were as follows:
ienry B. Gardner in rigging vessels pating
guests included the pastors of the other
FOX HUNTERS
'
■
iearly forty years ago he joined the Odd
city churches.
George Brown
'e lows, and was at one time a member Everard W. Roberts
Mr. Skerrye was with the First Parish
Wesley Patterson
f the Ancient Order of United Work- Harry Bowen
Unitarian ctiurch of Templeton, Mass
Harold
Greenlaw
Martin
Edward
len.
received
tokens
of
love
for
fifteen years.
His first pastorate was
They
many
Carroll Pottle
ml respect and their many friends wisli- Francis Herrick
with the Congregational Church, ProvMurray Keene
i them many years of happiness.
Floyd W incliester
incetown, Mass. Later he was called to
Forest Wood
Watson Nickerson
the Unitarian church of Saco.
He preCOLONIAL DAMES
pared for the ministry at Oberlin, Anmills
dover and Harvard.
For two hundred
Dorothy Chamberlain Gladys Keene
years previous to the Revolution his anMabel Spear
Business has started up at the mill of Jennie Spear
cestors lived in Salem, Mass., but at that
Dora Flanders
Marvel Orchard
eal Woods, there is a
large lot of logs in
time were called to Canada as subjects of
Nina Lufkin
ie yard.
Alyce Cramer
the English King. He was born in LiverGertrude Newell
Mildred Black
Mrs. J. A. Hartshorn has been on the
pool, N.S., but at his earliest opportunity
Katherine Frost
Marjorie Knowlton
came to the States, wheie he has since
ck list the past week, hut is gaining now.
MILKMAIDS AND FARMERS
resided.
He has a charming wile, who is
Mrs. George Daggett has been in Mor- Margaret Trundy
Blanche Clark
sure to make many friends here, and two
at Allen Daggett’s to help care for a
Adelaide Howard
Vesta Higgins
one
a
Harvard man now teaching
sons,
ick man stopping there.
Verna Jellison
Gladys Trundy
in the High school in Provincetown and
Pauline Stackpole the other a student in the Harvard MediThere will be a box social at the hall Priscilla Berry
Katrina Kelley
Doris Wilson
cal College. He is genial, a thinker, alive
riday evening, March 17th
The enterDorothy Clark
to civic conditions, and a good speaker.
sinmenl is given by the school children, Nina Townsend
Frances
Perkins
Doris Ryan
He has traveled in England, France.
ive cents admission.
F'erne
Orchard
Doris Chaples
Spain, the Canary Islands, and has visitCapt. O. A. Wade and Capt. W. S. Fannie Clements
Ioue Judkins
ed the Azores.
He cordially approved of
and son Howard were called Mabel Philbrick
Helen Johnson
the federation of the two churches over
Hartford, Conn., last week to take Agnes Chapman
Agnes Blanchard j which he is to be the pastor and is optilarge of their barges.
SPIRIT OF ROSE
mistic of the outcome.
ank at

MAINE, THURSDAY. MAIiCH 10,
Well Attended and Well Conducted
The firat in door athletic meet to be
seen in Belfast was featured in the ArmThere were many
ory Monday evening.
spectators including a number of ladies.
The events were all between Company K
and Hazeltine Post.
I.egion defeats Co. K at basket ball,
31-28.
Line-up:

CHURCHES

At the Universalist church next Sunday morning there will be preaching service by the pastor, Rev. W m Vaughan.
Sunday school at noon. All cordially invited to these services.

PERSONAL
Mrs. Roy H. Southard lias returned
from brief visits in Lewiston and Augus
U.

|

DEPOSITS

Good

Fellowship Sunday

■

Yes, sir-a New Hat !
You
one

can

afford to kiss the old

good bye

are

its

here and every little sunfinger at you and says,

“Gee! you sure need a new lid.”
Put winter behind you—get the satisfaction of
knowing you’re right in style and ahead of
the money game. Get a new hat today !
Our

price and

extend the right hand of fellowship from the Universalist Church to Rev. William Vaughan. The ministers
of all the churches of the city have been invited to assist at this service. Special music by the choir. EveryEXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
body welcome.
UNIVERSALIST CHURCH.

now

our

hats make this

What We Advertise
This Bank advertises with confidence the
elements of Service:

Here's what $3.00 and $3.50 will do
buy the' niftiest hat in this man’s town,
“Sand-tan” and steel-gray” shades in the favorite
It will

model. Silk-lined and silk-trimmed
tne kind of hat that puts pep ijjfo a man. Snap
into it, men!

“binge-crease”

HARRY W. CLARK & CO.,
The Main Street Clothiers.

following

1 —Our equipment is complete.
2 —Our protection is ample.
3— Our courtesy is uniform.
4— Our information on all things financial is
tensive and dependable.

possible

—

$3,200,000

in Hiram P. Farrow’s office last Wednes*
day evening. A general discussion was

Universalist

will All Grow With It

The City National Bank of Belfast

were sixteen women and fifteen
at the Democratic conference held

held, the women taking part freely much
METHODIST CHURCH. People’s MethGeorge M. Gray returned Saturday | to the encouragement of the men. City
Church, Kev. Charles W. Martin,
pastor; parsonage, No. 7 Court St.; tele- from Augusta, where he spent the win- Marshal M. K. Knowlton was made »
phone, 213.11. Sunday morning service ter with Mrs. Gray.
committee to secure a room to be used
American Legion
Company K at 10.46. Sunday school, 12 m. Evening
Cecil Clay left Monday for Portsmouth for club purposes during the campaign.
Stone if
Durham If 5 service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting this, to act as official reporter at several ProIt was voted that the secretary of the
Colby rf 2
Maclnnis rf 4 Thursday, evening at 7.30.
bate Court hearings.
Getchell c 4
Norton c 4
city committee, Giles G. Abbott, call the
The Federated Church.
Sunday
Miss Chastine A. .Stevens left Friday regular Democratic caucus with the men
Voughan rb 4 (1)
Nickerson rb
1
Brown lb 1 morning service at 10.4&; sermon topic. for Poftland, where she will visit her
Dickey rb 3
and women to serve equally as delegate*
of
the
Twe
“Jesus
Nazareth
in
itieth
lb
2
Lothrop
brother, Roland E. Stevens, and family.
and committees.
Waterman rb
Century.’’ A cordial invitation is exMiss Iva Moody of Swanville was the
A church that earnestly
tended to all.
S. A. Parker presided at the business
Referee, Robinson.
Marof
Miss
I
and
guest
Thursday
Friday
This game was close and exciting cultivates the habit of worship and of tha Hartshorn.
session with Mias Florence E. Dunton as
the
attend
came
to
She
|
carrying over the spiritual values of
throughout and somewhat rough
B. H. S. play.
secretary. It was voted that a chairman
into daily work, is the most val
Company K defeats Legion in relay- worship
uable asset in any community.
ThereMiss Anna C. Swett is spending sev- and vice chairman be appointed by the
race. Among the men taking part in this
event for Co. K were: Snyder, Kelley, fore good citizens will support it physi- eral weeks in bath with her sister, Miss chair, from each ward, to organize their
and spiritually ;by their means and Mabel C. Swell, who was recently operMaclnnis, Norton, Brown, Perkins, Gross, cally
ward, three men and three women to be
by their presence as a recognized part of ated on for appendicitis.
Ness; for the Legion, Strout, Dickey, their
chosen by the chairman and vice chaircivic obligations.
Such men will
Getchell, Vaughan, Stevenson, Collins, ao more
Miss Louise K. Clement arrived home
neglect tt eir obligation to proman from their respective wards as help*
Stone.
the religious life of their city than Friday from boston, where she spent a
Co. K. defeated the Legion in indoor mote
Those appointed are as follows:
week
with friends while on her way ers.
to pay their taxes or vote.
refuse
base ball game.
Score 3—1
Ward 1, Mrs. Ralph L. Cooper, chairwoOne who writes with authority on this from St- Petersburg, Fla.
American Legion
Company K
subject has said: “if religion is impo, tMiss Louise flazeltine has returned man; George I. Keating, vice chairman.
c Stone
Bailey c
You from boston where she has been the Ward 2, Giles G. Abbott,
ant its cultivation is necessary.
chairman, Mrs.
Norton p
p Getchell
cannot get something out of nothing in guest several weeks of Miss Anne C
Elmer B. Decrow, vice chairwoman.
lb Colby
Poster, lb
the spiritual world any more than in the Crosby at Hotel Vendome.
Ward 3, Mrs. Fred M. Smalley, chairwo2b Brailey
Maclnnis 2b
If the spiritual nature
material world.
3b Libby
Mrs. Harriet P.
Kelley 3b
Godfrey left last man, Harvey H. Cunningham, vice chairis to be developed, it must be cultivated
rf W. Dickey
Snyder rf
by the habits of religion. Tie your arm ; Wednesday for her home in Portland. man. Ward 4, Fred A. Holmes, chair*
cf Strout
Gross cf
to your side, and if you keep it inactive She has been the gueet of her sister, Mrs.
man; Mrs. Fred A. Holmes, vice chairIf Lothrop
I
Ness, If
long enough its Jstrength will vanish. W. L. West, since Dec. 20lh.
Ward 5, L. D. Holmes, chairwoman.
Runs made by Bailey, Maclnnis, Nor- Such is nature’s penalty lor disuse. Tie
Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Ingersoll and
ton and Stone.
Mrs. George A. Leavitt,
rice
your soul to what is trivial and temporal
little son, Henry G., Jr., of Exeter, N. man;
I wo members ot the American Legion
and material and it, too, will wither. H., are guests of Mrs. Ingersoll’s parents, chairwoman.
It was informally reported
held a wrestling match after the base Such is spiritual nature’s penalty for dis- Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. Coombs.
that the only candidate on the petitions
ball game which was very interesting. use.
It is impossible te escape this unifor county officials on the Democratic
Capt. C. b. Swett left recently for Bal- ticket before the June
1 his was followed by a wrestling exhi- versal law.”
primaries was Geo.
bition between two men of Co K. The
Sunday school immediately after the timore to bring to Bath a tugboat, to be I. Keating for clerk of courts.
used
the
&
Co.
by
Paper
Pejepscot Pulp
result of these matches made no differ- morning service; and it is hoped that
in
hauling their barges from Eastern
ence as to points between the Legion and
every father and mother will be soliciMaine
to
BASKET BALL.
bath.
K.
Co.
tous for their children’s attendance.
Perhaps the most interesting part of "Well begun is half done,” remains as
Mrs. Katie Jackson, who has been
the program was the boxing which the true of every individual -s of the life of
One of the fastest games ever played
spending the winter with her daughter,
a business or an institution.
Legion won on all points
Mrs. Lee Robinson, 21 Union St., has re- in Union Hall, Searsport, was played
Final score in points:
Mrs.
I turned to her home in belmont.
between the fast Searsport
The First baptist Church.
Rev. Jackson is suffering from a nervous Monday night
Company K. American Legion
school and B.H.S. Midgets. Sears*
High
C.
13
Lreorge
Sauer,
pastor;
residence,
Basket ball
10
breakdown.
Cedar; telephone, 123-11. Sabbath serport did some fine passing in the first two
20
Relay race
Mr. sad Mrs. Ralph H. How. s left
vices at 10:45 and 7:30; Bible school at
Base ball game 16
and got a lead sufficient to hold
periods,
12; Christian Endeavor 6:30; mid-week Wednesday for Norfolk, Va., where the
10
Boxing
latter will make an extended visit with their opponents who made a fine fight for
devotional serv.ce Thursday, 7:30.
Next Sunday morning’s worship in- the former's cousin, Mrs. R. H. barrett- the honors, and through a alight error of
Total
36
20
cludes a sermon by the pastor—“The Mr. Howes will return by the wsy of Rhoades, who ran down the hall and shot
boston, where he will make a business a basket for Searsport instead of bis own
Rizpah Mother, and the Love that is Un
CITY POINT
quenchable.” This great story of un- visit.
basket, which of course counted, lost to
quenchable mother love is found in II
Charles Wesley Wood of Belfast, a
their heavier opponents, 22 to 18. The
Samuel 21 chapter, and throws a flood of
Clifton M. Hamm of Brooks, a
Mrs. Raymond Collins is quite ill with
senior,
light upon the love of the Eternal Fathand Theodore F. Hatch of Dark summary:
influenza at her home in Belfast.
junior,
er, “a love that will not let us go.” The
B. H. S. midgets
Harbor, a sophomore, are included in the Searsport H. S.
Mrs. Harold Moriarty, who is teaching splendid chorus choir will lead the music
deans’ list 01 students at University of Jackson rf 2
Colcord lg 1
<
in Hermon Pond, Me., is spending a vaca- of this service.
Maine whose average rank for the half- Porter If
Adams rg
tion with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. RobAt the evening service an inspiring
A. Staples If
year have been b or better.
Roger* rg
ert Taylor.
sing, with solos and duets, occupies the
Rhcadescl
Card c 7
The orchestra will be
first half hour.
Mr. and Mrs. Linderup and two children
Dean Ig 1
Wadsworth rf 7
The evening address is from
present.
HARRISON
O.
CUNNINGHAM
of Round Pond, who have been guests of
R. Staples rg
Davis If
the words of Jesus: “What wilt thou
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Taylor,
Referee, Wilson. Scorer, Titcomb.
that I should do unto thee;” theme, “Our
have leased the Anderson house for the
was
Last Wednesday the community
Heart Wishes, may we expect God to
summer.
The Sanford basket ball team will be in
again saddened when it was learned that
grant them?” Everyone welcome.
O Cunningham, known to all Belfast
Harrison
this, Thursday, evening to play
On March 14th Basil Newell saw h s
Since service in the Master’s name is
He
had
had
as “Pete,”
passed away.
first real spring bird, a crow blackbird, the secret of a church's growth the
Norton. Roberts and Gat*
Soper,
White,
and
ill
for
ten
with
been
pneumonia
days
and also saw his first robin, and heard spiritual activities of this church are
The Journal went to press too
while the attend- chell.
and
died
complications
Monday evening tenderfoot
it singing, which he says is quite unusual numerous.
n was making his usu .1 call
early Wednesday to give the score of
for the first one.
He thinks this par- scout test for new candidates, small ves- ing physici
He
and had just pronounced him better.
that evening.
ticular robin wintered here and was feel- try; entertainment rehearsal, large veswas born iu Swanville, Aug. 31, 1849, son
Tuesday evening, at 13 Cedar St.,
ing pretty good to see a genuine spring try.
The telephone basKet ball team won
and
Harriet
of
the
late
Parson
(Spicer)
in
of
the
charge
morning. The lirst bluebirds appeared conference by committee
Aug. 22, 1874,he was united : from the Howes clerks in the Armory
March 15th.
Beatty meetings in April. Wednesday Cunningham.
in marriage to Clara Patterson and they
the Ladies' Sewing Circle proFriday evening in a score of 16 to 12. The
On Monday while hauling a big load of evening,
soon came to the home where he lived
vide banquet for Palestine Commandery
boards along the shore of the Red Brid e
until his death.
Three children were lineup.
at Masonic Temple; choir rehearsal in
stream Walter Darres, his load and his
born to them, one son, Tommy, who died Telephone
Howes
vestry. Thursday afternoon, meeting of
two valuable horses, Reter and Doll, went
when a little boy, two daughters, Mrs. White lb
Marriner rf (4)
ladies of the church in the vestry; 4 00
(1)
over a seven fool embankment into the
five
died
Ellen
who
ago,
Littlefield,
years
Robertson rf
Davis lb (1)
Thursday
meeting of Campfire Girls.
stream and narrowly escaped drowning.
The
Sanders c (3)
Parson c
mid-week service—“Opening and Mrs. Ida Nichols of belfast.
Mr. Darres with great presence of mind evening,
blow
loss
children
was a
severe
of
these
|
Ramsdell If <4)
the Way for a Revival of Religion.”
Braley rb
cut the harnesses so that the horses clearto
him.
was a devoted husband and
He
Robinson rb
Plaisted If (1)
afternoon meeting of the Senior
ed themselves, but for several moments Friday
naBible Class in vestry.
Saturday morn- father, being of a very sympathetic
Timekeeper, McRae, referee, Harry
one of them was complet.ly submerged
a
a kind and obliging
and
neighbor
ture;
Ball.
and
Basket
Bowen.
Scout Hikes
and the other swam against the swift ing, Boy
He will be sadly missed
favorite.
Wednesday evening, March 22, Christian general
current into the deep water under the
in the community as well as in the home.
Endeavoi Social. Friday evening, March
UNITY.
bridge, then in anxiety for his mate
For several years he has had the care of |
31, Annual Sale and Entertainment by
swam back, turned and breasted the curGreen Lawn Cemetery, and there he was |
the Ladies of the Church, Memorial Hall.
rent again, finally finding footing and
he so dearly
2 16, Special Lenten Servii es, Rev. laid at rest with the children
] E. B. Rand is making extensive repairs
climbing up the bank. Some school boys April
loved and where he had spent so many ! on the Staples
Preacher.
Beatty,
residence, which he has
Benjamin
from the board landing who were crosMuch sym- recently purchased.
hours ot faithful hard work.
sing the fields to school, gave the alarm
is
extended
to
the
relabereaved
pathy
;
The flu epidemic is gradually subsiding
and a crowd of willing helpers were soon
BELMONT
tives who beside his wife and daughter, |
and nearly all the patients are convaleson the scene.
Ralph Bailey arrived first
are one sister, Miss Louise Cunningham,
and able to be out. A few remain
and with his help Mr. Darres succeeded
Mystic grange met in regular session the last of a family of eight children, cing
as yet.
in getting the second horse ashore, while
Saturday evening, March 11th, with all five grandchildren and several nephews quite poorly
others helped with the boards and wagon
and nieces.
Funeral services were held ;
the officers present but Pomona and L. A
L. E Webb has moved to the Frank
One man sounded the water with a 14Steward, Geneva Morse acting as Pomo- at his late home Sat. afternoon, Rev. \ Bartlett farmhouse by the railroad crossfoot board and failed to find bottom in na and Nellie Brewster as L. A. Steward.
William Vaughan of East belfast officiat- ing and
Percy Crosby into the house of
what has often been called at this pent The vrange voted tc let the ladi s of the ing. The bearers were Messrs. A. D.
B. A. Fogg, recently purchased by John
a bottomless stream.
Mr. Darres is to be
for
Belmont Farm Bureau have the hall
Moody, A E. Cunningham, A. T. Nick- Webb.
especially congratulated on the escape of their dress forms meeting March 21st. erson and A. E. Dainm. The flowers
his horses from the fact that for each
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hayes are receiving
at
the
dance
grange were profuse and beautiful.
There will also be a
horse he paid over $300, and has exactly hall Tuesday evening, March 21st.
congratulations upon the arrival of a litThe
Another old friend and neighbor,
the pair he wanted.
tle daughter in their home, born Sunday,
the lecOver three scor: years and ten,
program committee appointed by
March 12th.
Mrs. Belle McManus is.
Has passed from the little village
turer, consisting of Earle Marriner, Lawith Mrs. Hayes.
mes oacssun,
The Baptist Boy Scouts were enter- Forest Allenwooa ana
To a land beyond our ken,
which
And as we journey onward,
The friends of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Tweetained Friday at their regular meeting in presented the following program,
was
thoroughly enjoyed by all: piano
And long for voices stilled
die extend sympathy to them in the loss
the vestry by Mr. O. E. Frost, a real
solo, Nellie Brewster; reading, worthy
We miss the form of faithful “Pete,”
of their infant daughter, which occurred
His talk was from the secretary; recitat on, worthy gate keepboy’s friend.
Whose place cannot be filled.
Funeral services were held
recently.
Earle
Allenwood;
piano
solo,
reading,
it
and
tbe
closest
er;
held
atC.
M
N.
caught
heart;
Sunday, March 12th.
He emphasized the im- Arline Morse; monologue, “Me and my
tention of all.
in costume,
portance of starting right and traced the Down Trodden Sex,” given
history of two boys as seat mates in Ada Marriner; reading, worthy Ceres;
and Nellie
school; when they grew to manhood the vocal duet, Arline Morse
readbrighter of the two was in an institution Brewster; reading, Geneva Morse;
over which his friend a successful busiing, Alice White; and song, “Reuness man, was the head.
One boy start- ben and Rachel,” given in costume,
>
ed right the other did not
One lived in LaForest Allenwood and Earle Marr;
at the
58 members and 5 visiting memChurch
the light and the other did things he con- iner.
The lecturer apcealed.
At the social hour refreshments bers were present.
!
Next Sunday morning the pastor will deliver one of
were served.
George H. Robertson, the pointed a committee to arrange the preHatboys’ leader, is receiving encouragement gram for March 25th consisting of
1
his most interesting and helpful sermons. In the evenin the completion and furnishing of the tie Heald, Hattie Morse and Nellie JackThe program for March 18th was
Scouts’ log cabin, which will be ready ton.
ing Rev. Ashley A. Smith will deliver the address and
read by the lecturer.
for use this summer.
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DEMOCRATIC MEETING.

Amos P. Lord arrived Saturday from
Augusta, where he had been on business.
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WE SHALL BE GLAD TO BE OF SERVICE TO YOU.
2%

on

daily

balances is

a

practical example of service.

WALDO TRUST COMPANY
(“THE COMMUNITY EANK”)

BELFA8T
BROOKS

CA8TINE

UNITY

The Repibliean Journal BALTIMORE WOMAN'S

MESSAGE TO MOTHERS

Belfast. Thursday, March 16, h>22

Pub. Co.

Republican Journal
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A.

BROW N. Kditor

L

ADVERTISING TERMS, tdrone square,
in column, 50 cents for
one inch length
cents for each subsequent
one week and S5
Insertion.
in advance,
Subscription terms,
50cents
$2.00a year, $1.00 for si* months;
■for three months.
For

Representative

HON.

JOHN

Congress

in

E. NELSON

QUOTATION
little green plant that grows
the sea,
kni the emerald leave* that it numbers
a

over

are three.
And the heart of the Irishman

ever

is

true
To the little green shi mrock all covered
with dew.”
“For the mem’ry of our fathers.
And the isle of ahamrock sod,
The freedom of our children.
And the churches of our God,
We have fought in grim defiance.
Now we work in joyous trust;
O Erin’s chains are falling
All broken in the dust.
There a harp upon the hillside,
There’* a song upon the sea.
And we join the swelling chorus,
“Ireland shall be free.”

-THE FEDERAL

RESERVE

SYSTEM

The act establishing the Federal Rewas passed
by a Demoserve System
was apand
Senate
and
House
cratic
his first
proved by Mr. Wilson during
term as President. There has been of
late much vehement condemnation of the
system in the Senate of the United
States, notably by certain Democratic
members. Public denunciation of it has
been rife in the South and In some secSelf-seeking poliions in the West.
„,cians and agitators all over the country
have sought to magnify this criticism
and spread it broadcast. This has caused

Ave lives Mr*.
few weeks ago

member banks which

when prices for labor and everything else
were at the peak, and business was hum
ming the Federal Reserve Board authorized the regional banks to issue a large
W'hen
volume of reserve bank notes.
prices oropp d and business became de-

pressed much less currency

needed

was

a

not

are

own

a

dollar of stock

in ai>y regional bank, and no taxpayer is
assessed a penny in connection there
No regional bank can loan a dollar
to any person, firm or corporation. These
banks c n loan only to member banks.
with.

A very simple illustration will show
how business is done under the Federal
System. Suppose a member bank of the

city of Portland or any other city in the
Boston reserve district has accommodated
its customers with loa s to the full extent of its resources allowable under
State and national banking laws, that
more money is needed to carry on legitimate business enterprises and customers
ask for additional loans offering ample
and .good collateral security. The memvJser bank accepts the loan, endorses the
note to the Federal Reserve Bank in Boston, sends tbe note with the collateral to
that bank and the customer gets the
money in Reserve Bank currency which
is perfectly good money because the
collateral security in the vaults of the
regional bank in Boston and tbe securities in the national treasury make it good.
When tbe n te is paid the money returns
to the regional bank and remains there
until further needed. The Reserve System thus gives the country an elastic
-currency which enlarges when needed
and which retires automatically when
not needed.

Here in Maine we have a very good
law which prevents sw indlers
“Blue Sky
from coming here in person for the purpose of selling securities which are al-

most, if not entirely, worthless. Fortyone other States have similar laws, but
the swindlers

are

still able to do

a

thriv-

ing business. A bill has recently been
introduced in Cpngress which will supplement the State laws and will, at least,
make it more difficult for these financial
boot leggers to defraud the people.
Within the past year the people of the
United States have contributed more
than J250.000.000 for the relief of distress
in

Europe.

expended

for

contributions

ing

the

educational

On motion voted to table the matOn motion
ter until the next meeting.
voted that Waldo Pomona send its lec-

fund.
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Hutchins &Skay
Successors to Hutchins Bros.

ain

as

here, more
Japan, more

as

much in France and more than eleven

times

as

in

much in Germany.

Maine Fruit Growers’ Exchange.
R. C. Nealey of Bangor made a brief
visit at the home of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. C. W. Nealey, recently.

born in Eden

on

of the late Geo. W. Hopkins, who
with his wife, was one of the pioneer setFor many years
tlers ot that district.
from early manhood, Mr. Hopkins followed the sea but in later life he became
a carpenter at which trade he worked for
years up to the time of his retirement
Mr. Hopkins was
from active work.
married manv years ago to Miss Linda
Her
Young, also of an old island famiL
death occurred ten years ago. Surviving
are two sons, Archie C.
Hopkins of Bel
fast and Seth Hopkins of Bar Harbor;
two daughters, Mrs. Georgia Verrill of
Biddeford Pool and Mrs. Frank ThompDist ict. There are
son of the Emery
seven grandchildren, Orient Thompson of
the Emery District, Shirley Thompson of
Salisbury Cove, Verrill Thompson of Bar
Harbor, Harlie Thompson of the Emery
District, Mrs. Ernest Wilcomb of Bar
Harbor, Miss Josephine Thompson of Bar
Harbor, Miss Bernice Willard Hopkins of
Belfast; three great-grandchildren, Wilfred and John Wilcomb, and Miss Mili dred
Thompson, daughter of Shirley

Thompson.

FOR SALE.
Two roller singers wilh cages, cheap;
also parlor stove and a hot water tank.
Tel. 314-3
MRS. L. A BROWN,
2w9
7 Alto Street

---

CASTOR IA

In Use For Over 30 Years

LADIES

York installed

Stomach Weak?
stomach and banish
indigestion; Mi-O-Na is guaranteed by
A. A. Howes A Co. to do it or money
bock.
Strengthen

YOUK

...

Cross
Deduct

Uniment^

consin Mahcgai y, Warsaw, Wis., Red,
A beautiful dark red— (he reddest of reds.

0 00

1.676 39
3,195 25

Gross assets
Deduct items n

.$166,C88 25

assets.

93
56
41
28
(’0

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

Boston

CALL AND SEE THEM.

Belfast, Maine,

Insurance

Assets

Cross

Deduct

Admitted assets.$29,601,126 09
Liabilities December 31. 1921.
Net ur paid lo°ses,.. $ 9,307,820 78
Unearned premiums. 8 546.064 38
All other liabilities
2,851,148 18
3 500.000 00
Cash capital.
over
all
liabilities.
5,396,092 75
Surplus

not

Total Liabilities and Surplus.
K. Col cord. Agent,

2,721,298
5,346.286
359.021
3 362 603

$12,779 109 03

Searsp<»rt.

Imperial Assurance Co., New York

$8,900,777 50
2,545.926 81

Cross assets. .$2,413 582 59
Deduct items not admitted.
8,076 04

69

Admitted assets. $2 406,506 55
Liabilities December 31, 1921.
Net unpaid losses.$ 113,038 00
Uneerned premiums
873.173 47
All other liabilities.
46,000 00
Cash capital.
500.000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 874,296 08

7g

Total lisbilities end surplus.*6,354,850 69
3w9

3wll

The London & Lancashire Ins. Co., Ltd.
LONDON, ENGLAND,

806 Lafayette Building, Philadelphia. Pa.
Assets December 31, 1921,
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank...
Agents' balances.
interest and rents.
All other assets.

Assets

48

70,486

08

34.914 81
26.397 30

00
73

93
35

Total lisbiliries and sujplus.5 1,683,116 01
3w9

Agents’ balances,.

896,989

Interest and rents.

3,679 68
104168 71
2,'. 16 52

bliia receivable.

All other assets.

Gross assets.$ 1,744,111 24
60,995 23
Deduct ite'ms not admitted

Liabilities December 31, 1921.
Net unpaid losses
.$
44.100
Unearned premiums.
407.470
All other liabilities.
29,295
surplus ever all liabilities. 1,212,249

December 31, 1921,

Heal estate
.$ 300,000 00
0 uO
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
0 00
Stocks and bonds.. 5,670,662 13
Cash in office and bana,.
992 77o 79

240,700 00
1,276,006 57

95,606

loans.

Nil
Nil

Total liabilities and surplus.$2,406 506 56

Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mutual
Fire Insurance Co.

Mortgage loans.$
9,743 00
Stocks and bonda.
456.900 00
Cash in office and bank. 27.639 05
Agents’ balances.
21,343 24
Irtereat and rents.
2,208 19
All other assets.
245 25
...

ORRIN J.

vour

Real Estate and

Insurance,

DICKEY,
Belfast, Maine.

Gross assets.9
Deduct items not admitted.
Admitted assets.9
Liabilities December 31; 1921.'

unpaid losses.9
Unearned premiums....
Net

All ether liabilities.
Surplus oyer all liabilities.

Total liabilities and surplus.9
3w9

7,661
261,012
4,950
208,851

it—

Admitted assets.*7,702,366
Liabilities December 31.1921.
Net unpaid losses. * 367,688
Unearned premiums. 8.666,902
All other liabilities.
263.490
Cash capital.
0
Surplus over all liabilities. 8,416,302

wasamssssss—

27

472,475 87

~m_

Colony Insurance Compdty
BOSTON. MASSACTIUSKTTi
A Aieti

,

Mortgage E
Collateral L

December 31, 1921
{

If

...

..

lhdfff

una

f

ane.

3. <SB7M
ITM
flB

Stocks and Hondo.
Cash in Office a« d Batik

Agents' Balance*.
Bilia lire- ivable.
Interest and Kent*
All other A ate la.

%

42

Admitted Assets..
Si
Liabilities December 31, l&l
Net Unpaid Losses..
$
Unearned Premiums.
1.
All other Lisbilitits.
!.
Deposit Capital
I.
Surplus over all Liabilities.
......

Total Liabilities and Surplus..
M
B. F. Colcor I, Agent. Searsport,
3aV

89
93

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA.
Assets

Keal

December 31.19**!

Mortgage

SA®i

*

estate

loans.

J^B

Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonde,_.
Caah in office and bank..
Agents’ balances
Interest and rents.

®JSg

Cross assets. I1
Deduct items not admitted.
Admitted aaaets

11.5®®

...

Liabilities December at, 19<iL
Net unpaid losses.
<
Unearned premium*.

jjSj

All other liabilities
over all liabilities.

Surplus

H

Total liabilities and surplus.

5®®®

3*9

Dr. M.C. Stephens*
DEMIST

00

00
00

96

—

inJidnd Lumbermen’s Muiudi Ins. U

MN SONIC lfMPU.

KOOM 3

Total liabilities and surplus.*7,702,868 99
3«11

1922

TWO REGISTERED

HOLSTEIN COWS
FOR SALE

Sboats for Sale

Auto License

Registration
APPLICATIONS,

muil be

MAURICE W. LORD
Justice of

Notary Public.

Hiyf.rd Block. Belliit.

HAIR

-«

GROWI-KJ

HILDR*!"** **l

BrMW'T

83
62
25

|

H. HILL COM, xSY. 1>LT» V.T

..

518,078 73
45,602 85
472,476 87

V.

Ihi

Gross assets
17,967.976 4b
Deduct iteuis not admitted.
286607 36

LOWELL, MASS.
December 81, 1921.

|

GroM Asteta. U 166.4111
Deduct item* not admitted.
lU®i

Nil
Collateral loans.
stocks and bonds. 1,982,382 26
178,722 52
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances. 228.632 80
Nil
Hilla receivable.
Nil
Interest snd rents.
All other assets.
23,945 02

46
00

>

At Att DrugfistaSO Cents

,

31, 1921.
Real estate. $ 193.842 06
46,360 00
Mortgage loans.
0 00
Collateral loans.
Stocks an 1 bond3. 7.353,297 63
and
bank.
32?,885 24
Cash in ottice
832,860 06
Agents’ balances.
0 00
Bills receivable.
107,921 91
Interest t.nd rents.
40,630 61
All other asseta.;.

Asset*

Farm Insurance?

32
76
10

EDINBURG, SCOTLAND.

00
46

j

H

1.000.000 00 j Real E*tat.'
£6

Assets December 31, 1921.
Real estate. $

[

2. Imtantly tbe tablet begins dmr.te .ratiag
cr
I
brcakiBf up.”
3 In 10 second* tbe medio? pnpertif. art
thoroughly mixed vith nitre.
Thu« Hill’* C. B. Q. Tablet*
at'ly. ri*e rebel vithout delay and begia
c.l> mg Colds and la Grippe loaf before 99
»b- rw
tablets, by actual test.
To pro*e K
..{ b* the stimeb .u»ce»
Eject other tb-n C R 0 Tablets ‘t
t:.r test, and ubierxie th »* in most mstan.es
1
an hour or more is requirtd lor compete
dmntffratioa.
PeifunJ C B. Q. Tablets ia red bat 1
brxriBg Mr. HiB's portrait and sifnature.

Old

Scottish Union & National Ins. Co.

Mortgage

w|

68

3wll

ABSetB December

■

I

$12,779.109 03

Liabilities Pecember 31, 1921.
Net Unpaid Losses.$
Unear' ed Premiums,.
All other Liabilities.
Cash capital
Surplus over all liabilities.

H.

Admitted assets.$6.364,8E0
Liabilities December 81, 1921.
Net unpaid losses..$ 471,618
3,861.791
Unearned premiums.
200,710
All other lisbilities.
200.000
Cash deposit.
Surplus over sll lisbilities.— 1,620,730

S

194,401 65

Admitted assets^.

Total liabilities and surplus. $29,601,126 09
3w9

traders and Mechanics Insurance Co.

HOW ABOUT YOUR

I
.*

$12 973,510

*

vat er

December 81, 1921.

admitted

Sjxrt

art

I

Comixiny.

assets.
items

The

beif by te»t
LI ILL'S C BO Tablet*
*
Try this ximple experiment
io
I Drop a C fi Q Tablet a (Uix oi Jear

I

17
00
60

$
4/4.90000
Real est»t»...
221.3, ') 00
Mortage I >ans.
2.; 0" "»»
Collateral loans.
9.960.90 00
Mocks and bonds.
-K( 9 -30 61
Cash in office and ban
1,069,186 37
Amenta’,balances.
>
Billa*recei vabte
7f*l/4 29
Interest and rents
All other assets
316,219 06

75
66

$30,360,560
759,434

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted

! Acts On

81
98

BOSTON. MASSAc HUSETTS.

Admitted assets.$ 1,683,116 01

Balmoial Red

56

3.11

28
00
50
11
3,T56,393 37
20 409 66
158.663 11
344 994 72

All other assets

CASCARAj|. QUINIW

$5 450,711 68
11,604 12

admitted

JAMES PAT I EE & SON, Agents Belfast

December 31. 1921.
Real estate. $ 4.028,912
256,000
Mortgage loans.
20.616,9*6
Stocks and bonds
Cash in office and bank.
1,182,301
balances

One ReasonW hyf

Total liabilities and surplus.$5,439 107 56

68

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND.

Bills receivable...
Interest ana rents.

>t

16.439.107
Admitted asset*
Liabilities December 31. 1921.
Net unpaid ]o«ses
$ 417.509
Unearned premiums. 2,618.074
121 336
All other liabilities
Cash ( spiral. 1.000,000
1.282.186
Surplus over all liatdlitiea,

1,520 32

items not admitted.

Maryland Casually Company

Agents'

S'hnp/eJest

...

|

IMPORTED

Magda Red,

J) 00

132.8 <3 25
26.823 04
1,5.0 32

Total liabilities and surplus... .'—$164,567 93
3w9

j

rhy 0,fits

0 00
I
Real estate.
0 00
Mortgage loan# ...
0 00
'Collateral loan*
St> ck* and bonds, (actual market
3 915 9» 8 00
value December 31. 1921)
ard bark..
720,257 61
j Caah in office
792.2*24 11
Agents’ balances
278 60
Hills receivable
2*2.048 36
Inters t ar d rents..
0(0
All other asset*.

Assets

TOV can't do your best when
muscle
back and
every
^ £iyour
la-s with fatigue.
Ay, :. Sloan's Liniment freely, with•;
and enjoy a penetrative
out ;
glow of warmth and comfort.
Good for rheumatism, neuralgia,
sprains and strains, aches and pains,
si iati,a, sore muscles, stiff joints and
the after effects of weather exposure.
For forty years pain’s enemy. Ask
SIouii s luiridy.
your neighbor. Ktfp

(o..

1

000
0 00

Admitted assets.. $164.567
Liabilities December 31, 1821,
Net unpaid losses .$ 17,162
Unearned premiums.
14,(53
8.393
AlI other liabilities.
C ash capital. 100.060
u rplus over all liabilities.
24,968

USE SLOAN’S TO
EASE LAME BACKS I

fdqle lire Insurdnce

A*s**t9 December 31, 19%L

ASS.

Mocks and bonds
Cash in office and bank.
Agents' ba.ances.
Bills receivable
Interest and rents.
All other assets....

the

bec Journal.

Our agency specializes on this class of properties and our services are at your call.

It to k*

M

..

Jonesport Red, Braintree, Mass., Red, Westerly, R. I. Red, Westerly, R. I., Pink, Niantic,
Conn., Pink, St.Cloud, Minn., Red, Wis-

A. S. HEAL,

I

Casually Insurance Co.

Mr. and Mrs. G. H York were guests
Assets December 31. 1921.
of Mr. and Mrs. J.W Goodwin in Monroe
$
Real estate......
recently and attended a meeting of Star Mortgage loans.
tne
loans.
Collateral
in
of Progress grange in Jackson

We are headquarters for
red granite. We have in
stock or in transit

Beers Red,

Eastern

BOoTON.

RED
GRANITE

S

I

80 Maiden l.anc. New York.

Mrs. L. A. White.

With these

facts before him will Mr. Gompers tell
the strikers, the would-be strikers and

I

Amerkdn

Mrs. Waiter Lwombly enteriaiueu me
Among
ciub Saturday, Feb. 26th.
the guests were Mrs C. B. Jewett and

At all druggists—35c, 70c, SI-40.

CANARY BIRDS

f?

■

500

Sept. 14, 1814, the

was
son

than six times

much

recently

M.

the few left in Somerset county—spanning the Dead river between Bigelow and
Flagstaff, was blown off its piers and into
This bridge was 132 feet long
the river.
and set rather high, being about 25 feet
above the water. This is one of the oldest
covered bridges in the county and is about
Last year it was repaired
75 years old.
at the expense of nearly $i,000 —Kenne-

than five times

as

This famous old anody ri" has
equal f**r Cough* * ,.i !.,
Sore Throat. Grippe. Cramp*.
Colie, Chills, Strain*. Cut*.
Burns and many other • onFur more than tt
mon troubles
a
century generation after B
generation has praised its ■
worth. All dealers. 2o andoOc. I

Conant was in Lewiston
to attend a convention of the

C.

e

no

Feb. 26th.

Flagstaff. Maine, March 8th. During the heavy wind early Wednesday
morning the old covered bridge—one of

will pay for about
much labor in Ureat Brit-

it will

Mr. and Mrs. Amos White of Jackson
guests of C. W Nealey and family,

were

Hon.

p'

Internal anil Cster il
100 years of Sure- -s

Feb. 26th.

bring regret. It marks the
passing of a member of one of the oldest
Mr. Hopkins
families of Mount Desert.
will

An ounce of gold
as

Doctor's Presrr

George W. Hopkins died at his home in
Take Taulac and eat three square meals
Saliabuiy Cove, at -s. 15 Tuesday afterRead Ac flills.
a day.
noon, Feb. 25, after an illness of several
of
the
older
hosts
of
To
months.
people
AFF
this section particularly and to friends COVERED BR1 uc A1 FLAGST
ITERS.
FROM
BLOWN
announcement
is
the
one
everywhere,

now there will be a prosperous Europe.”
This is very discouraging.
"Hope deferred maketh the heart sick.”

three times

Mr and Mrs. C. B. Jewett visited Mr.
Mrs. Eben Clements in Hampden

and

oflicers.

that

We have a fine class of finished
Monuments in the leading granites and marbles. Leaving your
orders with us now will give you
a stone finished and placed for
MEMORIAL DAY.

home here.

evemug, where Mr.

GtORGb W. HOPKINS

Professor Fisher of Yale University has
recently returned from Germany and has
informed the public that: "If we nurse
Europe along perhaps twenty years from

all the rest of us, just how and how ong
high wages and short hours can be mainabout (23,000,000,000 for our own war tained in the United Stites?
There is a quorum present—Mr. Gomexpenses and for foreign loans without
depreciating our currency a penny at pers has the floor.
home or in Europe. Without it we beThe advance agents of the Income Tax
lieve tbe Liberty loans could not have
Collector are abroad in the land. Ninety
been made promptly and as required and
million of our people are not asked to pay
they could not possibly have been made a
penny of this tax. The burden falls
at a rate of interest as low as four and a
entirely on those who are able to pay.
cent.
of
in
Scores
people
quarter per
The frequent charges made that the in*
Belfast and hundreds of people in Waldo come tax favors the rich and oppresses
county had no ready money with which the poor, have no foundation whatever.
to buy Liberty bonds when the drives
We cannot eatablish a market for our
were in progress, but they were able to corn in France because
a prohibitive duty
has
been impoaed upon it. This is done
of
aabacribe liberally through the agency
to
encourage rice growing in the French
'the Federal Svatem.
They gave their
colonies.
notes, put the bonds aubacribed for with
the notes, as collateral, and through a
member bank the note was rediscounted
and only a fair rate of interest was
<tBarged. Tbe regional bank furnished
For Infants and Children
it-he money and when tbe notes were paid

Colic and Pains In
gtomach or Bowels.

At the census ten granges responded.
the lecturer in
was made by
regard to a letter received by her solicit-

Some talk

This contribution has been
in fifteen different nations.

The Federal Reserve System enabled
the people of the United States to raise

%

Mr*. Mary L. Hanson died Sa'urday.
street
March 4th, at her home on Market
uremic
with
illness
severe
after a very

poisoning. She was born in
W
August.1876,the daughter of

with ten officers present. After the usual
business routine one candidate was found

turer, Mrs. Annie Aborn, to the Lecturto carry on
Song by
ers’ Conference at Augusta
and gradually, as collections were made,
A
Chester Poland and Julia Gurney.
much of the money loaned was paid.
was
remembrance
of
fraternal
message
money
Having no immediate use for this
the Overseer for Pomona, Mrs.
the regional banks sent it back to the given by
who was unable to be presLeroy
Morse,
cancelled
be
to
Federal Reserve Board
Song by Julia and Albra Gurney
It is absurd to say that ent.
ani destroyed.
The treasurer preand Chester Poland.
an agency of the government is deflating
A vote of
for 1921.
The prevailing conditions sented his report
the currency.
for
in business is responsible for such de- thanks was given Harvest Grange
the
of
courtesies
day.
the
The
Tederal
flation as has taken place.
Closed in form.
Reserve System carried us through tne
Gracie Bowen,
tremendous stress of war and pever was
Secretary pro tern.
there a day when a Federal Reserve note

many and are The
appropriations for continuing this
Their capital is
ocd
work during the fiscal year beging
in bonds or certificates of indebtedness
ning June 1, 1922, have already reached
of the national government and these a total of $510,000 and a bill to approprisecurities are deposited in the national ate
$16,000,000 more is now before Contreasury in Washington, as security for
And still there are people who
gress.
the reserve bank notes issued by the
are vociferating that the government is
regional banks as currency. The gov- neglecting its soldiers
ernment do:

Feb.
by Silver Harvest grange, Waldo,
7th. The meeting was opened in form

the business of the country,

banks.

national

entertained

WATCHFUL EYES

many people to suspect, if not to actually
believe, that the Federal Reserve System
had been operated for the few and against
eve. ybody else, and they want to know
was not on a
parity with gold, while
the facts. The machinery by means of
British paper currency was at one time
which the Federal Reserve System operquoted at about 37 per cent below par.
ates consists of 12 “regional banks,” loOur reserve system during the war justicated in 12 of the great business centers fied its existence.
of the United States, as follows: Boston,
New'York, Philadelphia, Cleveland, RichAlmost $10,000,000 was spent in 1921
mond, Atlanta, Chicago, St. Louis, Min- by the American Red Cross in aid of disneapolis, Kansas City, Dallas and San abled veterans of the World War. The
Each of
Francisco, one in each city.
government is paying out $1,000,000 in
these banks has a defined territory and cash
every day, Sundays included, to exno one of these banks has authority to do
Free
service men and their dependents.
business outside its own pre cribed terri- hospital treatment is being given to 30,tory. Each banK has a board of directors OtO ex-service men every day. Vocationand is otherwise equipped to do a banking al
training is given to 100,000 disabled
business.
They are not owned by the ex-service men at the present time. To
Government, as many suppose, but are sum the whole matter up, the governowned by “member banks” in the terri- ment has, since the war closed, expendtory of the “regional banks.” The capital ed more than a billion and a half dollars
of the regional barks is furnished by its for the benefit of our returned soldiers.

all

was

William J. l)va»r»ei retary and
of the Maine State Society for Protection
the Slate
of Animate, ia aending ropiea of
to amlaw relative to depicting cruelty
and
ntala, to managera of picture houaea
ihoae intereated in making and prvdu mg

HANSON.

__

OF AUGUSTA.

There’*

Waldo Pomona grange

L.

a of
The law. Chapter U, Special Law
H and
1*21, forhida any pereon to prepare, make,
a
who
Henry Johnson,
Ear!) exhibit or take part in manufacturing or
Georgianna <Bixb>' Beckworth.
wrote what may be termed a good message
in
G. Ward of producing motion picture tiling involving
instruction
received
usrd
Lincoln
and
have
"I
married
in
said:
life
ahe
waiting
in
She
mothers
to all
of
cruelty to an mala for the purp<»«e
t>r. True's elixir for more than ten years the fifth degree, followed by a whollv de- Thorndike and is survived by one daughfurniahing a acene for movie picturea.
and know it is good.’* She used Dr I rue * lightful and satisfactory session in the ter of that marriagr, Mildred L wife of
°r
The «ct provide! t penalty of IMw
fhxir. the True family I axative and Worm
aa
hall and the usual noontime soci- Gerald Coggins of this city, with whom three montha' impriaonmenl. or both,
f xptller. to r d her children of worms. dining
ia veated
Jurt«diction
direct
callfor
was
court
a
cared
may
meeting
she lived and was tenderly
There >s hardly a child but what needs ability. The afternoon
and trial
in municipal and police rnurta
Dr. True’s Elixir, for they all u uallv ed to order and the program taken up. A I^ter she came to Belfast, wt ere she mrt
Mrs
juatirea.
have worms when growing up
of
witty address of welcome by Ada San
and married Elvin E Hanson, now
Johnson appreciates what Dr. Irue'sthxir
from Lester
haa broken all
Carrie
a
One
sister,
born
received
response
The demand for Tania
Mass
be
in
will
children
Whitman,
accomplishes. Your
O'er Twrnty Million
of
in
world’a
recorda.
Belfast,
use
Thompson
of
Riverside
grange,
its
Wilson
of
Maurice
better health through
M., wife
been aold aince it waa placed
ofA vocal solo
the following bottlea.have
and
his usual pleasing manner.
Symptoirs to watch: Constipation,
Read A
Brockton, Mass
aix yeara ago
on
market
the
biliousness,
slow
fever,
fensive breath,
by Albrt Gurney was responded to by an brothers survive her: T. Vincent of Chi- Hill*
on
tongue,
red
points
in
stomach,
pains
Mass John
cago, Dwight H. of Taunton,
swollen upper lip, starting during sleep. encore.
A short recess was then declared to W. and Leon A of Springfield, Mass
40c—60c—$1.20.
The
prepare for the installat on of five offi- Clifton L. and Russell S. of Belfast.
the money went back to the bank from
cers elect, and Past Pomona Master, Edfuneral was held at her late home Monwhich it came.
ward Evans, assisted by Clyde Marriner day at 11 a. m. with Bev. Wm. Vaughan,
The conduct of the regional banks is
Arlene Morse, very gracefully install- of the Universalist church, officiating.
and
under he supervision of a Federal Reed Frank Clements, treasurer; Ada San
The many beautiful floral offerings spok<*
that
has
been
charged
It
serve Board.
James of love and friendship for the deceased
Fora;
Cora
Gay,
Ceres;
born,
this board was, virtually, a central bank.
I he
A. S. and Edwina Berry, L. and sympathy for the bereaved.
It does no banking Woodbury,
This is not the fact.
for which, later, they received a beaiers were Messrs GeorgeGray, Frank
A. S
to
to
lend
business. It never had a dollar
The program continued. M. nailey, John B. Myrick and Adelbeit
vote of thanks.
anybody. It has neither authority nor
How can increased production prr Sawyer.
The remains were placed in
Topic,
to
than
more
of
the power to do anything
are safeguarding t he health
acre be made possible in 1922? opened by
tomb in Grove cemetery^
the
receiving
see that all the operations of the Federal
son ami daughter and grandBrother Wilson and further discussed by where they will be interred in the spring.
Reserve System are conducted in strict
children. Grandma knows
brothers Paul,
Gurney, Stevens and
accordance with the law. Not long ago
W interport
COKNEK.
WHITE’S
was very interestingThe
Evans.
topic
a
one of the Washington papers printed
ly discussed by all. Brother Stevens
statement that during the last year the
Ernest Libbey of Melrose, Mass., spent
made some especially practical and pertiReserve Board had retired their circulaweek
recently with relatives in this via
Evans
nent points.
By request Brother
tion to the amount of a thousand million
the cinity.
remarks
upon
extended
some
made
dollars. The sidewalk agitators started
Miss l aura Bickford, who teaches i
Bloc in Congress; reading bv
!
“Wall Street is running the agricultural
the cry,
her vacation at her
is spending
Drew,
an encore.
received
who
Julia
Gurney,
banking system.” The facts are that

Hayward
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Belfast Free Library

DOES NOT HAVE TO
TAKE PHYSIC

BELFAST, ME March I, 1922
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fo the Trustees
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the thirty
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annual report of the Belfast Free
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and took them.
troubled any more w

numbers 3,374, an
The registration roll
names during the
new
.,ease of 294
have been cancel*
■ar, 20# registrations
162 on ac4 on account of death,
j
leaving a
u„t of change of residence,
787 registrations have
t uain of 88
the six years of the
ell cancelled during
so the total numfsent registration tile,
at present is 2,887, repr of borrowers
it of our population.
ining over 50 perce
a
marked increase in
IhciC has been
number of non residents availing
c
on
rmsrlvea of the use of the library
fee.
Twcntvyme„i of a subscription
been registered for three
rce have
one
>nlhs on payment of fifty cents,
on payment of one dollar,
s,x months
j one continues an annuil subscription
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Summing Lp

Limited, OGDFNSnUHG, X.Y.

ity, through the courtesy of the trustees,
of attending the annual conference of the
American Library Association held at
Swampscott. The week’s program, with
its fifty scheduled meetings, was one of
Aside from the
exceptional interest.
professional help and inspiration gained
rs.
8
dol
wo
t
from the department meetings, and disC1RCI LATION
cussions and papers, she had the rare
"he u.c made of the library for home privilege of hearing such noted authors as
ding luring the year is seen in the fol- George E. Woodberry, Dallas Lore Sharp,
Joseph C. Lincoln, Robert Frost, Josering tables:
30,7ti7 phine Preston Peabo ly.
culation,
This report would not be complete
11
erige bnoks per borrower,
6 without some word in recognition of the
erase books per capita,
services rendered the library by Mr. and
CIRCULATION BY CLASSES
With their deMrs Arthur tv Wilson.
17,905 parture the library lost two valued work
lion,
6,547 ers, Mrs. Wilson having served on the
renile,
1,412 Book Committee and Mr. Wilson in a
lodicals,
219
losopby and Kehgion,
twofold capacity as member of the Book
211 Committee and trustee.
lology,
340
ence,
There have been necessary changes to
1.284 our student help this year
In Septein
*,
031
erature,
ber Katherine Brown and Agnes Hill,
629
vel,
who had assisted in the library during
519 their
graphy,
high school course, left to continue
710
lory,
Recently Kaththeir studies in Boston.
erine Frost, who had given hel ful as30,707 sistance for about two years, found it
Total,
164 necessary to give up the library work on
lutes,
Winifred
68 account of
duties.
school
iic,
321 , Thompson and Priscilla Berry, two promPlea,
58 ; ising high school pupils, are now in the
cent adult fiction,
one
C. Vose still continues her apprentice class and are devoting
afternoon each week to the library inrvice station for the people in the
irhood of Little Kiver. 95 books struction.
In closing I wish to thank the trustees
to her for distribution,
ten sent
and interest
circulation reported for the year for their ready cooperation
in library atTsirs, and express my apprei.
continued loyal service of
teachers from other towns of the ciation of the
credit is due for a
have borrowed books to supple- Miss Owen, to whom
work.
heir work in the country schools. large share of the year’s

IW.

ACCESSIONS CLASSIFIED

hy and Keligion,

Vrta,

•

(

8

Sources of Accessions
ied from Wilson Fund,
led trom Otis Fund,
led from Swan Fund,
led from State Stipend,
iks accessioned,

pendicitis at the Waldo county hospital.
Mrs. Fred Smith and her daughter Virginia has returned to Cedar Lake camps
on
Thursday after an extended visit
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W.

individuals,

rom

U. S.

government.and

ler governments,
rom State ol Maine,
rom

institutions and societies,

85
82
17
48
1 1
50

Lambert.

Capt. William Atwater in the schooner
Lois M. Candage sailed recently from
with
Cape Jellison dock for Jonesport
of potatoes sent down from
Limestone for the L nderwood canneries,

12
6
8

destined for clam chowder.

>e of the new non-fiction books of
haw (tail as wide popularity and
n
as great demand as "the latest
Among these might bemention-

good ones have come and
Joseph Staples is driving a mare
gone.
which attracts much attention and John
McLaughlin received Friday a green tivewinter and

Autobiography,
Asquith’s
by Lytton Strachey, Mirof WashMirrors
f Downing Street,
1, Mystic Isles of the South Seas,
denck O’Brien. Outline of history,
lurgot

Victoria,

yenr-old

hinavm.

McG. Kelley
f>ld friends of Freeman
who Wehl id California in the early
eighties, will be interested to learn that
according to a recent issue of the Glendale Press he is building a two-story busion Brand
ness block at a cost of *26,000
Boulevard, the principal street of that

ir Stefansson, Life Snd letters u.
Lee Higginaon, by Bliss Perry,
ng nortli from Patagonia, ay Harry
i, founding of New England, by J.
ims, Life of Beujamin Disraeli, by
Burkle, volumes live and six, the

volumes of the set.

Gifts

city of 30,000, seven miles from Los AnThe ground floor 50x80
geles city hall.
and the
is leased for a department store
second floor is arranged for numerous
perfectly appointed bachelor apartments.
Mr. Kelley is a successful florist on Brand

A of 120 engraving from the famous
paintings has been added to the
collection through the kindness
l Augustus F. Frederick.
George A Quunby presented the
1
with a copy of the Quimby manui, which is of great interest, not
lecause of its contribution to the
of Christian Science, but to us
ally because of its local associar

Boulevard, Glendale.
The masked ball at Denslow hall March
8 proved highly entertaining for everyA considerable number were in

large illustrated folio volumes eu"The soldier in our Civil War”
liven to the library by Mr. Charles
nell in memory of his son, Kalph
•ell.
teen new picture puzzles given by
s have allorded pleasant occupation
hoys and girls who use the library,
library has been remembered in the

I two of our respected citizens with
( money, receiving $1000 from the
of the late Thomas W. Pitcher, and
'rum the late Charles F. Swift. We
id of this opportunity to aesuowsub gratitude these material addio our library funds.
or HOOKS,
repaired at the library,
CAKE

rebound,

2,403

from Iowa which is said to have

I his
pedigree like a patent of royalty.
chestnut gelding lays claim to being of
the blood of Margaret Dillon and pleases
the eye of every lover of horse flesh.
a

additions of
Other
G. Wells.
ai interest are Collected posmsof E.
The friendly Artie, by Vil-

including

_

The horse game appears to have relieved considerable monotony during the past

264

lar

l

cars

two

body.

costume, affording diversion to the spectators while waiting for the music. Owto tne season, light and airy dress

ing

warmer
gave way to manv ridiculous but
Prizes were awarded for the
Richard Goodere for
best and worst.

costumes.

j

best male, Evander llarriman for worst.
Mrs. Clarence Dobbin received the prize
for the finest costume among the ladies>
while Mrs. Willard Harding easily fell
into

possession

of the most absurd.

So-

' down this river to the Illack sea.
The name Ukraine means "border! marches." For centuries It was the
1
bulwark that protected Poland and
Lithuania from the Tatars. Turks, and
As a reother migrating Orientals.
sult It has had cruel taskmasters.
The native population was largely
Cossacks—a wild and unruly people
at that time. They were not originally a tribe, but were men who went
fortli Into the wilderness to find free
dom. The vast steppes, cove'red with
1 grass to the height of a horse, within
which a multitude of game lurked,

j

lured them on.
There were Poles and Lithuanians
and Russians and even Turks among
them. They became marvelous shots,
riders, and swimmers: their horses
famous for their swiftness and
were
endurance. Their differences gradually blended in a unity of purpose and

principle.
Crude

Republican Government.

The name Zaporogians was applied
to the community that tvas the heart
and soul of the great Ukraine. Their
government was crude, hut very re
puhlicnn In form. Kach year the old
officers laid down their duties In the
presence of a general assembly, even
In that day called the rada. and new
ones

then chosen.

Xs any member of the trlbe_ could be
elevated to the highest office. It permitted each one to aspire to this digThe highest official was known

ithdiawn from circulation,
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1

Right in every way A

By Dwighl

OLD
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Bro*.j
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Camden Fire Insurance Association
CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY
Assets December 31, 1921
Real Estate. $ 164,193 43
613,342 60
Mortgage Loans.
Collateral Loans.
17,800.00
Stocks and Bonds. 5,700,684.48
Cash in Office and Bank.
210,828 50

Agents’

tive, If cruel,
They carried

Is

frhe

Intermittent waron
fare with Tatars on the east, stealing
their cattle and occasionally sacking
Again, their
the unprotected towns.
warring excursions would be directed
in
against the Turks to the southeast,
the Balkans. When tired of this they
turned northward to the Slavonic popan

ulation.
These

early Ukrainians were ever
at war with somebody and for some
Poland
with
They fought
body.
against Russia, with Russia against
Poland, with Poland against Turkey,
with Turkey against the Tatars. They
assisted In placing an unfrocked monk
They
upon the throne at Moscow
were simply natural warriors who re
In that occupation. The
rior shaved his head except for it wisp
which was allowed to
on the crown,
the
grow long enough to wind around
war-

Jolced

Although

professing

Greek faith, they were
of
corsairs
the
and

the Orthodox
the brigands

picturesque
in hand and

on

convent bell.
The pilgrims made it a point to visit
the ghastly catacombs in which are
rerows upon roll's of the skulls of
puted monks. Access is had by narrow

steps, and then through labyrinthine
subterranean passages one descends
of
deeper and deeper into the bowels
the earth, winding hither and thither
Finally there bea

pathway.
along
gins a series of niches, in which
pose the bodies of the saintly

Surplus.$7,213,735.48

ballot, strike

the

out the name under the

SPECIMEN

BALLOT

ASHINGTON PARK, NEW ARK, N.J.

Interest and Rents.
Ail ether Assets...

120,755.87
246,344 34

Gross Assets. $15,574,732.65
443,423.07
Deduct items tot admitted.

Admittted Assets.$15 131,309 48
Liabilities December 31, 1921
Net Unpaid Losses.$ 5,800 246.77
Unearned Premiums. 5.352,185 80
All other Liabilities.
964,333 50
Cash Capital.
750,000.00
Surplus over all Liabilities. 2,264,143 51
Total Liabilities and Surplus.$15,131,309 48
2wl0

DEMOCRATIC

REPUBLICAN
For

For Representative to Congress

to Congress

Representative

ERNEST L.McLEAN,Augusta

JOHN E. NELSON, Augusta
_

;-

STATE OF MAINE.
COUNTY OF WALDO. SS.
the
Honorable Justices of the SupJudicial Court to
be holden at Bel
fast within and for the County of Waldo on
the fourth Tuesday of Sept in the year of our
Lord ODd thousand nine hundred and twenty
6two.
Annie R Higgins of Belfast in the County of
Waldo and State of Maine, respectfully libels
and gives this Honorable Court to be informed;
that she was married to the said William P.
Higgins, at Unity in the County of Waldo and
State of Maine, on the twenty-fourth day of
April A. D. 1916, by Rev. William Snow; that
since said marriage one child has been born to
them, to wit, Harold W. Higgins, three years
old; that your libelant has ever been faithful
to her man iage obligations, but th*t tne said
libelee has been unmindful of the same; that
on the twenty fifth day of April A. D. 1918, he
utterly deserted your libelant without reason
able Ciuse and has continued said desertion for
three consecutive years next prior to the
To

filing

j

of this iineii
Wber-efble

the
pra>s that a divorce from
bonds of matrimony between herself and the
care
the
said libelee may be decretd, and that

she

and custody of their minor child may he given
to her.
And the libelant further alleges that she has
the
used reasonaole diligence to ascertain
but is unable
presen. residence of said libelee,
is.
it
to do so, and does not know where
Dated at Belfast. Me., this tenth day of February
y A. D 1922.
ANNIE R. HIGGINS
February 10th, 1922
The said libelant made oath that the above
the
residence of the libeiee is
allegation as to
Before me,
true
H. C. BUZZELL
Justice of the Peace.

Waldo, SS.

STATE OF MAINE.

re-

Waldo,

ss.

re- ;
bUPKEME Judicial Court, In vacation.
Belfast. February 27, A. L>. 1922
cl uses.
I
it is orderUpon the annexed writ and libel,
The pilgrims pass each holy tomb,
the
ed by me,
undersigned, a Justice of said
hands
libelee by
reverently kissing the shriveled
Court, that notice be given to the
or an
i
publishing an attested copy of the same,
laid out by the monks for that purpose,
ordei
this
with
abstract thereof, together
between the
not
do
distinguish
They
weeks successively in fh|s Ketribute to i thereon, three
»*l Belholy and holler, but pay a
puhlican Journal, a newspaper printed
con- ;
to
order
In
the
County of Waldo, the la?t publicafast, in
each one impartially
tion to be sixty days at least before the next
dilute all.
at Belfast,
term of said Court, to b© holden
Much contagion must he spread by
within and for said County, on the fourth
No
this insanitary method of homage.
Tuesday of September next, that he may then
and there appear in said Court and answer
doubt many an infection, and possibly
3w01
thereto, if he see fit.
he traced
could
even great pestilenees,
CHARLES J. DUNN,
the
Indiswhere
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
directly to Ibis spot
relics
A true copy of libel with order of court
criminate osculation of church

practiced.

on

Assets December 31, 1921.
Real Estate.$ 1,580,174.72
41,743.49
Mortgage Loans.
none
Collateral Loans..
Stocks and Bonds. 10,790,575,10
625,971,06
Cash in Office and Bank.
2,169,167 97
Agent's Balances
none
Bills Receivable.

na^urn] Jgn<J

in Us

candidate of your choice is not

a

of the column, strike out the name of any
candidate
(X) in the large square at the top
thereunder whom you do not wish to vote for, and if you wish to vote for the candidate
in the square at the
of another party for that office, place a cross (X)
right of his name
if you wish to vote for a candidate whose name
as printed in any other column,
is not
name printed under the designation of the
office in the
on{ the ballot, strike out the
the cross and write in the new
name in th«
column at the head of which you have placed
blank space underneath.
Stickers will not be counted unless placed on the ballot by authority of the Secretary
fill a vacancy.
of State to correct an error or to

thereon.

Attest: JAMES H. CILLEY, Clerk.
Date of publication Mar. 16, 1922.

Lumber

Taken this 27th day of F< brumy, A. 1>. 1922. ou
execution dated February 11. A. I>. 1922, issued on
of February.
a judgment rendered on tin* tenth day
A. I)., 1922, by the consideration of the Justice *1
lhe Superior Court bolden at Bangor, within and
for the County of Penobscot and said State of
Maine, at a term of said Superior ( ourt begun and
bolden at said Bangor, within and for the County
of Penobscot aforesaid, ->n the first I uesday of
H.
January, Anno Domini, 1922. in favor of H. unDunning & Company, a corporation organized
der the laws of the State of Maine ami having an
established place of business at Bangor, in the
of Penobscot, and against Sandy Point

County

Shipbuilding Corporation,
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BANGOK LIME
VMMEK SLHtDL LE
During the close of navigation at Bangor,
Steamship BELFAST wi 1 leave Winterport
on Mondays and Thursdays at 1(1 a. m,. Bucks
for Camden.
Belfast 2 p. no
I port at 12 noon.
Rockland and Boston.
Return —Leave Boston Tuesdays, and FriLeave Rockland Wednesdays
cays at 6 p. m.
and Saturdays. 4 SO a m„ Camden 5 15 a. m.,
Belfast 6 46 a. ni, for Bucksport, and WinterFreight
Bucksport.

to

and

from

Boston connection
eapreee

tt

•»■?* retunimendcdt- J»

11 PE-RU"**^
"

m stwict tvnt

|

1

1

tt*>s_|
n

1

Ti

ucking

prepared to do all kinds of truck*
j
Furniture and piano moving l
ng.
Leave orders at the stable*
specialty.
corner of Main and Cross streets, sod the'
I

am

will receive prompt attention.
Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO & SON,
126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

Dr. A. M.

Lothrop

DENTIST
Colonial Theatre

Building

TELEPHONE 336-3

Bangor handled via

made via the Metsteamers for
New York end points South end West.
Portland-New York Freight Service
lipoe completion of the new State pier nt
Portland now under construction,direct freight
service to end from New York will be resumed, Sellings wilt he announced later,
GEO. E DCN-ON. Agent.
Belfast. Mains.
At

opoittan Line

1ll

.1
^
who
°“m, O,. Hart"1*0'’
®

premises

BERRY,
Deputy Sheriff

0

|

P—-1*
^dinca^ou
I and
rtreogihcn c'^T bwlliy(uoctio*.

hay

WILLARD M.

■!

Brasil
w-assin-l

corj>oration organized

under the laws of the State of Maine and haying
ings
an established place of business at Stockton
in the County of Waldo and State of Maine, for the
and
Dollar,
seven
Five
Hundred
of
Fifty
sum
Dollars
seventy-three cents damage ami Twelve
and thirty-lire cent. Coats of suit and will be sold
to tbe highesl bidder therefor at
at
the office of said gaudy r.dnt Shipbuilding Corthe twelfth
poration in said Stockton Springs on in the foreof April, A. D, h‘22. at ten o'clock
and all the
estate
real
noon the following described
sal 1 Sandy 1 bint
right, title and interest which the and
to the samein
had
Shipbuilding Corporation
A. L). 1921, being
on the twentieth day of October.
on the origi
the time when the same was attached
nal writ in the action wherein the judgment was
to wit:
issued
execution
which
said
rendeied upon
A certain lot or parcel of land situated at Sandy
and bounded and
Stockton
said
in
Springs,
Point,
described as follows, viz:—Beginning at a stake in
the north line of the Ernest Blanchard lot; thence
French s
easterly by said Blanchard’s and N, S-a stake in
land sixteen rods and the town road—to
seven
and onesaid French’s line; thence northerly
half rods to a stake marked E; thence westerly
Ej
a
stake
marked
road—to
town
sixteen rods—the
thence southerly seven and one-half rods to the
tirst named bound, containing one hundred and
twenty square rods, together with the buildings
conveyed to
thereon.
Being the same
Lillian F:ilis bv Jewett H. Ginn by warranty deed
dated October*6, 1900. recorded in Waldo Registry
of Deeds. Book 301, Page 226. and conveyed by the
said Lillian Ellis to the said Saudv Point Shipher deed dated June 22,
building Corporation by said
Waldo County RegisA. D. 1917, recorded in
1917 in Book 330, Page
A.
D.
of
13.
try
Deeds, July

|nfnrmifflaea

~^~irSatSaj^.»

IcataRRHI
|0F
THESTO^”!

STATE OF MAINE.
WALDO SS.

port.

Now is the time to put in
your order for lumber for the
spring building and repairing.
MILTON B. HILL,
Corner Primrose and
WANTEt AT Tit
Waldo Avenue.
Waldo
County Hospital.
tflO
Tel. 16-12

Nl.-mimH

SHERIFFS SALE

reme

backs, win* may he seen
clamboring up the hills, resting under
the shadow of a hill, or reverently
a
bowing the head at the sound of

is

of

GLOBE INDEMNITY COMPANY
W

Use.

a^jdl tjmjs

4,298 79

Admitted Assets.$7,213,736.48
Liabilities December 31, 1921
Net Unpaid Losses...$ 913,652 00
Unearned Premiums. 3,751,160.88
All other Liabilities.
141,869.92
Cash Capital... 1,250,000 00
all
Liabilities.
over
1,157,152.68
Surplus
Total Liabilities and

name

Orrin J. Dickey, Keal Estate and insurance,
Pythian Block, Belfast, Maine.
3wl0

enough fall to allow the use of wate%
power. They are used tQ £rind grain.
Kiev is the lmlv cirv of the Ukraine
and hundreds of thousands of pilgrim*

wallets

displacement^

,

I

Windmills are exceedingly common
and dot the landscape on every hillside. Silvery gray they appear from
age. as all are built of wood, and they
Many of them
are usually unpainted.
seem ready to fall to pieces from age.
The general use of windmills Is due
not so much to lack of water, for they
wifi he found neat’ streams, but the
flatness of the country goes not give

scape

of the names of the respective candidates in the party column.
To vote other than a straight party ticket, omit the cross (X) In the large square a1
the head of the column and place a cross (X) in the small {square at the {right of the
If the
names of such candidates as you wish to vote for in any of the party columns.

designation of the office in any of the columns, write in the new name and place a cross
(X) in the square at the rignt.
Do not write under the designation of the office in one party column the name of
601,249.41
the designation of office in another
16
6,514
party column.
the.'candidate which is printed under
80,400.50
As an optional method of voting other than the straight party ticket, place a cross

Cross Aseets.$7,389,311.77
Deduct items not admitted........
175,576 29

later. In the autumn, after the crops
harvested, it becomes a brown
are
waste of stubble and burned-up pastures; In winter It is a white, glistening expanse of snow.

visit it each yean

balances.

Bills Receivable.
interest and Rents.
All other Assets.

spersed with flowers of many hues;

General

District.

right

with the shrines and many holy places.
It was at one time the capital of all
Russia. Kharkov is the leading commercial town in It unless Odessa, on
the Black sea. Is considered.
There Is a lure about the limitless
stretches of the steppes in the Ukraine.
In wide, level spaces, nr In gentle
undulations, they reach out until sky
and horizon meet In a barely perceptible line. Parts of It remind one very
much of our own western prairies. In
spring and winter it Is an ocean of
verdure, with the varied shades of
green of the growing vegetation inter-

Windmills in

Congressional

I o vote a straight party ticket, place a cross)(X) In the square above the party group
of candidates for whom you desire to vote; or omit .the {cross (X) iu the large square
above the party group and .place a cross (X) in each one of the small squares at the

Lovers of the Soil.

heightened
nity.
was
pictorial effect bv the
as thg sRettnan.’r If unpopular, he'
of
effecan
groups pilgrims, staves
Sometimes choked to death

Christianity.
BELMONT. Meeting held March 6. I.
Though nominally subjects of Poland
R
Andrews,
CASH RECEIPTS,
A. Marriner, moderator; C.
for a long time, the Ukrainians were
E
aid rent collection,
_*IVI.53 clerk; E. P. Morrill, E. R .Howard,
involving Poland in trouble
constantly
w
and
over55 66 Brewster, selectmen, assessors
ters’cards,
with the Tatar amt Turkish rulers.
Harry
treasurer;
13 II seers; C. R Andrews,
•old,
135 Green school committee; C. * W eliman,
I magazine volume,
.25 collector; mouey appropriated; schools,
old,
Stale
IN THE HUB
*1,200; roads and bridges, *1000; for
*262 40 roads, *300; other appropriations, *1230.
Man in Boston set fire to the basement
CHILDREN’S BOOK week.
Total, *37:0.
of his pants with bis tobacco pipe.
third
annual
Children's Hook
Did he sit down on the burning gar•'••observed at the library Nov- LEWISTON PLUMBERS TAKE CUT
13-IV
ment?
The bookshop for Boys
IN WAGES.
He calmly went to a
No—he did not.
rla, boston, and the Maine Libraimisaiou cooperated with ua in the
Wages of box, sent in a fire alarm, waited patientLewiston, Maine, March 9
>v lending ua some of their beat
10 ly and when the engineer arrived, he
journey men plumbers will be reduced
* books for
The Book- cents an hour beginning May 1, it was poiuted to the seat of the lire, and comthe week
" boys and Girls sent
hfly books announced by the Master Plumbers’ As- placently stood there until the flames
1 frum
their stuck, aud aeveral sociation of Lewiston and Auburn today. were extinguished.
1 and
friends of the children order- The Master Plumbers agree to absorb half
This shows that the people of Boston
l* ,u> Christmas
gifts from the al- the reduction and aak their employes to are sedate and undemonstrative persons.
* collection
The loss was fully covNo insurance.
shoulder tl e other half. The new wage
W. Jackson,
a cost tail.—Tom
library meetings
acale is 90 rents an hour, ?5 cents below ered by
in BrooklynJStandard Union.
the war.
'** ‘he librarian
had the opportuu- , the maximum during
*

At times they even captured Polish
peasants and sold them as slaves ti
the Tatars, who in turn passed them
on to Persians.

j

ears.

TOWN MEETINGS

right

CANDIDATES to be voted for in the Special Election to be held
March 20, 1922, in the Third Congressional District.
Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down or destroying a list
of candidates or a specimen ballot, FIVE TO ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS FINE.
FRANK W. BALL, Secretary of State.

The Little Russians have worked
hard and fought hard, and they have
emerged a fairly united and still vigor
ons people.
The population Increases
called upon to defend their title many
more steadily than that of Great Russia. as the people are greatly attached
times, but at others they have fared
forth against the Poles, the Russians
to home and do not care to wander
far from their native villages. They
of the North, the Tatars and tne
Turks, seemingly for the mere Joy of are great lovers of the soil and cling
to it with a passionate tenacity.
fighting.
The Ukraine Includes old southeastIn recent years the I'kralne has
quieted down so that casual students ern Russia, with the exception of the
at ttie time of the Russian revolution
province known as Bessarabia, which
hardly realized that there was such a partakes of the character of the P.alkan states and Is peopled with Rudistinctive section left.
1 he
Ukraine has hail a trouoie- | manians and Bulgarians. The great
wild
The
Rome
career.
Scythians seaport of Odessa and the surroundhelped to feed ancient Greece and her ing country were added to it under Its
new alignment after the break-up of
colonies from its endless stepi>es. A
thousand years ago Kiev was already the Russian empire.
Tlie Ukraine does not reach much
becoming an important place. When
the Saxons still ruled England, in the north of Kiev or east of Kharkov, but
long ngo, the hanks of the Dnieper It is a large state In Itself, about as
large as the German empire, with
were a meeting-place for many races,
drawn thither by commerce. Religious some twenty-five or thirty millions of
differences had not yet arisen, for all
people living In It.
Even then
The largest city of the real Ukraine
were worshipers of Idols.
Is Kiev, around which national life
a Slav people were safely established
here, sowing aTid reaping their har- centers probably because of the deep
vests and sending their surplus grain
religions associations in connection

Miss Elvina Grant has returned to her
home inTrospect after staying for several weeks with her neice, Mrs. Albert M.
Mrs. Margaret Harringtos, who ranks
among the most successful of local farmroute to dispose of
ers, has started a milk

Geographic
D C )

In their latest uprisings agnlnst the
soviet government, the 1'krainlaris or
“Little Russians" are tint Justifying
arieu n reputation as fighters that has
stuck to them since the dawn of Kuropean history. Theirs is one of the
richest sections of the old Russian
empire and not only have they been

STOCKTON SPRINGS

Miss Evelyn Noble, youngest daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Olof Noble, has made a
good recovery after an operation for ap-

264

wear

Caps

Public Opinion

Types of Ukrainian Women.
(Prepared by the Nation*!
ciety, Washington.

FLORENCE E. DUNTON,
Librarian.

her surplus Jersey milk.
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SPECIAL ELECTION

Respectfully submitted

beyond repair.

lorn

■

■»

-i.

“What do you think of the bonus matter?’
“Well, if I was an ex service man I’d
do all I could to get it, but as I’m not,
I'm opposed to it.
As an ex-service man
I’d think it my due; as a taxpayer I think
it an outrage, and if
I was a politician
I’d try in some way to tavor both sides.”
—Brooklyn Standard Union.

50c a box, <; for $2 *0, trial > /e : >c.
\ t dealers or from I'll I I f-A fl\LS

number of books added during the
1
is 261:
177 volumes added by purrfi received as gifts, and II trans
61 books ;
rom the rent collection.
cn withdrawn, 4 of these having
t or damaged by borrowers, 6 debecause exposed to contagion,

LaT

<tt<>

ne.v 1
TMcts" left no after
do not h ivo to u>e physic’*.
Mrs. JOHN' (* \ I’< )//I.

ACCESSIONS

LAMSON-HUBBARD'

An opportunity to observe the operation
of the wireless telephone under most favorable conditions will be afforded those
who attend the series of agricultural lectures, demonstrations and exhibits at the
College of Agricu.ture, March 28 31
The University of Maine has a fine wireless equipment and it will be supplemented
that week by a display of various types
of receiving sets. One of the largest
radio companies in the United States will
send an expert here to assist in the demonstrations.
He will
emain throughout
the w-ek and can be consulted on matters
pertaining to kinds and costa of installation of home receiving apparatus.
Wednesday evening, March -9, a public
demonstration of the wireless telephone
will be given in Lord Hall. A loud speaking instrument will be set up and the
audience will he treated to a miscellaneous program, consisting of
vocal and instrumental selections, addresses and news
dispatches from various general distributing stations in the United States.

“Fruit-a-tives" Brought
Complete Relief

have kept
previous standards, and with
rfli
[ facilities at oar command have enhook needs
vored to meet the varied
demands of the people of tne comhas for the sec
ty. Our circulation
exceeded the 30,,|,ne in our history
less than last
V) in irk, but is slightly
The library has been open 305 days
hours with the regular
ng scheduled
and an average
lunian m attendance
March
100 books.
jjy circulation of
with a circulation of
a record month
we

no
up to

l.ws

THE WIRELESS TELEPHONE

27tf

is

freight

We Are 6c :j Buyers
GIVE US A CHANCE

to bid on your furniture or inytbiaffyou
hare to aelL Drop postal ar caU.
tf IT

J. AUSTIN MCUEN.
Belfast. Mai—

SWAiNVILLh ChilltK

APPLETON.

SPRING DEBIUTY

Mrs. Hollis Divoll is gaining slowly.

her
Miss Fannie Hanson is the guest of
sister, Mrs Everett Whitney.
Mrs. Austin Towle «-as a caller at Mrs.
Sarah Fuller’s last Thursday.

Loss of Appetite, That Tired Feeling end Sometimes Eruptions.
Thousands take Hood’s Sarsaparilla as a spring medicine for that
weakness,
nervous
feeling,
tired
makes
impure blood and say It
beteat
and
sleep
belter,
them fee]
ter. and "makes food taste good.”
Spring debility is a condition in
which it is especially hard to comdisease germs, which invade
bat
the system here, there and everywhere. The white blood corpuscles,
sometimes called "the little soldiers
in the blood.” because it is their
duty to fight disease germs, are too
weak to do good service.
Hood's Sarsaparilla strengthens
the "little soldie-s" and enables
them to repel germs of grip, influother ailments:
fevers and
enza.
catarrh and rheumatism.
relieves
It pas given satisfaction to three
generations. Oet it today, and for
foVo Hood's PHIs.
n

Leland Johnson is

Mrs. Stftah Littlefield is in rather poor

health.
Mrs. Flora Littlefield is in Monroe and
Frankfort visiting relatives.

ill with

pneuThe rest of his family are quite
very

sick.

Mrs. Nellie Cunningham was the guest
of Mrs. Oscar Staples last week.

Benj. Chaples is confined to the house
his
by illness Roland Edgecomb is doing

Mrs. Victor Neil has joined her husbaud at Wallace Gray’s for a visit.

monia

chores.

_George Riley of Hampden is the guest
of his brother, Frank Riley, and others.

Miss Clara Wadsworth who has been
caring for Mrs. Almond Gushee has returned home.
Austin Towle, Perl Perry, and Hivden
Fuller nave begun putting their cream in
the creamery.
Miss Maude Fuller attended the examination for State certification of teachers
in Liberty, Saturday.
B. A. Pitman has purchased the place
at North Appleton, formely known as the
Morrison place and will make repair in the

SEaRSMONT

bly.
ho
Mr. Holt and nephew of Belfast,
bought the Melissa McKeen farm, have

Helen Taylor visited her grandmother,
Mrs. Emma Thompson, March 6lh.
Miss Gertrude Jackson has gone
Boston to visit relatives and friends.

to

A. R. Bradstreet and family are all sick
with colds; also A. H. Russell and family.
Mr. and Mrs E. W. Griffin visited with
their daughter, Mrs. W. G. Rowell, Mar.

9th.
Mrs. Manley and children from Montville visited with her parents one day tins
week.
Mrs. Dr. Howes from Bangor is with
Her father, W. D. Bowler, who is very ill
at this writing.
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Greelev are receiving congratulations on the birth of a
daughter, 8 lbs., born March 3rd.
Her neighbors made a bee for Mrs. Ella
Overlock and cut and hauled a nice lot of
wood, which she appreciates very much.

with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.

MONROE CENTRE

service.

ISLES80R0

—

Wallace

in

Searsport.

It was with deep regret the friends ot
Harrison, oftener called Peter Cunningham, learned of his sudden death. Sympathy is extended his family.
Mrs. Wallingford, who has been the
guest of her sister, Mrs English, the past
two weeks, has gone to Waterville tor
two weeks and will then go to her home
in Old Town.

New

Spring Goods
MILLINERY

Our stock is growing daily. New Hats are being
put in stock as fast as they are made. None are
held back for opening, as we will hold no opening
this season.

“DOVE UNDERWEAR”
One of the largest shipments that we have ever
received has just been opened and we have some
beautiful things in Gowns, Envelope Chemise,

Petticoats,

etc.

NEW SHIRT WAISTS
Two

shipments recgived this week.

NEW WASH GOODS
Our assortment of Wash Goods is one of the best
we have ever carried. Come in and let us show
TERMS CASH.
you.

H. H. COOMBS CO.,
Masonic Temple, Belfast, Maine.
i

•_

f.

LIGHT-SIX
112 W.B., 40 H.P.

Chassis

$ 875

FREEDOM

to

bought.

pillars, running

from

insure

permanent
strength and rigidity which means
The
freedom from body rattles.
outer
of
the
steel
the
of
panels
joints
surface are perfectly welded. Doors
are hung with great precision—open
freely and close with a sound of
Windows open without
finality.
binding, yet are so firmly set that

they

are

rattle-proof.

And unless you choose a Sedan
with the quietness and flexibility of
the LIGHT-SIX

motor you

will be

disappointed.

b

PRICES

Factorimt

BIG-SIX
7-Pa**.. 126' W.B., 60 H P.
$1500

Chassis

Chassis.$1200
Touring. 1475

1785
Touring
Coupe (4-Pats.). 2500

Roadster < 2 Past. I. 1425
Roadster'4-Pat*.>. 1475
2150
Coups (4-Pass.i
2350
Sedan

1375
Sedan. 1750

be

can

SPECIAL SIX

Past.).

Miss Frances Mayo is visiting in Montviile.

stout

5-Pat*.. 119' W. B., 50 H P.

Touring Car. 1045
Roadster (3-Pats.). 1045
Coupe Roadster (2-

satin for a dress.

Geo. Turner has moved
his store.

5-Pas*

o.

ash
roof,

Eight
floor

AND

MODELS

The friends of Mrs. Caroline Dow of
Monroe gave her a post card shower on
her 80th birthday, whicb-Was a perfect
surprise to her. She received over 130
cards and her children gave her black,

Sedan. 2700
„

into the rent

over

The Banks Garage

Wm Thompson was in Belfast last Saton business.

urday

Mrs. Cora Woodbury spent the past
week with her daughter in Unity.
Eva Nickless was the weekend guest of
her aunt, Mrs. Cora Nichols, March 11.
Charles Smith of Augusta was the week
end guest of his sister, Mrs. Knowles

Bangs.
Gertrude Jackson has gone to Boston
she plans to enter the hospital to
hmsh her training as a nurse.

tj^iere

On account of the prevailing epidemic
the Academy is closed for the spring va
cation.
prof. Cusick and Mr. Hinds are
spending their vacation at their homes in
Gardiner.
The remains of Mrs. Ethel (McDonald!
Glover from Tompkinsville, N. V., were
brought here and placed in the tomb the
past week. She is to be buried beside her
father, John McDonald.

SWANVILLE.
Mrs. Lilia Fogg of Garland is the guest
of Mrs. Chester Crauey.

Comet Grange will hold its next meeting Saturday evening, March 25.

j

William M. Damm, teacher in the Bel
fast High school, spent the weekend with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Damm.
Miss

Ruby Gray who

is

teaching at

Swan’s Island is spending her vacation
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. W.

IS

THIS

STUDEBAKER

A

YEAR

Gray.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bartlett ot Needham Heights, Mass., are receiving congratulations on the birth of a daughter
who has been named Elizabeth.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Dolliber of Searsport, Mr. and Mrs. Warren Nichols and
Master Linwocd Nichols of Belfast were
in town Saturday to attend the funeral of
Mr. H. O. Cunningham.
Mr. and Mrs.
Lauriston Nichols of Belfast are staying
with her mother, Mrs. H. O. Cunningham
for a time.

i
Last Monday was town meeting day
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Smith of Waldo !
TROY.
t wo changes were made in select- ;
visited relatives in town one day this j here,
Mr. Melvin
no opposition
men with
w»ek.
Trimm as last year, Mr. Elmer Pendleton
On account of the epidemic of influenMrs. Wiibur Boyd of Jackson visited at I
as third
second and Howard Pendleton
za the annual town meeting will not be
for
the home of W. E. Webber on Friday, !
$4500 was raised to erect a monument
held untill March 27th.
March 11.
the grave of Guy Malco'm Yeaton. $500
the
with
Mr. and Mrs. McFarland are in Palinscribed
Friends of Mrs. John Bailey are glad to more tor a tablet
the
in
myra, called there by the illness of Mr
know that she is so improved as to be names of the boys who served
for dedi- McFarland’s mother.
World War, and $500 raised
able to ride out.
who
cating our new library to these boys wag
Born to the wife of Merle Webb, a
Miss Lucille Webber of Belfast is stayMore money
served in the war.
Mrs. Webb is in Hampden,
ing with her sister, Mrs. William E. Web- raised for the schools, for music and for daughter.
Gelestia being cared for by her mother.
ber, for a few weeks.
the library than last year
were chosen
Clarence Hollis has returned from MasMr. and Mrs. E. T. Gilbert, Mrs. R. A. Smith and Winnifred Keller
to Camden sachusetts, having been called home by
Clark and Mrs. L. J. Bailey attended the for the annual business trip
the
Argonaut,
the serious illness of his mother, Mrs.
county grange held at Swanville on Wed- and Rockland concerning
Fred Hollis.
the school paper.
nesday, March 8.

THE PROGRESSIVE STORE

Factory

Mrs. David Wingate, who has had two
ol her grandchildren with her for several
months, recently took them to their home

Norman Staples is ill with the
disease.
Mrs. Perley Thomas is aerv ill with
She is attended
abscess of the throat.
by Dr. Eugene L. Stevens.

<

b.

Gray.

Mrs.

There were large and interested audiences in the church at Mason’s Mills at
Mrs. Andrew
their regul r meetings.
Ellis is the pianist and her son Wilson
plays the drum. Wednesday evening Mr.
Hayes took for his text the sixth verse
of the 55th chapter of Isaiah. Sundav
afternoon he preached on “Divine Healing” found in the second chapter of
nd in the evening on the ?0th
Mark,
Each
verse of the 19th chapter of John.
meeting is preceded by a half hour praise

o.

Miss Ruby Gray, who is teaching on
Swan’s Island, is spending her vacation

prevailing

Mr. and Mrs Warren Nickerson have
both been confined to their home with
the prevailing epidemic Dr. Elmer Small
is in attendance.
Friday night a number went to Searsport to listen to Rev. J. H. Lord. Among
those that went was Mr. and Mrs Ralph
Gross and little son Foster and Mr. ai d
Mrs Nahum Nickerson and Mrs. Nettie
Barlow and littie daughter Caroline.

f.

Mr. and Mra. E. A. Robertson spent
the weekend in Searsport at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Clements.

was
on

the purpose that

And the chances are you 11 buy
from the manufacturer in whom you
have the greatest confidence.
Studebaker’s reputation for fine coach
work was established in your grandfather’s time.
This LlGHT-SlX 5>edan body is built
complete in Studebaker plants and
It will
is as good as the chassis.
or
rattles
without
squeaks, as
last,
that
s longer
chassis—and
the
longas
than the average lifo-of many other
There’s nothing flimsy about
cars.

$1750

moved onto the place.

___

Mrs. Alice Penney visited her sister,
Mrs. Morse and family, March 6th.

a

w

j

in Waterville
business.

this body. It has a sturdy frame-work
of selected ash, the best lumber for

Sedan deconstruction
pends laigely upon
Since you can t
you’ll never see.
see it, you want to be all the more
certain what s there.

Light-Six
SEDAN

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Barden were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Guy 1 worn*

Spring.
Rachel, little daughter ot Mr. ana Mrs.
Roseof
At the next regular meeting
Burton A. Whitney, passed awayWednesreMarch
on
24,
E.
S..
wood Chapter. O.
day, Feb 22, with convulsions. Her age
freahmenta will be aerved
was 19 months.
Mrs Cloie Mills and Miss Clara WadsJohnnie Crie, who had the misfortune
Wi'to break a leg the firat of the winter, is worth who have been caring for Mra.
liam Newbert and Mrs. Harrie Stanley,
now able to be out and limps but very
have returned to their homea.
little.
William
Mrs. Harrie Stanley, Mra.
Mr. and Mrs. Milbury Hunt are boardMrs. Everett Whitney and Miss
ing William and James Wright,|aged 6 1-2 Newbert,
who have been quite sick
and 31-2 years, from the State Children s Jennie Whitney,
are very much improved at this writing
Home in Auguata.
The community was saddened to learn
Town meeting was held the 6th when
of the death of George Whitney which
Modelected:
were
the following officers
Funeral was
19.
L. occurred Sunday, Feb.
erator, Frank Cooper; clerk, Allen
held Wednesday at 1 p'm. Services conPackard,
G.
Joseph
Maddocks; selectmen,
ducted by Rev. C F. Smith of Union*
Leslie S. Marriner, George N. Cooper; Thf deceased was born in Milo 50 years
tax collector, Frank Cooper; treasurer,
He leaves to mourn his loss a sister,
ago.
Walters. Poland; school committee, Dr. |
Maude Whitney and two brothers. Burton
M. C. Moulton; auditor, Charles H, Cun- and Everett Whitney of this place.
ningham.
Elsie, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
PROSPECT
Stone, celebrated her fourth birthday |
Feb. 23 by entertaining in a very digniWalter Vogell is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
fied manner a few guests in the after- |
cocoa
L. F. Ames.
noon, when refreshments of cake,
ind ice cream were served. The birthday
Mrs. Jennie Dockham, Grand Chief,
cake with four candles was very Pretty Pythian sisters, returned from a trip, on
and the favors were dainty boxes lilted March 2.
with candies.
Mrs. C. H Partridge and Mrs. Levi
Mrs. Herbert Plr.isted and son Donald, Ellis lately visited Mrs. Will Hussey in
Sadie
Mrs. Charles Hemenway and Mrs.
Frankfort.
Jackson were in Belfast, March 9, the
Mr. and Mrs. Walter H. Brown and
l
Townsend,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. L.
Miss Eunice were business visitors in
Bob
Miss
the
Main street, to attend
play.
Bangor last week.
White, given by the B. H. S. Seniors.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Glenk and two
Mrs. Plaisted is Miss Helen Plaisted’s
mother.
The people of Searsmont are daughters have recently returned from a
a
ten days’ visit in New York.
-veiV proud of Miss Helen and predict
brilliant future for her.
Mrs C. M. Eames is spending this week
i
in Stockton Springs the guest of her
mother and sister, Mrs. Almeda Randell
SOUTH FREEDOM
Randell.
I and Mis
Miss Elvena Grant, who has spent the
Miss Roberta Wiggin is in Bangor vis- winter in Stockton Springs, the guest of
her niece, Mrs. Albert M. Ames, returned
iting friends.
to her home here last Monday.
Joe Walker has gone to Liberty to work
The Pythian Sisters will have a "pay
for Vose Brothers.
supper”—a St. Patrick’s feast on the
have
a
to
They voted at town meeting
evening of March 18 at the K P. hail. 15
school at South Fieedom.
cents per plate. All are cordially invited
J. P. Downer is confined at the house
•with the prevailing distemper.
EASI BELFAST.
Mayo Nickerson
Friday and Saturday

Your satisfaction with

Charles Ellis of Monroe spent Sunday
at the home of bis brother, Arthur Ellis.

Among those nost seriously ill with
the epidemic are Arthur Bagley and the
family of F. A. Myrick, pneumonia having followed the influenza.
Dr. Lawrence Williams, the eye specialist, died Saturday, March 11th, at the
home of Mrs. Myra Terrill, where he had
lived for several years. He formerly resided in Belfast.
He was blind during
the last years of his life.
An invalid
brother of Worcester, Mass., survives.
The funeral was held Monday at his late
home. Rev. Mabel Whitney of Uuity officiating. The interment was in Fairview cemetery.

FRANKFORT
Town meeting
Mar. 13th.

was

held at K. of P. Hall

Mr. Leo LeSan was a business visitor in
Bangor this week.
Mr. John Boyd of Old Town was a
weekend visitor in town.

Schools in town will close March 24ih
for a two weeks’ vacation.
Miss Georgia Kingsbury has been the
guest of Wilma Lord fcr a few days.
Mr. Joseph Tassone has resumed his
business as expressman and runs his truck
from Frankfort to Bangor.

The Congregational Sunday school gave
pleasing concert and served refreshments at the vestry Friday evening.

a

The Senior class of the High school will
presents drama “Lookout for Paint” and
give a dance at K. of P. hall, March 17th.
The Whist Party was held at the Waldo
Peirce Reading Room Tuesday evening,
Dr. R. D. Walton and Mrs. John Glidden
Mrs. Freeman Batwon the firat prizes.
chelder and Clifford Irving won the consolation prizes.

CARD OF THANKS

LIBfcRTY
George Young of Palermo
for a few hours recently.

Assessors’ Notice
was

in town |

Clarence Ludwick and Miss Finez Morang

were

Mrs.

visitors in Belfast recently.

Ora

Jones of Vinalhaven

is

in

town visiting her aunt, Mrs. L. C. Morse
Miss

Thelma

Clements

of

Freedom

few days in town recently visitspent
ing friends.
a

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ludwick were
called to Belfast Tuesday by the death of
Mrs. Edwin Ryan.
Mr. and Mrs. George Sprague attended
Pomona Grange at South Montville Tuesday of last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln BlacK of Thorndike were in town Friday, called by the
death o>f Mrs. Ryan.
M. Beck, principal of the High
School, left Friday for a week’s vacation
at his home in Augusta.
J.

Mrs. Marlton Knowlton and daughter
Marion and Allen Knowlton were business visitors in Belfast last week.
Mrs. Walter

CITY OF BELFAST
subscribers, Ass ssors of Taxes of the
City of Belfast, hereby give notice to the iahahitan’a of said city and other persons having
Taxable Property within said city to make ana
tiring in to said Assessors true and perfect lists
of ttieir polls and all tt.eir estates, real and personal in writing, including Money on Hand or
at Interest, and debts due more than owinr,
and all property held intrust as Guardian, Executor, Administrator, Trustee or otherwise
(except as is by law * xempl from taxation)
which they were possessed uf on the first day
of April, 1922, and to be prepared to make
The

oath

to

notify

they

The annual town meeting was held
March 6 and the following officers were
elected: Moderator, L. C. Morse; town
clerk, John P. Sanford; selectmen, W. J.
Greeley, Boardman Cunningham, C. S.
Adams; treasurer and collector, J. P.
Sanford; member of school committee for
threejyears, Augustus Sherman; road commissioner, C. R. Nelson.

SANDYPOINT
The writer has a bunch of pussy willows, the first sign of spring.
Mrs. L. K.. Perkins, who has been ill
several weeks, is now able to be about.

Saturday, April 1,

Mrs. Fred Hartson have reMount Vernon, N. Y., after a
with her parents, CapL and

Grant.

Mrs Milford Turner was in Belfast last
week to attend the play Miss Bob White.
Her daughter, Miss Marietta Turner, is
one of the graduates next term.

We wish to express our sincere thanks
for the sympathy and kindness of our
neighbors and friends in our recent sorrow and for the many beautiful flowers
Friends and relatives of E. G. Clifford,
aent to the funeral.
Mrs. H. O. Cunningham
who has been in a hospital in Boston for
MR. and MRS. LAURISTON NICHOLS, the past six weeks, sent him a post card
Miss Louise Cunningham.
shower for his birthday, March 8th.

Wednesday April

5-

1922,
SPECIAL NOTICE
to Executors, Administrators,

T rustees

Guardians.
The Statute provides that you
or

must
true and

bring

lists

as

required by

Bankrupt’s Petition
In ti

ol the right to make application either to
tor

Any abatement of taxes, unless such person
offers such list with his application and sat-

>

f

0
In ^kr^y.

Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
by »ht Court to have a full discharge fr( m all
dtbts j fovable against his estate ui der said
bankrupt Acts, except such debts as are excepted by law frem such discharge.
Dated this 18th day of February, A. D. 1922.
EDW ARD W. MCCALLUM, Bankrupt.

JAMES F. SHELDON ) Assessors
M AUKIC.E W. LORD
of
WILLIAM H BRAY \ Belfast

_3wll

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.

Meat Market
Will ypu eat meat if you can afford to?
we are going to sell so you can eat
all you want.
We are going to sell three
to nine cents per pound cheaper thaD auy
one and good
atulf too. Open every
G. A. GRAY & SON’S
evening.
Market, Main Street.

Well,

For Sale

lwll

Discharge.

for

of Edward W.

bankruptcy.

isfies the Assessors that he was unable to
offer It at the time appointed.

brooder and Incubator and
few household goods.

matter

McCallum, Bankrupt.

law.

County Commissioners,

e

To the Hon J. hn A Petera, Judge of the Dia'
tnct Court of the United States for the Dis
trict of Maine.
Edward W. Mel's lam of Belfast,in the Coun*
ly.of Waldo and State^of Maine, in said District
respectfully represents, that on the 25th day
of October, last past, he was duly adjudged
bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating
to bsi kruptcy; that he has
duly surrendered ail
hi* property »nd rights of property, and has
fully complied with ail the r* quire moots of said
Acts ai.d of the orders of Court touching his

Any person who neglects to comply with
this notice will be doomed to a tax according to the laws ol the Mate and be barred
the Assessors or

one

to break it in.

■;

j

in

the Board of Assessors a
perfect
list of ail taxable property in your possess! n
to date of April 1. 1322 otherwise it will be
taxed as the statute provides, and any personal
exstni ation of property tyr the Assessors will
not be considered as a waiver for neglect of
any person io bringing in true and perfect

to

last week here with Mr. and Mrs. Howard

Horace Blanchard went to Belfast
Thursday to attend the play given that
evening at the Colonial Theatre.

to

only enough

\

Hudson 1916, in good running order, good tires, etc.
Overland 90. has been run three seasons, overhauled
and new paint, at a bargain.
Saxon Touring Car has been overhauled, new paint, slip
at a good figure.
covers, etc
1920 Chalmers, looks as good as new, in perfect shape.
Moderate price.
Several other cars that will give good service. Comeia
THE BANKS GARAGE, Belfast, Me.

since the

And for the purpose of receiving said lists
and making transiers of sit property bought
sold, tfte undersigned will b in session at
the Assessor's Room, City Building, from nine
to eleven o’clock in the forenoon,and from two
to four o’clock in the afternoon of each day—

Leacb.

Mrs. Edward Clifford and Miss Grace
Clifford left by boat Monday for Boston
for rfSveral week’s stay.

Property

ran

i

at

Two Buicks, one five and one seven passenger 19181917 Models, low mileage and in extra good condition, will
be sold at an attractive price.

to

or

Foatina Leach of Prospect Ferry spent

Mrs. Charles Barrows of Hampden is
at this writing the guest of her parents,
H. M. Griffin and wife.

has been

the Assessors of the names of all perbought or to whom

Young

The remains of Mrs. Edwin Ryan, who
passed away at the Tapley hospital, Belfast, after an operation, were brought to
her home Tuesday.
She leaves a husband and four small children.

CARS
a low price.
Two 1921 Studebaker Specials in perfect condition:

same.

particularly requested

are

of whom they have
they have sold Taxable
first day of April, 1921.
sons

has returned home
from a week’s stay with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Bert Bradstreet, in Palermo.

Mr. and
turned to
visit here
Mrs. S. M.

the truth of the

And

USED

Will be Sold

Di-trict of Maine, Northern Division, se.
On this 11th day of March, A. D. 1922, on
readme the foregoing petition it is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be
had upon the same on the 21st day of April,
A. D. 1922, before the said Court at Bangor, in
said District, Northern Division, at ten o’clock
in the forenoon; and that notice thereof be
l published in The Republican 'Journal, a news*
<
paper printed in said District, Northern Divisioo, and that all known creditors, and other
| persons in interest, may appear at the said
lime and place, and show cause, if any they
| have, why the prayer of said petitioner should

not be granted.
Ar.d it is further Ordered by the Court, That
! the Clerk shall send by mail to all known
! ertditois copies of said petition and this or*
; der, addressed to them at their places of reai1 d* nee as
stated.
Witness the Honorable John A, Peters, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at
I Bangor, in the Northern Division of said DiaLrict, on the 11th day of March, A. D, 4921%
ISABEL SHEEHAN,
[U S ]

1

a

MRS. ROY GURNEY,
185 High St., Belfast.

j

i- |

WANTED

A WOMAN TOR GENERAL HOUSEWORK..
Apply to
MRS. C. H. STEVENS,
lOtf
35 Church Street, Belfast.

A true

Deputy Clerk.

copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: ISABEL SHEEHAN,
Deputy Clerk.

I
1

Special Noti
I

wish to inform the

bought

It*1
public that I
PtN*1*

the harness branch of

^

Sylvester and will conduct it

&

nection with my business in the An#*1
building. I will also do harness repah'1
and auto top work. I would be pie*
mil
*
receive your patronage.
A. K. Wood will be my assistant

CHAS. E.

STEVENS, BelW

Caution Notice

kjjjj

Whereas my wife, Alice Hall.
1
without just cause, this is tore ^
persons trusting her on my acc°.“alfli
shall pay no bills of her contracting
this date.
Belfast, Me., March II, 1922.
Swll* ^
me

VEKNAKUjl^

LOST
W
Deposit Book No. 6137, issu'd
Waldo Trust Company, Bellas
will please return same to
Tre*
RALPH H. DUNBAR.
_
Belfast, March 9, 1922—Swll

WANTEU
TO RENT A COTTAGE
o
live or six fooms with barn
chance for a gar<1 erv
r

Tel. 255-3.

APP*rG fjSS

Mrs. Leona Burklin Beckwith iacleri*
ing for Fred T. Chase.

COLONIAL THEATRE
Week of March
AJK
TO
JCC

H IHsm

HONDA?

Mrs. Volney Thompson has bought a
house and lot on Cedar street near the
florist, of Mrs. Harriet P. Godfrey of
Portland.

20. 1922.

ftn'i Ofs itssl llsss

Drama,

Mr. and Mrs. Bernes O. Norton have
been ill with the prevailing epidemic.
The lormer was down town Friday atlending to business at his garage

THUNDERCLAP
M

TME

1

Over the tlill.

ALL WOOl
LINE

TUESDAY EVEN!NO

-r

Bterj from ttm fertile pes of Lois
Weber.

WEDNESDA?

M

I os

\

I

THE BRIDE’S PLAY
A

romantic

\v.*>t

THURSDAY EVENING—Donald Crisp io

THE BONNIE BRIER BUSH

Big Values in

A

wee

Mis* Julia Chalmers in

=s«rsws;S5:
of fine fabrics.

,

Primrose Chapter, O E. S will have
regular meeting Friday evening. A
musical romance will be given under the
direction of Mrs Jessie Allen, Mrs. Ellen Smith, Mrs. Isabel Howes, Bert L.
Davis and Ralph I Morse.
a

the

spend

lias been called to
A Republican
meet at the Court House Friday evening,
March 17th, to elect a city committee
and choose delegates to the District and
State convention to be held in Bangor,
Thursday, April 6th.

less.

The Store You Will Always Remember.

See ballot for Congressional election
March 20th.
The Central Maine Power Co. adverand electric curler.
tises preferred stock
llert L. Davis advertises International

clolhcMnnd

for
1 tie Banks Garage olTers used cars
sale.
Vernard Hall publishes a caution notice.
Charles E. Stevens gives notice in regard to his harness business.
Henry C. Burgess wants to rent cottage house.
The Waldo Trust Co. advertises deposit
book lost.
The Board of Assessors gives notice of
session.
Harry W. ClarK olTers new hats in new
styles and prices.
P. A. Bradford will do custom hatching,
E. H. Knowlton offers restaurant lixtures

Remember the St. Patrick Day dance
in the Armory to morrow, Friday, evening as a benefit to the Waldo County
Hospital under the direction of Mrs Cecil
Clay, presi lent of the Aid. Mrs Clay is
meeting with cordial support as the first
day she attempted to sell tickets she returned home with $100, most of it'from
people who do not dance, but want to

Thomas H. Marshall Circle will hold
their regular meeting next Tuesday af- |
1
The Circle will give a public
ternoon
dinner Thursday, April 20th, with Mrs.
Miss Marian Woodworth entertained a
E. O. Pendleton, chairman of the com- three table auction party last Friday
mittee.
! evening at the home of Mrs. Flank E.
The decorations and color
The Democratic caucus will be held in Bramhall.
House
March
at
scheme were in keeping with St. Patthe Court
2!st,
Tuesday,
7.30 p m., to elect 8 delegates and 8 al- rick’s day, even the ice cream, cake and
ternates to attend their State convention \ candies bearing green decorations. The
in Augusta, April 7th; also to elect their guests were Mrs. Bramhall, Mrs. Wm.
U Luce, Mrs. Sarah F. Knight, Mrs.
city committee.
Lynwood B.
Don’t fail to see the wonderful display Harry A. Foster, 'Mrs.
Thompson, Miss Edna I) Crawford, Miss
of dairy butter on exhibition at the Eogc
It is Alberta W. Farnhatu. Miss Charlotte M
market the last of the week
Tibbetts, Miss E. Frances Abbott, Miss
brought in by Josephine Knight of Sears
butter has attracted so E-ther F. Evans, Miss Helen A. Ham.
mont. whose

suits.

much favorable
fairs.
Advt.

j

for sale.

G. A. Gray advertises meat market.
1'lie Home Furnishing advertises beds
and quotes prices.
The Waldo Trust Co. advertises the elements of service a* their bank.

attention at

our

county

The North Church Guild will have its
second in the series of food sales at the
Waldo Trust Company’s lobby Saturday
afternoon, March 18th, beginning at 3
Mrs. Z. 1). Hartshorn is chairo’clock.
All members of
man of the committee.
the Guild and Circle are urged to have
their food and candy there by 2 30 sharp

J
j

-That they

may find every fashionable
weave at
unusually low prices.

one

are

Holeproof

At

2.25

At

Extra heavy pure thread silk,
reinforced double lisle toe and
Mieel. One of the bigfspring
numbers in Holeproofsjin all
the popular shades.
At

ITL..

The Dorcas Guild met Monday night
the home of Mrs Frank Whitten.
The losing side in the contest served a
delicious supper to the winners.
After
supper a business meeting was held when
the following officers for the ensuing
year were elected: President, Mrs. W L.
Luce; Vice President, Lem Sanborn;
Secretary, Mrs E. E. Roderick; TreasurIt was voted to
er, Leverne Whitten.
use the money earned in the contest to
paper aud|paint the vestry.

re-

1.65

A pure Silk Holeproof in the
extra stout size; colors Black
and Mahogany. Very full and

i

fills a long felt want
of this character.

for.hose

1.50

This is the Famous Holeproof silk hose that
formerly
sold for $1.65. They need no recommendation from
us for by the
quantities we have sold in the past, it
would seem that every lady in Belfast had bought a
pair of these wonderful wearing hose. Colors: Black,
Brown, Camel, Taupe and Castor.
At

at

1.25

A new number in the Holeproof line. Drop stitch with
reinforced heels and toes.
Ribbed tops in colors
Black, Blue and Brown.

nor

%

The regular session of the Dancing
The
The Crosby School House
this week on acblue print sketches of the new school Club will be postponed
building were received here last week cou't of other social functions.
The death of Christy, widow of Neil
from the architects, Kilham, Hopkins &
Mr. Kilham will in | Johnson, occurred
Tuesday evening,
Greeley of Boston.
March 14th, at the home of her daughthe near future come here to consult with
It seems to be
ter, Mrs. Eben Eisnor of Northport,
the building committee
where she had lived for about three
the general opinion that work should begin this spring, although the suggestion years. She was born in Cape Breton,
Sept. 25, 1838, the daughter of Angus I
has been made that ihe work be deferred
for two years and temporary measures and Kate (Patterson) Campbell and had j
Three !
be taken to relieve the room congestion. I lived in Maine for twelve years.
!
Mrs. George
The majority disapprove the latter idea. daughters, Mrs. Eisnor,
McCorrison
and
Mrs.
Charles
ideal
indicate
an
Trundy of \
The plans seem to
Belfast survive. The funeral will take
It will
building of brick and granite.
face Church street with a frontagi of 153 place Thursday at 2 p. m. at her late
It will be 114 feet , home, Rev. George C. Sauer officiating, i
feet of three stories.
deep; the Court street side having only
The arrangements submittwo stories.
ted will care for 500 pupils, but the
building can readily be enlarged for 1000
The auditorium, two stories deep, is on
the first floor front with a seating capiciThe
ty for 656 on .floor and balcony.
gymnasium is in the rear of it, separated
»
only by a rolling partition, so that the
March
’atter can be readily used as a stage, 58 by
The
35 feet, or smaller if convenient.
At 7 30 o'clock in the County Court House
third floor is devoted entirely to class
for the purpose of electing 8 delegates and
etc
are
ideal
The halls, toilets,
rooms.
8 alternates to attend the Democratic
is
a
there
a
m
arrangement,
library,
State Convention at Augusta on the 7lh
suite of administration offices, an agriday of April, 1922.
cultural room, three commercial rooms,
Also to elect a Democratic city commitdomestic science rooms, including sewtee and to transact any other business
ing, cooking and model dining room.
which may properly come before said
The manual arts departments have printmeeting.
ing, wood-working, iron-working and
THOS, W LOTHROP/Chairman.
The plans are of course
stock rooms
G. G. ABBOTT, Secretary.
If the buildsubject to minor changes.
ing goer up as planned it will be the
greatest asset Belfast could ask for. The
equipment of the building will come as a
I wish to forbid anyone from trusting
natural result and its artistic furnishings
or harboring my wife, Annie M. Harford,
have already many beautiful features s
Dr other persons on my accounton or after
gifts of classes and others interested.
this date.
Several abund ntly able have indicated
Belfast, March 7, 1922.
that they will assist in the equioment,
FRED W. HARFORD.
3wl0*
and also on the grounds later.

S

j

■

_

^

1

1

Democratic Caucus I
Tuesday,
21, 1922,
!

[

for Convenience Sake
Curl Your Hair Electrically'
The electric curler is almost
convenient as the boudoir

as

lamp

dresser.

curling.

An aluminum comb, which
slips on over the curler,
makes a convenient hair

!

drier.

furnishings

;

JUST TO REMIND YOU

on your

The curler can be
instantly
connected to any light’socket |
and begins to heat
instantly
with the snap of the button.
In a few seconds it is
ready J
for

Ca tion Notice

j

j

well

means as you

know, the very utmost satisfaction in
gards to service and fitting qualities.

help.

j

|

wherein
shade and
—

Complying with the request of GoverBaxter that the Maine schools assist
Mrs. S. C Pattee will have her Easter in observing temperance week, ihe Belball in the Armory Wednesday evening, fast High school, under the direction of
Apiil 5th. It will be one of the leading their teachers, devoted a part of Friday
social events of the season and belter to the cause.
All were requested to
The recital will be learn quotations oa temperance, essays
than ever before.
from 7.30 to 8.30 wilh solos, fairy tale were written on Neal Dow, Miss Frances
numbers and selections by the baby class Willard and Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens, othof boys and girls from 4 to 6 years old. ers read appropriate poems and there
Miss Margaret Smith of Waterville, a were several well known temperance
teacher of dancing, will give solo num- songs interspersed in the program.
bers.
“Babe” Harrington’s orchestra of

!
Mrs. Cora J. Bowker, r gent, Mrs. Et- I Waterville will furnish the music. While
I
ta G
Simmons, vice regent and Mrs. of the jazz variety it is refined and meThe W'alerville “Banjo King”
The Colonial Theatre publishes picture Evelyn C. >Frost, past regent of John lodious
Cochran Chapter, I). A. R., left Wednes- will be here as a special feature.
program.
morning to attend the sessions and
The marriage of Mrs. Almeaa R. CunMrs. H. O. Cunningham and relatives day
reception of the State Chapter in Lewis- ningham, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E.
thanks.
of
a
card
publish
M s. Simmons will be the guest of
ton
of Northport, and Albert
The Direct Importing Co. advertises Mrs. Herbert E. Holmes of Auburn and M Richards
1 Skillin of Hallowed took place at the
coffee and Sweet Nut Margarine.
Mis. Frost and Mrs. Bowker of Mrs. E.
i Grace Methodist parsonage in Bangor,
Mrs. Rov Gurney offers brooder, etc., S. Pitcher of Auburn.
Saturday morning at ten o’clock. Rev.
for sale.
N. Garland performed the ceremony
The public whist party held in Memor- C.
close
the
advertises
Co.
H. H. Coombs
! and the double ring service was used.
ial hall Tuesday afternoon, under the dinew
and
spring
of their anniversarv sale,
The couple w'ere attended by Mr. and
rection of the special committee of the
Mrs. G. E. Patt of that city.
Mrs. Skilgoods, millinery, underwear, etc.
Waldo County Hospital Aid, Mrs H. H
his
that
lin attended the public schools ot Belfast
James H. Howes gives notice
Carter, chairman, was a very pleasant
of
and
a
Beal’s
Business
ColSaturday
is
graduate
20th anniversary sale closes
affair. There were eight tables at proMr. Skillin attended the
of Bangor.
night.
gressive auction. The prizes, beautiful lege
of Hallowell and also BowThe Dinsinore Store advertises spring fruit centerpieces, were won by Mrs. pu die schools
Join College.
Mr. and Mrs. Skillin are
line of women’s Holeproof silk hosiery.
George 1. Keating and Mrs. A L). Mow- \
both employed by the Otis Skinner Optiwas served and for those who
Tea
rey.
advertises
spring
Miss L. H. FergusoH
cal Company in Bangor.
They left imdesired the tea grounds fortunes were tol
millinery.
after the ceremony on a short
bv Mrs. Mowrey. The party was financ- mediately
honeymoon and on their return will “reThe proceeds were $16
ed by a friend.
Mrs. Leslie C. Follett is in the Tapley
side for the preseut at 76,Court street.
was
she
where
operrecently
a
few
Auction
Club
and
Hospital,
The Saturday
I tie Unitarian Alliance was entertainated on.
guests were entertained by Mrs. Herbert
H
Stevens at her home on Church street ed last Friday evening by Mrs. ben HaThe Lend-a-Hand club was entertained
last
evening. Supper was serv- zeltine at tier home on Norlhport avenue,
Thursday afternoon by Mrs. Chas. Hahn. ed Saturday
at 7 o’clock with the favorite Chinese by request Ur. George E. Moigan reThere was a large at'endance and a tine
as the
principal feature. peated his paper on George Washington.
treat was furnished by Mr. A. F. Dutch. : dish, chop suey,
cards were Chinese scenes Ur. Morgan is a pleasing speaker and his
The club will meet with Mrs. O. K. Ry- | The place
done in water colors.
Another Oriental research on this subject is condensed and
der this, Thursday, afternoon.
Miss Charlotte W. Colelfect was (he decoration of jonquils in entertaining.
The Colby College Musical Clubs will j black jardinieres.
In the game which burn read a selection showing the growth
give a concert in the Armory Friday, ! followed supper, Mrs. Morris L. Slugg of the Unitarian church and its allied so
It was voted to have a military
March 24th, under the auspices of Hazel- | won the first prize, a picture frame; Mrs. cieties.
tine Rost, American Legion. The con- ; Sumner C. Pattee, the second, an arts whist party in Memorial hall Tuesday
cert program will include ensemble se j and crafts memorandum pad and Mrs. C.
evening March 21st, under the direction
lections, vocal and instrumental solos, | W. Wescott, a guest, the third, a pot of of Mrs. Allan M. Howes, ch it man of the
Social Aid committee.
A nominating
readings, etc. A dance will follow with jonquils.
committee, consisting of Mrs ben Hazel
mugic by the club’s orchestra. 1'hey will I
stated
communication
of
A
Phoenix
he in lirooka the 21st, in Camden the l
line, Mrs. W. b. Swan, Mrs W. M. Ranlodge was held in Masonic Temple Mon- dall, Mrs. Fred A. Johnson, Mrs. H. E.
22nd and in Vinalhaven the 23rd.
Work in the Master Mason
day evening
McUonald, were appointed to report at
A recent special to the Boston Tran- degree was done.
Supper was served at | the annual business meeting to be held
script from Norton, Mass., says: “The 6 30 o'clock, the members of the Eastern with Mrs. H. E.
McUonald, March 23rd.
!
names of the ten students receiving the
Star catering.
The oflicial vi itation and The
postponed musicale will be held in
highest grades at Wheaton for the first inspection was made by Warren A. Nich- the North church
parlors March 16th.
;
semester of this college year were read at ols, district deputy graud master of the
chapel to the assembled student body by | grand lodge of Maine. Also at this meetPresident Cole.” Among them was Miss mg the report of the committee appoint- i
Kuth II. Knight ol Belfast, a member of I ed and acting in conjunction with a like
the junior class.
She is the only daugli- committee from Timothy Chase lodge
ter of Mrs. Sarah F
Knight and was was heard in the matter of renovating
graduated from the Belfast High school and making improvements in the Masonin 1010 as the valedictorian.
ic hall.

|

HOSIERY

negative.

It is the duty
A REPUBLICAN DUTY.
of every Republican voter in Belfast and
all the towns in Waldo county to vole
Monday, March 20lh, for lion John E.
Nelson of Augusta to succeed Hon. John
A. Peters as their representative to ConThis is a party question and it is
gress.
up to the women as well as to the men to
vote next Monday or live to regret their
neglect of duty.

George Fred Gilmore died Tuesday
night at his home on upper High street.
The funeral will be held at his late home
Friday at 2 p. m., Rev. George C. Sauer
of the Baptist church officiating.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

The city government used a very popular method last year in settling the
question of one of the spring-time topics
will Belfast have the daylight saving
plan, like the majority of other cities and
some towns,
by placing it to vote in
stores and other public places.
Last year
it was carried by a small vote in the

Don’t forget the dance at Odd Fellows
hall Thursday night, March 16th.
DancThere will be
ing from 9 until 1 o’clock.
a spotlight stop waltz at 11 o’clock which
is the attraction of the evening and very
popular in other places. The latest song
hits will be played.

BERT L. DAVIS
The News of Belfast

The sympathy of Belfast friends is extended to Mrs. Lauriston Nichols in the
death of her father, Harrison O. Cunningham of Swanville. The funeral took
place Sunday at 2 p. m Rev. William
Vaughan, pastor of the Universalist
church, officiating. Mr. Cunningham was
well and favorably known in this city.

caucus

oan

Women’s Holeproof Silk

Carriages are frequently seen upon the
streets and the snow has disappeared as
if by magic. Ice has blocked some of the
drains on private grounds as well as in
the city streets and as a consequence water has backed into cellars and on the
sidewalks.
The street department has
done good work in clearing gutters and
walks.

chestra at the Normal school ball.

less
Year choice of the latest patterns and
how you
colors!^ Come in and
dress better and

Night

Littlefield’s orchestra will go to Castine Friday night to assist Perkins’ or-

that

see

William Russell In

The S. of V. will have a masquerade
Memorial hall this, Thursday,
ball in
evening.

you’ll And. And they cost
to wear,'too, because the, last longer

nev

The Belfast Spiritualist Society have
elected the following officers for 1922:
President, Mr. Roy A. Gurney; vice
presidents, Mrs. Della Frisbee and Mrs.
Hattie Stevens; secretary, Mabel Gurney;
treasurer, Mrs. Tbirza Smalley. It was
voted to hold a business meeting the first
Monday in each month.

ftnooky Comedy

New*.

—.

*9

—

Children of the

The second surprise is the fair price.
The makers of International Suits are satfa|
a
isfied w
profit; so are we.

mPo3t value for

Young in

story of marital misunderstanding.
Miracles of the »ftingle.

SATURDAY KVF.NIXd

they re skillfully tailored
Ail-wool, of course.

Prolog.

HUSH
A

finle/orcDf
ffasiertj

coast

nature.

Stylish Good Clothes
you looking you
inokina because

as a port of entry on the Maine
has been designated officially by
the letter U” in the recent list publish
ed by Collector Charles M. Sleeper of
Portland.
The principal customs office
is in Portland and there are twenty-five
branches with assistant collectors.

Thursday, Friday
Saturday

The SPRING
LINE of

Belfast

bit of Scotch and muckle of human

FRIDAY—Clara Kimball

and

The sen or class parts for Belfast High ;
school
were
assigned Tuesday. First i
honors go to Katherine Frost, who will
have the valedictory; and the second
honors go to Mildred Black, who wil|
have the salutatory

photoplay, sumptuously -taped

Y> inner* of the

Will Show

Thomas H. Marsh ill Circle wishes a
large attendance at their meeting next
1 uesday afternoon as there is considerable business to be considered.
They plan
to give a public dinner in Memorial Hall
April 20th.

THE BLOT
.v

The Dinsmore Store
1

If you curl your hair, curl
It’s qu'icker,
easier, safer and infinitely
more convenient than
any
other way yet discovered.

electrically.

Central Maine

LOOK!
Pre-war Prices on Edison’s
Re-Creations
NOW

WAS

$1.00

$1.35

1.50

1.85
2.25)
to

2.00

Power

Our 20th Anniversary Sale
.Closes Saturday Night,

at any of

Company
our

32 stores.

For Sale
The fixtures of the Homer Carter reataurant, including everything used at a first
class restaurant.

E. H KNOWLTON,
Tel. 133 3, Belfast

lwli

March 18th

*

3.001
Yours

truly,

•

FRED D. JONES

JAMES H. HOWES

Commencing
I

am

March 16

prepared

custom

P, A.
Tel. 133-11.

to do

hatching.
BRADFORD,

Northport Ave.

CASTORIA
For Infants rmd Children.

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria

JASTOfflt
Z7uA.llOLr3l;:ER. CEJ.y1

1

AVevSel.ihk-PreparatwnSr«

sirnilni.nSU.eroodbymf.
timjitieMonxctsandB^^j
LEGAL RATE OF SPEED ON MAINE
HIGHW AYS

:
As flip days went hy the process
she was using gave her
treatment
soi
-fion.
She !■ -1
lm ami
•!
moods of
tentative'! him from hi*
nto doing
desi" t 'Ionov. Inveigled l,
things he refused to do at til's;, an-

INOKIHPOkr

Patching

visit.

a

Mrs. Elizabeth Perry visited with her
brother, H. A. Patch and family, recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mahoney, Jr., ]
arrived home March 4th, after visiting
Mrs. Mahoney’s parents in Rockland

a

Viewpoint

£

gered him and once came very near to
giving up; Imt her spunk was arous d,
and she, as she phrased It. "stuck.
The black, dangerous moods passed
Sbe knew she was winning.
slowly.

By A. w. PEACH

John Lombard, who has been visiting
has
his mother, Mrs. Estelle Lombard,

Newspaper

McClure

Syndicate

^ 1*22. by
Doris Sims looked at the gray headI don t
ed man seated before her.
know- whether I like such a proposition or not. It seems to me it is a bit

Boston, accompanied

left for hia home in
by his mother.
arnvea
has
Mrs. Walter Mahoney
in
home, after a pleasant winter spent
St.
the west and visits in New York city,

unusual,
say the least."
Mr. Acton spoke quickly and anx"It is unusual, but Doctor
lously.
said you were game enough to
to

Paul, Minn., and Bangor.
been
Donald Dodge and family have all
Cheater Sheldon and
sick with grip.
have also been sick. Nearly every

Gray

My boy
I hope you will.
accept It.
Is In bad shape—never has recovered
from that experience overseas; and
what 1 want you to do Is to he comoff himpany for him—take his mind
seif; and I know you can.” He looked

family

family in town has had the prevailing

epidemic.

and thanked
Mr. Acton praised
But it was all tiring work and
her.
worrying work—worrying because, as
1
she peftod and played with her
j patient and he became more and m re
himself, she found her mood chang tig.
the
“What a frightful mess!” \v:
her

~

J

(

|
j
!

|

“Doris, yo t
way she summed It up.
idiot, falling In love with a hlue-blood
—and I guess lie’s falling in love with
1 must get out."
you.
She told hint her decision the next
morning. They were In the open room.
He was busy arranging some fishing
tackle preparatory to a trip to the

Maine woods which Ills new Interest
Mr. Harry N. Mahoney and Mrs Mabel ^ at her thoughtfully.
about j
in life had led hint to plan.
Thompson were married in Bangor
A gleam or miscmei sparaicu iu
visit"Now, Lengthy One," she said with
makes you think |
“What
two weeks ago. They have been
eyes.
Ports'
her lightest tone to hide the longing
before 1
Mendsll
D.
M.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
ing
yjn
for him In her heart. "I nm going hack
and
"Well, you are very pretty
going to housekeeping.
to the hospital, and I wish
Bob—”
her
Sunwith
W.
Martin,
Mrs. Charles
love to me
you—1"
him
make
let
“Shall
I
to
day school class and others, came
He Jumped up, his face darkening.
Just a little?" she queried.
Brown’s Corner chapel on a ride SaturHe ; "You are? You are—not!" He caught
No, that—”
“Good heavens!

bringing with

day evening, March 4th,
About
them a picnic supper.

^jtresent
~The Ladles’ Aid met with

20

stammered and stopped.
She laughed. "Forgive me for teaswW
tng you. Yes. X wifi go and see
and if I
It's
1 can
a_ good cause,

were

O.
number

Mrs.

C

can

large
Dickey, March 3rd. A
a very delightwere present, all reporting
meeting was
ful time. The Feb. 24th
Feb. 17th
the
and
Hills
Isaac
with Mrs.
meeting with Mrs. George Jackson.
the
Mr. end Mrs. H. A. Patch observed
Tueswedding
their
of
anniversary
2nd
and about 35
day evening, Feb. 21st,
a most delightail
having
were present,
after
ful time. Games were enjoyed,
fruit
which refreshments of sandwiches,
served.
were
cake
and
ice cream

"1

stie

her with quizzical
“Now, lass, you
usual assignment
Into mischief.” he
been In love with
don’t want to Jose

j

|yer
grasp.

will

send tnv car for you this afternoon."
was leaving the office she
As
met Doctor Gray, the hospital surHe put his i.ig but skillful
geon.
hands on her shoulders and looked at

]

eyes.
are

going

on

an

un-

and don't you get
“I've
warned her.
you for years and I

you."

She smiled up to the lined face of
I'll he
“I see.
the veteran surgeon.

reThe Rev. and Mrs. Josoph E. Cross
of their
ceived the news of the death
of Nashua,
daughter, Mrs. A. J. Martin,
March
who passed away Tuesday
N.

good.
She

Honest.”
her
made

preparations

in

mood of curiosity. \\ list and whom
How would he
was she going to ttnd?

a

Cross

Mrs.
long illness.
which was
wwtto attend the funeral
sick
Mr. Cross, who has been
March 9.
to atsick
too
was
since last December,
a

tip J win,"

“'Good.” he said, relieved.

punch,

H.,
7th, after

jjm
clleer him

her arms in strong hands that hurt.
Her "ouch!” brought no response. §Q
she promptly set her small teeth in tiis
He jumped hack, then caught
hand.
hands, bound her to him in an iron

"You dark-eyed bit

of mischief, you
have bossed me for a month; now I
ant going to boss you for five minutes,

anyway—"
“Yes," she acknowledged meekly.
"Y'ou are not going to leave me.
Y'ou are going to marry me. and you're
going to Maine with me, and—”
don't know that I was
here and—and he—good
to you!" she thrust In.
I had seen you.
I do.
“Don't 1?
A sudden
I sent dad after you—”
fear tilled his eyes with horror. “But
I forget—perhaps you don't care for
“And

you

hired to

come

me!"
The great fear In the brown eyes
that he might lose her was enough to
tell her how much she meant to him.
The arms about her began to relax.
Her eyes were too tender, she knew,
she looked up.
“I'll go with you to Maine or anyhere over the wide, wide world!"

as

tend.
_

CAPT.

RObERl

W.

PERRY.

w

J

on

General

was

She Bent Over and Studied the Bleeping Man's Face.

lour railroad problem.

With

welcome
her
how
successful
and
would she be In helping him patch up
his view of life?
Three hours later Mr. Acton was
giving her his last Instruction outside
the door beyond which her patient

j

to

a

ITesbyterian preach-

Send f

to be found.
“1 have not told him you were coming and I do not know how he will
welcome you. and please do not let
him guess our little plot.” the older
man urged with some embarrassment.
She nodded.
“I'll handle him If he
he
bite me—end
1 guess
doesn't

Sherman, who was in his ninth year
when Ids father died, knew that his
father liked the name Tecumseh and
admired the character and genius of
the old chief, and that he had not
lightly bestowed the name on Ids son.
He therefore entered strenuous objection to the proposition thus summarily to drop that part of his name,
and finally took the position that unless the name was retained he would
have none of the sacrament of baptism.
His wishes were acceded to by
the minister.

won’t!”
sue
opened tne door sorny ana
found herself In a room whose northern side was screened and open to a
wonderful view of the mountains—a
vfew that made her pause. Then her

the Interstate Commerce

dropped to a long figure—unusually long she decided—stretched
out in a lounging chair and asleep.
She bent over and studied the sleeping man's face. “Quile handsome in
Its way." she decided to herself; then
eyes

the
managers, it is time to call off
witches and take some vision of our naourtional situation if we are to pull
selves out of this depression

U. S. COMMERCE bOAKL) SETS
MAINE CENTRAL VALUE AT

£61,000,000.
Washington, March 8th. A tentative
valuation was fixed on the property own04 004 used of the Maine Central Railroad
tadav by tbe Interstate Commerce Commission at Ml,001,384.
Tha commission in its announcement
ahawad that the railroad owned 842 miles
sf Use, but used under lease or similar
arrangement with its own property 1,131
raiha. The value found for the property
0,00111 by the railroad exclusive of that
-i-uL
associated in the system under
Igaoa, was approximately £44,000,000.
The railroad itself reported a book value
afaguipment and road as £37,234,525

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER'S

|

she saw the marks upon It of nervous
tension and pitied him.
She backed off and sat down, taking
She
from her bag a hit of knitting.
planned to startle him a little with
his discovery; hut she was the one to
be startled; for, turning later to look
at him, she saw a pair of brown eyes,
weary In spite of the amusement In
them, quietly studying her.
He spoke first.
"Are you real or
make-believe?”
“You will find I am very real, young
man, when I begin to boss you around,
and Fm going to begin now,” she announced.
She was very much afraid he would
demand the reason for her uninvited
appearance, so she gave him no time
for thought on.that matter; and later
on be seemed to assume thst she was
pert of the schemes that had been
tried In the effort to win him back to
bis old setf.

i CASTORIA
i

to
Thomas Cat.

enough

b«

polite."—Artansaw

N.\v York.

treatment

and

IT IS FACT

__

Don’t blame anybody but vouraelf i
your nights *re made miserable by indi
geation. You failed to take Taniac. Read
& Hills.

the place f beginning
The third parcel beginning at the northeast
corner of land of George Wing and running in
a westerly direction on lanu of George W ing to
land of Leo Jackson; thence northerly on land
of Le > Jackson to land of Leo Jackson; iher.ce
easterly on land of Leo Jackson to the high
to the
way; thence southerly on s..id highway
begun at. The said field containii g five

and not theory,
that every drop
of rich, nourishing

j

Scott's Emulsion

First Martyr to Liberty.
Christopher Snider. n boy of eleven, I

FOR FLETCHER’S

Nt*T0««cirr

Probate Notices

W

Sample of Ointment to

ing

up

strength.

i

Expert Kiano Tuning

Repairing
McKEEN,

BELFAST, MAINE.
41tf
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Treasury

|

T P. KANE
Acting Comptroller of the Currency.
Extension No 1444.
Charter No. 2642
3w9

|

Liabilities December 31, 1921
Net Unpaid losses. $ 1,577,6S4 20
Unpaid Premiums. 7.6L 1,725.91
All other Liabilities.
310.8214c

2.000,000.00
3,718,496.0

Total Liabilities and Surplus.$ 15,22", 726
James Pattee A Son, Agents, Belfast. Me
3wl0

249,751 16

The Phoenix Insurance Co

9 00
0 00
4,908,625 80
388.448 89
632,363 60
81
90,331 28
47
15,828

OK

HARfKORU. CONN,

Assets December 31, 1921.
Heal

Estate.$

672,134.42

Mortgage Loans.
144,150.00
Collateral Loans.
160.000.00
Stocks and Honda. 19,165.441.00
( ash in Office and
Hang. 1,705.489 26
Agents'Balances. 2,025.754 90
Hills Receivable.
7.612 22
Interest and Renta.
190.274 46
All other Assets.
211.04003

Gross assets..$ 6,185,747 01
! Deduct items not admitted.
506,999 34

j

$ 5,678,747 67
December 31, 1921.
313,745 40
j Net unpaid losses. $
Unearned premium.s. 2,662,625 83
I
All other liabilities.
196.942 70
Cash capital.
1,000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities.
1.505,433 74
i

j

as) Capital...
Surplus over all Liabilities......

H ARTFOKD, CONNECTICUT.
Assets December 31. 1921.

....

Assets December 31, 1921
none
Real Estate.$
260.000.UU
Mortgage Loans.
none
Collateral Loans.
Stocks and Bonds. 12.372,675.18
Cash in Office and Hank.
760,687.7'

Assets.$16,227,726.63

Company,

Collateral ioaas..
Stocks and bonds...
Cash in office and bank.
! Agents’ balances.
| Bills receivable.
; Interest and rents.
All oihjfi' assets.

NEW YOKE

Agents’ Balances. 1,561 044.54
46.525 «2
Bills Receivable.
that "The Searaport National Bank"
96.7c0.ti''
located in the T own of Searsport, in the County I Inter* st and Rents.
^
All other Assets.
19*),395 “5
of Waldo and State of Maine is authorized to
in
its
the
for
period
have succession
specified
Gross Assets...$16.27o,i»9.y2
amended articles of association: namely, until
43,'>43,29
Deduct items not admitted.
close of business «-n February 13 1942.
WHEREOF
witness
IN TESTIMONY'
my
Admitted
hand and Seal of office this Thirteenth day of
February 1922.
(seal)

Undertaker

Mortgage

Niagara Fire Insurance Company

certify

Charles R. Coombs

ji Real esiate.$
loans.

present
indebted thereto are requested to mak*
payment immediately,
JOSEPH S. HULUN
Linculi ville, Me., Feb. 14. 1922.

Department

Office of the Comptroller of the Currency.
Washington, D. C., February 13, 1922.
Whereas, by satisfactory evidence presented
to the undersigned, it has been made tO Appear
"
the Searsport National Bank", located
that
in the T<**'n of Searspprt in the County of
Waldo and State of Maine, has complied witn
ali the provisions of the Act of Congress ,4lv
en ible National Banking Association#tb ezitnd
their corporate (‘Xislance, and for other pur
poses," approved July 12, i882. as amended by
* the
Act, approved At ril 12. 1902.
NOW, THEREFORE, 1, lhomas P. Kane,
Acting Comptroller of the Currency, do hereby

At 72 Main Sheet, Belfast.

Orient Insurance

stun.

deCounty of Suffolk, Massachusetts,

and all

SINCE 1882

!

i

are

I?__2'>-lUk

Phone 126-4.

late of B

—n
*

<

INDIGESTION.j

■

tn-

All
ceased. and given bonds as the law directs.
the estate o.
peronss having demands against
-lanw
said deceased are desired to present th"
are
f*.r settlement, and all indebted thereto
to
requested to make payment immediatelyR**my authorized agent, Robert E. Dunton.
NETTIE B. MORRILL.
fast. Me.
Lynn, Mass, Dec 13, 1921—9

of Deeds.

(Tablets or Granules)
RELIEVE

BLANCHARD,

o

And WHEREAS the condition of said mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by reaThe subADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE
son of the breach of tne condition, thereof the [
said The City National Bank of Belfast, by C,
scriber hereby gives notice that he h„.s been
W Wescott, its President
uly authorized, duly appointed administrator of the ea'ate of
claims a foreclosure of said mortgage.
PHEBE B. HUNTER, late of Lincolnvdie.
I HE < 11 Y N A 1 ION A L BANK
in th** County of Waldo, deceased, ar d given
UK H ELK AM
All persons navmg
bonds hr the law direc s
W. WESCOTT, Us President.
By
demai d-« sgairst the *state of said decease*;
?w9
D.
M.
the same for settlement
desired to

Kl~MQiQ5

■

EHEN W
in the

place

Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J.
-ALSO THAT-

and

duly appointed administratrix, with
annexed, of the estate of

>

«ub-

hereby gives notice that she has

scriber

less and being enclosed by a
stone wall
Ail of said above described real estate being
the same conveyed to said Ada Burton by
James A. Messer by hi# deed «<f warranty dated
November 8, 1920, recorded in W aldt^Rtgi-lry

J)

I

ADMINISTRATRIX'S NOTICE.

1

acres, more or

is readily utilized by
the system in build- w!i

LLOYD D.

CASTORIA

tmicinuum coumnv

Notice of foreclosure

of Horses, Cows,
other animals, sent
free.
Humphreys* Homeopathic Vetbinary Medicines, 156 William St., N. Y

A voice across the telephone can make
or mar the day,
Be careful of the tone you use, and think j
on what you say.
Your pleasant smile cannot be seen or
know your kindly heart,
For people on the telephone are often
miles apart.
The girls who answer Central have a
score of lines to mind
Mistakes are sure to happen so be patient
and be kind,
For life is like a garden where our daily
acts are grown
And as nature has ordained it we will
reap as we have sown.
So sow a smile and reap a smile and in
the end you’ll find
That nothing gainB more victories than
tbe art of being kind.

Children Cry

CASTORIA

HEBEAS Ada Burton of Morrill in the
County of Waldo and State of Maine, by
'I
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
subher mortgage deed dated the eighth day of
scriber htreb> jjiv* ■ notice that he h*s Men
November A I) 1920. and recorded in Waldo
with (he w\U
kdmmintrHlor,
duly
appointed
Keglfltry of Heeds. Book 334, Page 400 conveyannexed of the estate of
ed to The City National Bank of Belfast, a
SAMUEL R BENNETT, late of Searsn it
corporation duly organised and existing by law
in the CoUuly of Waldo. deceased, and u 7«n
am) having its prii cipal
place of business t
holders the law directa. All persons ha ng
Belfast in the County of Waldo ami S a ♦ of
demands against the estate of said dewaxed
Maine, certain lots or parcels of land with the
are desired to present the same for settlement
buildings thereon, situated in Morril in the
tc
and all indebted thereto are requested
County of Waldo and State of Maine, h ounded
make payment immediately.
and described as follows, to wit>
MAYNARD M. BROWN.
1 he first parcel beginning at the northwest
Appleton. Me Feb. 14, 19i£2
corner of land of Cora Pbinuev ,,n the highway
leading from Morrill Villsge to Waldo Siatiui ;
EXECUTRIX'S NOTICE. The su‘icriber
thence running in ^p easterly direction on said
hereby gives notice that she has been duly apCora Phinney s line, one hundred rods to the
mted executrix of the last will at d testatown lint of
Waldo; thence northerly on said ps
ment of
t^wn line to the before mentioned highway;
CAROLINE D. REID, late of Lincolnv
thence southerly on said highway to the place
^
All persons
begun at.
in the County of Waldo, deeas* d.
on
the
aioresaiu
of ->sid
I he second parcel in ginning
havw.g demands against the estate
mentionbefore
the
same for
same
the
at
the
place
highway
deceased are desired to present
ar“ rethereto
ed lot began, and running westerly on line of
indebted
all
and
settlement,
n y
f
land of Cora Pninney and Leroy Paul to and of
quested to make payment immediately
*.f
of
land
on
line
Leroy Paul; thence northerly
authoriz'd agent, Philip 0. Clifford, 96 I £thence |
land
of
to
Wing,
Paul
George
Maine.
Leroy
cnange St., Portland,
to the
MARION REID DUDLEY
easterly on line of land of George Wing
j
highway; thence soutnerly on said highway to j
Wilmington, Delaware, Eeb. 14, 1922. J

SICK STOCK

VOICE.

Of a Mr. Richardson in Boston because
he had attempted to remove the marks
set against the house of one I.tile, w ho
grand opera, symphony, concerto, a
had contravened Hie non-importatlnn
‘‘moreeau” for flute, fiddle, banjo ot
Richardson Hied Into the mob
bagpipes, and a host of other aiterna- : law.
and killed Snider.
tives. Now a further possibility is offered him.
He may compose for the
automatic
Well-known
compiano.
National Flower*.
posers have been Invited to do so, and
Nations, like individuals, have their
some
have consented.
Judging from
favorite flowers, either through adopa recent recital in London, given by a
tion, association with Important events
mechanical “star” -and its attendant,
or religious ceremonies.
Flowers have
the consenting composers made u credbeen national emblems since earliest
itable showing at their novel tusk of
times. Egypt has one of the oldest
writing for a piano without having to of national flowers, a beautiful species
think In terms of two hands and ten
of water Illy called the lotus.
Egyptfingers. But there Is need for caution.
ians have always connected that flowIts
The machine Is at
best when proer with their gods and with wisdom.
ducing In hulk, the artist at his worst. The lotus Is also held sacred In India,
An artist who Is kept busy feeding a
from the belief that Brahmn, the sumusic machine must take care that
preme being in Hindu religion, was
Ills art does not decline In the stress
born in Its bosom.
Naturally, the
of keeping pace with the demand.—
Persia's flower, for Persia 1*
rose Is
Christian Science Monitor.
a land of beautiful roses.
Japan's national emblem Is the chrysanthemum,
and the country itself Is popularly
Just Had to Bo Polite.
called the "Land of Chrysanthemums.”
A Hot Springs man fell dangerously
China has chosen the narcissus.
ill and his wife ran over to a neigh‘‘I couldn’t rush right
bor’s for help.
out again without stopping to visit a
moment." she explained between sob*,
when she returned and found her hus“I ]ust had to stay long
band deed.

ree

BOOK on
Sheep, Dogs

\

Is called tbe first martyr to American
On Feb. 22, 1770. a mob,
liberty.
principally of boys, attacked the home

Thirty Years

Humphrr>«’ llomeo. Medicine Company

—Exchange.
Music Composer.
The man who composes music would
seem to have, lu any
circumstances, a
formidable task unless he Is quick at
making decisions. Before his ideas can
he translated Into burs, dots and
dashes, he must muke the momentous
choice whether they take the form of

?

of

or

I.S6 William

j
j

A

.wsoKViiKE*
lnfanQ

result in; merefrom'1

>

lentil, j

was

Commission on one hand assuring honand
esty in finance, justice to the shipper
the railway investor, with the Railway
Labor Board assuring justice to workers
and, above all, with a great spirit of public service in our generation of railway

•

brought

and ! esv. ishness

or
Hemorrhoids,
Internal, Blind or
Bleeding, Itching or Burning.
One application brings relief.
at all druggists

STEAMSHIPS

j

Ahel|.ftilRcroe^^,|

Gonslipnlienand Dtairand

Piles

External

The Bath Iron Works Inc., will be asked to bid lor the construction of two big
steel passenger steamers for the Eastern
Steamship Lines Inc.
the boats will be
j It is understood that
than the famous
as large and even line:
Harvard and Yale and are to oe used on
the company’s Boston and New York
It is well
via the Cape slod canal:
; route,
known here that G neral Manager Calvin
; Austin of the company has always been
favorably disposed toward the Bath plant
and has many times expressed gratiftcation at the excellence of the boats turned
out at this plant.
According to present plans the ooats I
I
would have to be ready for service about j
June 1, 1923, and this would mean a big
j clew at the Bath plant should the con- j
tract come here.

dropped.

—Camden Herald.

selves.

middle

er, Viol lttig after ids Tattler’s
to he baptized, the preacher demurred
to giving In Christian baptism to a
child the name of a heathen Indian,
and, hut for the Insistence of the hoy
himself, it would probably have been

noble

From The Protectionist.
Secretary
says
“We talk glibly,’’
to
Hoover, “of giving billions of credits
farm
foreign countries, to increase our
exports. I wish to say with all responsibility for the statement, that a billion
dollars spent upon American railways
will give more employment to our people,
more asmore advance to our industry,
sistance to our farmers, thau twice that
sum expended outside the United States
—and there will be greater security for
the investor. I want to refer to the veritable witches’ cauldron being fed conmisstantly with hates distilled from
deeds of railway promoters in the past,
from the conflicts between the railways
and the farmers, between the railways
and their workmen. From all the confusion that arises from it we destroy our-

whose

was

the character of the noted Indian chief
who bore that name.
A story Is told that when Sherman

bered as a most genial, lovable
the
man, “worthy and well qualified.
funeral was Sunday, Feb. 19th, in Community hall, Rev. H. L Holt of Camden
officiating. Hia nephew.
Wilder w. Perry.
an

Sherman,

Tecumseh, Is the only noted man in American national history
to hear an admittedly Indian name,
In his case the name was selected by
tils father, Judge Charles Sherman,
because he admired the genius and

name

1

yrmflmr_'

(COMPOl IVD)
For

i_
|

Sherman, as a Boy, Insisted
Retaining Name Given Him
by His Father.

■

;,

WITCH HAZEL OINTMENT

|

General

1

h.
I „„.W U*r

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

that the Bar Harbor & Union River Power Co. will begin
the work of building the long-contemplated storage dam at Bummer's bridge this
American,
year, reports the Ellsworth
The company is going ahead with preliminary plans in anticipation of beginning
work in the early spring, but there are
details still to be adjusted, one of
some
which may delay, or even prevent the
if built, the
carrying out of the project,
dam will cross the river at site ot the
be
present bridge, and the road will either
carried across the river on the dam, or a
1 he
new
bridge built below the dam.
1
crest of the dam will be approximately 18
feet above the present average level of
It w-ill flow back the river for
I the water
about 15 nines, following the present
winding course of the river, though in an
air line it will be only about 10 miles
from the dam to the head of the artificial
lake created. The lake will average about
It will be the second
two miles wide.
largest siorage lake in Maine, and the
largesi lake in Hancock county, excepting
possib y Nicatous. The budding ol the
dam will mean the expenditure of about
j half a
million dollars, and be a material
i
of Eiis—
jI addition to the taxable property
^
worth.

CHARACTER SHOWN IN YOUTH

I

I

Sfr^.

HUMPHREYS’

his

Having a few weeks before passed
in Lin90th birthday he died at his home
colnville Beach Feb. 16th of pneumonia.
nine chil;
He was the last surviving of
Young
dren of Wilder PeTry and Hannah
a
and
of North Haven and Northport,
John Perry of
grandson of the late Capt.
Vinalhaven, in active service in the navy
Capt. Perry is surof the Revolution.
who is
vived by his widow, Eliza Jane,
and Eliza
the daughter of Eben French
followDrinkwater, but no children. He
in the
ed the sea many years, as captain
coasting trade, some of his vessel%bemg
and
the “Mary Alice,” “Limeburner
Then eight years post
"Millie Trim.
later
and
master at Lincolnvilie Beach,
won great
keeping a country store. He
Master
as
honor in the Masonic orders,
Masof Ring David’s Lodge in 1817, Past
of the
ter District Deputy Grand Master
8th Masonic district, a member of Aeyand a
atone R. A. Chapter of Camden
charter member of the Beach Chapter, J.
By
No. 23, Order of the Eastern Star.
as well as
hia many friends and kinsmen,
in the
by those related by his marriageremem- j
j
French family, he will long be

rr

*?•

hookahs ejecting clouds of smose from a
weed which smells like a cross between
katima cigarettes and a hay seed pipe.
They wrere Mohammedans, of course, and
got somewhat m x*d in direction when
chanting their muezzin and did not know
whether they would be more likely to
find Allah in some church steeple or the
county jiil—Oxford Democrat.

now are

TWO NEW

An

_

\I

.St-nna

/**/>'<*

sailors were irnnen macK wmi me wmu»
of Arabia ami Sahara; wore beards that
would put Mohammed to shame; smoked

DAM AT “BUMMfck’5 BRIDGE”
Indications

f*r,pjun S~*

of tar e>f the various nationalSailors from
ities which visit the port
Britain, Portugal, Sweden and Norway
are common enough, and not long ago a
vessel manned b> Chinese came n to the
Lascars are not uncommon but
harbor.
it was only a week or so ago that the
first vessel to be manned wholly by Arabs
docked. She was the Maid of Corfu
1 fiese
from Algiers to load with gram

miles an hour.
“When going o\er a railroad crossing
which is protected by an automatic signal you must slow down to 10 miles an
hour—and it is surprising how many
careful drivers try to outt a train off the
track.”

j

Jtesttata®

Opidm.MorpWh'

ent scents

Municipal officers in particularly dangerplaces may limit the speed to 10

fc>tia,?

l'romotm^ni«csfcn

Therein

Cheerfulness and
neither
Mineral NotNahc

a* a

ous

?"’

POR I LAND DOCKS

I

port town like Portland must be
cosmopolitan by reason of its position.
Ships from all the ports of tne world
call, so the man along the shore becomes
acquainted with the idiosyncrasies, the
different shades of color** and the differ
A

“I am often asked the question *V\ hat
is the legal rate of speed for motor ve tides’” said 11 A. Shorty, Jr, chief of
the Division for Enforcement of Motor
Vehicle Laws. State Highway Commission, “and I cannot answer that question
in a
single sentence. Out in the open
country under ordinary conditions, you
miles an
may bow! along nt the rate of 25
hour. If you art on a straightaway, with
no traffic in sight, you may increase your
speed to 35 miles. Between 25 and 35
mile* an hour, it is up to you to show
that that speed was not greater than reaIn the compact porsonable and proper.
tions—and tie compact portion means
where the houses are not more than 150
feet apart for a distance of at least onequarter of a mile—you must not drive
more than 15 miles an hour.
4
Where the operator’s view is obstructed, the law says he must tiot drive
at a rate of speed exceeding 8 miles an
When aphour in compact portions
proaching a person, leading, driving of
riding any animal he must bring Ins vehicle to a full stop, if rtquired to do so.

>

A. P. Benner is in Boston for

A

Admitted assets
Liabilities

Gross Assets.$24,231.696 27
Deduct items not admitted.
217.867.94
Admitted Assets.$24,014,028.33
Liabilities December 31, 1921

j

Net Unpaid Losses.$ 1,677,736 70
Unearned Premiums.
9,511,356.21
All other Liabilities.
*400.249 76

lotal liabilities and surplus...! 5,678 747 67
3wil

Capital.
Surplus over all Li. bilities.
lash

United States fidelity Guaranty Co.,

The Circlet it Self-Adjusting. It tintply elipt over the bead, clasps at
waist and smooths out ugly lines.
If your dealer can'» get it send

OK BALTIMORK, MARYLAND.
Assets

December 31, 1921.

i Real estate.$ 2,274,128 60
Mortgage loans.
47,600 00
Collateral loans-.
46,601 40
and
Stocks
bonds. 21,698,934 Og
;
I Cash in office and bank.
2,847.332 26

actual bust measure, name, address U S1.50.
We'll send the
Circlet prepaid. Sizes 34 to 48.

Nemo Hygienic-Fashion Institute

| Agents’ balances. 7,444,637 87
0 00
j Bills receivable..
Interest and rents.

j All other assets.

120 E. 10 St. New

279.666 44
1,046,897 52

Second

Admitted assets.$33,672,450 22
Liabilities December 31, 1921.
Net unpaid losses.$ 9,968,926 02
Unearned premiums. 11,114.936 07
All other liabilities. 3,764,446 49
Cash capital. 4,600,000 oo
Surplus over all liabilities. 6,234,141 64

3wll

M.

WANTED

Gross assets.$35,683,487 17
I Deduct items not admitted. 2,011.036 95

Total liabilities end surplus... .$33,672,460 22
lames Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast, Me.

Yoriu. Dep’t

Hand

State price

Box 185,

Kitchen

Range

Total Liabilities and Surplus.$24 014,028.33
Albert M. Ames, Agent, Stockton Springs.
Maine
3wl0

Woman

Wanted

to canvass Belfast and vicinity selling

Bungalow House Dresses and Hosiery
GOOD SELLERS.

Iwll*

W. N. OLDHAM,
383

Congress St., Portland,

Me

firat^leltar.

Belfast, Maine

FOR SALE
1

3,bOU,OOd.QU
9,424 6*5 67

8mall house with garage
Inquire at 29 Charles 8t.

I AM BACK IN MY SHOP
READY FOR BUSINESS
Come where you don’t have to wail for
Two chairs.
your hair cut and ahave.
StlO

GUY GRAY, Baiber, Belfast.
Soft Drinks and Ci*ars.

NO REST—NO PEACE

Transfers in Real Estate

The Quality Never Changes

peace and little rest for the
1 here’s
from a bad back and disone who suffers
urinary disorders. Belfast people
Ask
Doan’s Kidney Pills
He guided by their exneighbors?
your
no

**

farmer, High St
’rTwade. Kidney
Pills

Belfast,

a great
them fotfdlaor lerhelp to m when I used
recommend them to
rd kidneys and I can
My kidneys
likewise
anyone afflicted
and 1 was bothered a
were in had shape
to get up so often
lot at night by having
secretions.
My back
to pass the kidney
ache just over mv kid*
I V a steady, dull
at
night Next
and it broke my rest
more tired than
morning I arose feeling
After 1 went to the
bt-tore going to bed
and got Doan’s Kidn y
t tv Drug -Store
relief and with continued
s, I received
was entirely cured
u-. ,’,f Doan’s,
Don’t simply
[ rice 60c at all dealers
Doan’s Kidask for a kidney remedy—get
same that Mr. Wade had
ne>. Pills—the
Co., Mfrs., Buffalo, N Y.

‘vs

You

are

taking n > lian.-e* when you use the True "I.
Large bottle 50 cents.
All dealers have it.
"L.F." MEDICINE CO., Portland, Maine
«

from
the Journal the following clipping
ot
Keb.
Oregonian
Oregon,
Portland,
the
that we try to locate
26tn with the request
some of her history:

25—(Special )—
is her name and
the Glacier Kish
quiet waters of
Bruised and batterwith age, the black

Tacoma, Wash., Keb.
The Glory of the Seas
she lies here moored to
con,pany’s docks in the

Commencement bay.
edi

«

>rn

and gnarled

swift semi-clipper once
to seamen the world over as the
sturilv veteran of turbulent seas and hislast voyage
toric storms has made her
and will now be freighted to the dead sea
of ships that were.
Glory of the 'eas! The pride and boast
of every skipper that manned her wheel,
the jov of every seamen that ever trod
her mcient decks, the proud mistress of
the seas in the dim days now all but forgotten, lies a neglected, waste hulk, a
used-up veteran, in the shadows of the
lights of Tacoma, shallow harmless ripples lapping her veteran prow.
I .it He do the demands of commerce and
the relentless march of time care about
corpse

the

of

Ihnown

sentiment

Days

of Service Ended.

hat if the Glory of the Seas was once
time the widest known and most bejovt’d square-rigged clipper on the seven
seas? Her days of service are over. Conaidered in the cold light of business, the
lie announcement that Maingault A
pi
Grjham of Tacoma, whose operations include salvaging, are dismantling the old
huIk and will place even her sturdy old
timbers on auction, stirs no landlubbers
to a sigh of regret.
\\ hat do landlubbers with their bookkeep ng, their street cars and automobiles
their daily whirl at business, know about
ships and sea romance, anyway?
For almost two weeks hard-visaged,
tough muscled workmen have been s ripping the interior of an old hulk.
An old hulk! The ghosts of sailors in
Jjavy Jones’ locker would rise en masse in
protest if they could hear. Yet the work
of dismant ling proceeds, and in two weeks
according to John G. Graham, superintending the work of destruction, the last
timber in the old vessel will be laid out on
the unromantic gray dock.
v.

upon

:

[

(g), 1922, by McClure Newspaper Syndicate
It was almost too much.
Any one
would huve admitted that.
Janet
Brown hnd made a hard tight of It.
And this was the result.
She looked blindly about for her
tain, ami found it at last on the hook
behind the door, drew on a pair of
heavy woolen stockings, and took her
crooked stick from Its place over the

fireplace.
“By, Auntie,"
Cheerily.

she

tried

to

gave

room.

!

I,

[are

bays and, according

Captain Kamsey,
by any square-rigged, three-skysail-vards vessel since built.
to

has not been equalled

She sailed every

sea and
was
known to
men in all parts of the world.
Four years ago, her life on the open seas
at an end, she came to Fuget sound.
E.
A. Sims, now chairman of the state tish.eries board, is said to be the man who
her into a lloating cannery,
[sending her on her first trip to Alaska,
towed by tugs, in 1912. Subsequently she
W’as converted into a
lloating cold-storage
plant with a freezing capacity of 50,000
pounds and a cold-storage capacity of 2,-

seafaring

|«ouverted

,000,000 pounds.

one was taken over by the Glacier
Fish company, Tacoma, in 1917 and continued her fish runs to Alaska. In 1917
site made her last trip from the north
with a full cargo of fish,
(since then she
has been used as a cold storage plant exclusively alongside the Glaci r Fish company’s plant. The company has decided
to use the cold
storage equipment on
shore. The vessel is considered uo longer
competent to make the Alaskan voyage.

So the owners have come to the conclusion that
dismantling of the old veterau
is ail that is
left to be done. And the dis-

mantling

is going along apace.
from stem to stern the Glory of the
t>eas measured 240 feet—quite a stretch

for

in the real i
sea days. Her beam is—or
was, for the men
are
working rapidly—40 feet. Even the
old figurehead of
Neptune’s daughter—or !
Neptune’s wife, Capt Kamsey isn’t sure
which—has been removed and sent to a 1
daughter of one of the Glory’s former
skippers, a Captain Knowles, back east.
“Seamen the world over will be interested in the demise of the Glory,” said
Captain Ramsey. “She the wonder of her
age."
a

four-rigged semi-clipper

DEMOCRATS WILL MEET IN
AUGUSTA.
Maine Democrats will meet in convention at Augusta, April 7th.
The date
and plate are unchanged from those
scheduled prior to a fire which threatened to preclude use of the
Augusta City

building

for the convention.
Cordell Hull of Tennessee, national
cbairmau, has accepted an invitation to
address the Maine Democrats, and the
program also is expected to include an
address by United States Senator Pat

Harrison of Mississippi.

Children G.ry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASXO R

I A
*

Shibles, Knox, to

M

Janet's

drew

There was the big wing-chair covered In gay-flowered cretonne that she
hnd nlways hnnkered for, and the shelf
of biaiks beside the window, that
looked firm enough If you did not
touch It.

janet,

you

i\v

Know—1—

iwk

pride

of

turkeydom,

she
cried, making
alarming gestures with her stick, and
the turkey gobbled on ahead while
she thought of a revenge stern enough
for Tom Leonard.
When two hours later site nnd her
best, made
aunt, dressed in their
their decorous way to Tom Leonard's
small farmhouse, Janet was still pon-

dering.
liut she was the loudest
praise of “the turkey.”
"Ill's

tender

so

it mi

so

In

f n t!

her
she

explained delightedly, ‘‘but how I hate
to eat my dear old Drumstick!”
When Tom Leonard's housekeeper
the
dinner and
had cleared away
auntie had gone to the chamber to
take her forty winks, Janet was left
alone with her neighbor.
“Janet, you know what I want to

say-”

“Never,” said Janet gravely, “I like
you, but a thief— L should never feel
able to trust n man who stole-”
“Why, it was all a joke, you darling little goose!” he begged, reaching for iter hand.
to
mean
“Do
say?” Janet
you
gasped in pretended surprise, “but

tempt.

enough," Janet
pretty
tramped down her
front walk switching with the knobby
stick at the dry brown of the grass.
"But at last It was proved to her
"It

was

thought

she

as

that it was about all over.”
As she walked down the highway
she stopped every few steps to peer
over

crumbling

a

wall,

to

a

of

raise turkeys!
All these cousins und uear-relatlons
who
aunts
and
comprised Janet's
could
shake
their
heads
family
und cry complacently, “I told you so I”
and not a word would she be able to
answer.

She knew she could raise turkeys
and she thought with a sudden rage
of the result I
“Here, Drumstick I” she culled aloud
thrashing at the roadside weeds, but
no sign of the wanderer rewarded her.
“Why, no millionaire's baby with two
whole retinue of sernurses and a
be so delicate us one
vants could
her
well-fed
wretched
turkey,"
thoughts ran.
How carefully sl»e had studied booklets from Cornell, and how she had
fed them and seen them into their
But they had never
coops at night.
got a disease that It said they had,
but had died, quickly, suddenly, mys-'
terlously of unknown aliments.
Sixteen baby turkeys for the Thanksgiving market—and only one left gone

himself!
“He doesn’t need to think he can
told
get away. I’ll eat him!’’ Janet
herself fiercely.
#
Again she sent up her call, but there
was no answering rustle in the stubby
cornfield and over the rough-grown
hedge.
Then suddenly before her horrified
her next-door neigheyes she saw that
ofT

by

He hadn’t
bird.
he had made
a turkey of his own and
way with hers!
“Mr. Leonard!” she said running up
the walk, “wlmt have you got there?”
“Why I
He looked up guiltily.
bor was

plucking

a

she wailed,
“and you went and stole him!” She
stood up with Hushed face. “Why. I
“It’s

my

Drumstick!"

unpaid losses,
Unearned premium*,
All other liabilities,
Guaranty capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total

Investigators Report There Is Absolutely Nothing to Substantiate
Rather General Belief.
Careful study has been made of the
eastern coast of North America to
learn whether there Is a reason for
the general belief that the Atlantic
seaboard Is slowly and steadily sinking. The Investigators report thut they
have found nothing to support this belief.
It Is declared that after thoroughly examining fbe evidence the experts concluded that If there had been
any movement It had taken place long
ago.
Some Instances that seemed to show
a sinking of the coast were merely the
result of local changes In the level of
For example, within a
high water.
hay or lagoon that Is almost cut off
from the sea HV u sand bar the range
of the tide will be far less than on an
exposed part of the coast, and if the
bar is swept away the local high-tide
| level will sometimes rise high enough
I to kill trees that are growing on the
There are cited
shores of the bay.
many facts to prove that the level of
the seaboard has not changed for
eral thousand years.

sev-

NEUMONIA
Send at once for a physician, but begin imme-

diately “emergency”

with Vicks. This
interfere with any
internal medication the doctor
may prescribe.
treatment
does not

VICKS
w

Bre the in

Health

That couch or cold in the head can be
ended easily by Hyomei.
No stomach
dosing. Breathe it through the nose and
mouth.
Money back if it fails. A. A.
Howes & Co

^KING^

97,.500

*

So much for long wearing qualities—which
means economy. The Kattle King is easily
cleaned and retains no odors. It sheds water—
feet just as dry at night as when starting out
in the morning. Uppers do not freeze or crack.
The Kattle King is comfortable to wear. There
are other points, but these are the big reasons
why we honestly believe the Kattle King it
the best outdoor overshoe.

_nr>nn
llUvtr

Buying

and the

141.040 72
27,612 55

$1,060.419 83

WURKSHU
It

isn’t necessary to
wear stiff leathers under
the Kattle King. Wear
Wurkshus for comfort
and economy.

j
^

<

Strong treads of rubber,

Mutua

durable
duck uppers,
double insoles with air
cushion heels. Miles and
months of comfort and
wear at small cost in the
HOOD Wurkahu
for
all year 'round.

Company,

122-124 W. Main St.,Van Wert, Ohio

Assets December 31, 1921.
Real estate.$
40.000
631,700
Mortgage loins.
Stocks and bonds
1,248,200
Cush in officejand bank.
149,270
263,961
Agents’ balances .Hills receivable.
20,446

HOOD RUBBER PRODUCTS CO., Inc.
Watertown, Mast.

Guides

$ 1,060.419 83
31, 1921.
$ | 22,212 83 J
lOO.OflOOO
465,664 23

I

Oena
for the

00

$1,141,82147
81.401 64

liabilities and surplus,
MV*

insurance

4

—

00
00
00
55
06
33

Gross assets.$2,253,577 94
aomitted.
24,227 00

Deduct items not

_1

Admitted asaets.$2,229,350 94
Liabilities December^l, 1921.

To the Inhabitants of the
of Belfast

Net unpaid lossesi.$ 187,875
Unearned premiums.
965,845
Ali other liabilities
72,792
Surplus.over all liabilities. 1,002 838

In the

City

Musterole drives pain away and
brings in its place delicious, soothing
comfort. Just rub it in gently.

j

By CARLETON DOAK, Chairman,

Agricultural Insurance Company,
WATERTOWN, N. Y.
December 31, 1921

Real Estate.$ 111,207
427.482
Mortgage Loans.
Collateral Loans.
166,350
Stocks and Bonds. 4.914.052
Cash in Office and Bank*. 1,208,536
Agents’ Balances. 631,161
0
Bills Receivable.

everything in Seeds,
Agricultural and Dairy Supplies.

It lists

B. H.

MUDGETT,

FINE HOME FOR SALE

Portland. Mains
tta

$13,946, 57 68
admitted.

353,7

7 78

Total

Liabilities and Surplus.$12,692,279 90
Dickey, Rea! Estate and insurance,

Orrin J.

I’ythian Block, Belfast,

Maine.

3t9

The Masonic Protective Association,
WORCESTER, MASS.
December 31, 1921.
$ 32,775
3,629
Mortgage loans.
Stocks ana bonds. 1,733,516
4V4 866
(’ash in office and bank
Interest and rents.
34,767
Assets

Real estate.

‘TktLittlt Nurtt
f<*r Lutu nit"

00
01
85
34
feO

*

\\

Gross assets.$2,359,523 66
Deduct items not admitd.
22,183 21
Admitted asset*...$2,337,340 45
Liabilities December 31, 1921.
i

unpaid losses.$ 769,600
Unearned premiums. 1,042.662
Net

All other liabilities
Cash capital.
Surplus over ll liabilities.

24
63
58
121,236
100, 00 00
303,841 00

1J

**

ulenthoiatum
free breathing

_Promptly

restores

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN

1

30

lei. 320

High Street.

Special Notice

Notice of foreclosure

,

We wish to inform the public that w«
are doing business all the time and if you

If you have friends,
they should have

wish to buy or sell real estate of any kind
we would be pleased to talk with you.
E. A. STROUT Farm

Belfast,

_BIG MONEY FOR AGENTS

J

Dr. Hester Brown

Total liabi ities and surplus. $2,337,340 45
3*9

U

t /

tieaa L,oias

Anoint the inside and outside of the nostrils with

$

69,968 66

11 EKE AS. Austin B. French of Stockton
Springs in the County of Waldo and State
of
Maine, by his warranty deed dated the sixteenth
Two story, modern frame house. 8 rooms. !
of September, a. D. 1!»07, recorded in the
day
City water, 1 4 acre of land. Situated on Waldo County Registry of Deeds, Rook 342, Page
I
Northport avenue, 1 3-4 mile from post 307, conveyed to me the undersigned, a certain
office.
Excellent summer or year round parcel ot land with tlie buildings thereon situated
at Sandy Point in said town of Stockton Springs
MAURICE W. LORD
welling.
on the easterly side of tlie county road, <1 escribed
Me
d tf45
Block.
ami bound as follows: Beginning at a cedar post
in the northwest corner of Samuel French’s house
lot; thence running northerly seven rods to a cedar
post ami land of Joseph H. Whitmore, deceased;
thence by said Whitmore’s land eleven ami oneGET our proven formula for the making of third rods to a cedar post; thence southerly seven
rods to land of Samuel French; thence westerly
“Hole Saver.** Saves 80 per cent of the users coal
eleven ami one-third rods to the point of beginUsed on either hard «>r soft coal. Can easily
bill.
be made at borne at a profit of 300 per cent. Coal ning; containing one half acre more or less; being
the same premises conveyed by me to said Austin
cor sumers grasp the opportunity to buy. Establish
B. French l»y deed dated September 12. 1907, and
apermanent business supplying homes,large build
ings and factories. Further particulars upon re- whereas the condition of said mortgage has l**en
reason of the breach of
0t4
for
broken,
now, therefore,
stamp
reply.
questenclosing
the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said

Hayford

6«. 1858

..$13,592,279 90
Liabilites December 31, 1921
Net Unpaid Losses. $ 4 574.976 66
Unearned Premiums. 4 855.438 81
All other Liabilities.
852 313 45
Cash Capital. 1.000,000 00
Surplus over ail Liabilities. 2,309,550 98

Cedar

Belfast, Maine.

5ltf

KENDALL & WHITNEY

31, 1921.
Real Estate.$
0 00
Mortgage Loans
8,500 00
Collateral Loans.
0 00
Stocks and Bonds. 9,248,971 00
Cash ir. Office and Bank..
1,509.909 93
Agents' Balances. 2.612.206 01
Bill* Receivable.
25,348 71
Interest arid Rents
104,578 57
Assets
All other
436,543 46
Assets December

ATI other assets.

three acres of land. The lot extends from
Cedar to Court street and borders on Sal
mond streei, with a tine view of the Bay.

Apply to

Indemnity Co

Admitted Assets

For Sale
on

Send your name and address
It’s FREE.
for a copy.

HARTFORD, CONN.

Gross Assets
Deduct items not

3w9

The ten-room house with bath

Gkwt 1922—176
3fttee CoiaBotj^/ieadii

It is a clean, white ointment, made
with oil of mustard.
Get Musterole
today at your drug store. 35c and 65c
in jars and tybes; hospital size, $3.00.
BETTER THAN A MUSTARD PLASTER

| Hartford Accident and

sheet, known as the Dorman residence.
Pleasantly located and in the best of repair. New hot water heater of the best
make Double garage,hen house and about

•S

Fine for Lumbago

You are hereby notified that t e BOARD OK
REGISTRATION will be in session to revise
and correct the VOTING LISTS of the City of
Belfast on the six secular days prior to thSaid Board
twentieth day of March, 1922.
of Registration will be in session from nine in
the forenoon to one in the afternoon, and from
three in the afternoon to five in the afternoon
and from seven to nine in the afternoon, to receive evidence touching the qualifications of
voters therein and to revise and correct the vot
ing lists, and on the last two secular days
to verify and co-rect said lists and to com
plete and close up its records of said ses
On the Iasi two said secular days, at
sions.
nine o’clock in the afternoon, verified copies
of said votine lists shall he delivered to the
Clerk of said City of Belfast and a receipt taken
therefor, hut no names shall be added to or I
stricken from said lists after nice o’clock in
the afternoon of the last of said days devoted
6w2
to registration as above.
Board of Registration of Voters of the City
of Belfast

Assets

06
38
21
29

Total liabilities and surplus.... $2,229,350 94
3a 9

County of Waldo,Slate of Maine

Agency,
FISH, Local Manager,
Fellows’ Block, Belfast, Me.

your

ROY C.
Room 2, Odd

photograph.

Year friends will appreciate
and cherish just the sort af
pictures wo make.

tfO,

CHICHESTERSPILUi

M. \ COOK’S SI 1010
Main Street, Belfast

by

HOUSEHOLD CHEMICAL CO.

11) i. I

i

St.

it.

Paul, Mins.

mortgage.

Dated this
1922.
3w 10

twenty-fourth day of February A. D.
A NNIE M. TllOM PSOK
D. &

j

SOLO BY DRUGGSR

M,

*

w__

Second-Hand Sleigh
FOR SALE.

J.Austin McKeen,Belfast
CATARRH
Catarrh Is a local disease greatly Influconstitutional
conditions.
enced
by
HALL’S CATARRH MEDICINE is a
Tonic, taken internally, and acts through
mucous
the
surfaces
the blood upon
HALLS CATARRH
of
the
system.
MEDICINE assists Nature in restoring
normal conditions.
Circulars free.All Druggists.
F. J. Cheney & Co.. Toledo, Ohio,

VapoRub

Over 17 Million Jan Used Yearly

31, 1921.
$

rhe Centra1 Manufacturers

And looking up Into his eyes that
had lost their teasing
light, Janet
knew she was going to do more than
“think.”

IS SINKING

The Kattle King sole is extra heavy, of tough
tire tread stock, and gives exceptionally long
wear under the hardest usage. The durable allrubber uppers are backed by a layer of rubberized cloth, another layer of rubber coated cloth,
and finally a heavy brown fleece lining which
extends clear to the sole. This means warmth
as well as wear. There are ample reinforcements wherever a strain comes, and all is joined
together to stay by the Hood Pressure Process.

*191 718,046 21

admitted,

Net

88
not until I see my own Drumstick can
00
I believe-”
00
48
“You mean, then. Janet, that If I
46
find your turkey, you'll—you’ll
can
78
think of me?” he pleaded.
00
And Janet with the demon of misInterest and R^nts.
64,092 29
73.522 28
All other Assets.
chief gleaming In iter eyes answered,
“Think, perhaps.” For she saw Tom
Gross Assets.$7,596,4' 5 16
Leonard on a wild pursuit of her wanDeduct items not admitted.
,77.806 13
over
fields
and
bird,
through
dering
Admitted Assets. $7,518,599 03
fences, a goose chase that would cure
Liabilities December 31, 1921
him forever of teasing.
Net Unpaid Losses. $ 906,441 72
“I’m afraid, dear,” he said suddenly,
Unearned Premiums. 3,618,029 83
her
hands, ;
and
catching
raising
All other Liabilities
353,215 70
think!”
more
than
to
do
got
“you’ve
| Cash Capital. 1,000,000 00
lie turned her about and there strut- Surplus over all Liabilities.. 1,640,911 78
ting vainly across his porch was I Total Liabilities and
Surplus.$7,518,599 03
Drumstick, the errant, the mutclimakJAMES PATTlE & SON. BELFAST
er to the life!

DENY SEABOARD

KATTLE

922.264 00
58.84* 42
49,88!• 90
13,320 25
4<»9 00

Admitted assets,
Liabilities December

CAPTORIA

move

leaves and to call
“Here, Drumstick, here!” but without
result.
Every, one laughed at her In the
beginning and told her she couldn't
do It. Utterly Impracticable for a girl
to try to run a place like that herself I
Now If she could raise violets or even
make Jam for a living. If she were
tired of business In the city. But to
at

flicker

stone

Gross assets,
Deduct items not

was

along!”

“Go

a strong statement to make. Let’s sec
if it will hold water.

Mass.

Heal estate.
Stneks ami bonds,
rash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances*
Interest and rents,
All other assets

n

Drumstick, the wanderer!

dom.

Salem,

Assets December

thuds at the knowledge his eyes hud sent her.
“It was too wonderful—too wonderShu stopped breathless, for
ful !"
there coming up the road, strutting
the

That is

| iHOLYOKh mutual;;fire INSURANCE COMPANY,:

Vida Curtis, Manchester, N. H., to
Frederick Ebert, Northport; land and
buildings in Northport.
Amelia M. Mitchell, Unity, to George
Mitchell, do; I *nd and buildings in Unity.
Herbert S. Morey, Belfast, et al, to
George H. Robertson, do; land and build-

rapturous

all

83
59

3*9

“Maybe I'll come to dinner. I'll ask
Ample. It will be the last."
She scurried don n the path and
fled up the road, her heart beating
with

Assets. *191,921 648
not admitted.
206,602

items

_

backing away.

|

17
09

Total Liabilities and Surplus

David Moody, Swanville, et als, to
Frederick Ebert, Northport; land and
buildings in Northport.

step toward her, l>ut Janet, bright
cheeked, with hurried breath was

In

put up the shelf nml humniereil
her thumb black anil blue In the at-

to Fred A
Burnham.

Zola M. Clements, Belfast, to Walter
A Clements, do; laud and buildings in
Belfast.

(

75 503

419)8(2

Assets. 161.926 678

Admitted Assets. *191,718,046 24
Liabilities December 31, 1921
Net Unpaid Loss ■«
* 13,932.950 82
Unearned Premiums.
7.699 675 73
All Other Liabilities. 117 805,897 68
( ash Capital.
5.000'IW0 00
urplus over all Liabilities. 17,279,52 ! 01

fast.

Agnes Theriault, Oakland,
McAllister, Burnham; land in

3.861,690(39

Receivable.

Dross
De luct

Thorndike.

FOR FLETCHER’S

back.

eyes

"Thanksgiving!" Janet said, she j
turned away quickly to hide her tears,
“I can’t be thankful, I shall have to j
go back to the city and give all this
up—and the typewriter again," she ]
stumbled.

hearth.

even

in

Belfast Realty Co., Belfast, to I.eander Small, do; land and buildings in Bel-

turkey for market
It perfectly well and

thut

a

Strutting in All the Pride of Turkey-

land

Arthur

OutdoorOvershoe
—and why!

13,866.392
2 771411 66

Interest and Kents.

Children Cry

cnll

Every single thing Janet hnd done
herself.
She had painted the dingy
woodwork of the sitting room white,
she hnd unearthed the old Jug and
polished it till her arm ached, gathered
the leaves, and covered the chair with
She had
its workman-like gnyety.

Hills

in

and eat him I”
“Not unless you and your aunt will
ings in Belfast.
have Thanksgiving dinner with me," j
P. E. Severance, Newburg, to W. P.
Toni Leonard explained, looking at
Nealley, Winterport; land in Winterport
her with suddenly earnest eyes.
Elmira S. Small, Unity, to Mary I,.
Although he was dressed In rough j
Dobson, do; land and buildings in Unity..
corduroy and Ids hands were roughened by farm work, he was very hand-'
some.
There wus a glint In his brown |
eyes, a crisp wave to his dark Imlr

last look around the
The logs were laid on the
brick fireplnce ready to kindle ut a
spark, some brilliant red berries stood
In the gleaming brass jug above the
She

bright

G

All other

Anson

to her.
"Hut he’s so little, why I thought—”
’’His feathers, you know they make
a difference I" he explained gravely.
“As long us you—you took him and
plucked him, now you cun cook him

___!

Stocks and Bunds
I a h in Office and
Hank.
Agents' Balances

The Best

41
00
69

....

Knox.

raising that

was

:

tingle.

Does any tenderfoot know, for example
that when the prow of the glory in years
gone by plunged through break rs “as
high as a house” on uncharted seas, the
spirit of her first skipper returned to take
the fo’castle and stayed
its station in
rooted there until the Glory found a safe
harbor?
Look up some of the Glory’s old sailors,
if you can, and you’ll hear the tale. Captain E. C. Rmnsey, who has had charge
of the vessel since its convalescence, has
tie told it as it came to him.
heard it.
Of course he was skeptical, for he is a
veteran seaman himself, hut the tale persists, nevertheless.
“Legend, just legend, that’s all,” says
But ask any sea salted
Captain Kamsey
sailor a out it and he would not be so sure
it was only legend.
There are other tales
but if they belong to legend only there’s
ino use 'repeating. And no one has been
I found to verify the ghostly tales which
legion of the Glory’s career.
I
But this much is known and can be verihed, Captain Kamsey said. The Glory of
the Seas was built by "McCay of Boston”
and took the sea in 1869
She was lirsl famed as being a masterpiece of shipbuilding and afterward for
having made a record passage from Australia to San Francisco. The time was 35

F.”

anil you knew
now——”
Tom Leonard's eyes were full of
mischief but he made Ills face serious
as he answered, “1
thought you were
going to eat him—In revenge—so here
he Is—” he held out a fut little fowl

Taleot History Inc.resting
If the ghost of the Glory of the Seas
could speak it would tell a tale of the
bounding main to make a landlubber’s
ears

Walker, Knox, to Chester
Marden, Brooks; land and buildings

—

loster-Milburn

Kev. Robert G. Harbut of Stevenson,
Washington, formerly of Searsport, aemla

Albert L.

Morrison, do;

r

Assets December 31, 1921
Mortgage Loans. « 8 781,836
1
lateral I latis..
226,303

Annie R. Getchell, Madison, to Fred
M. Sanborn, Detroi ; land and buildings
in Troy.
(Two deeds >

Medicine.

j‘1

ho Knows “Glory of the Seas”
or any of Her Commanders?

of Deeds for the week ending March 9th
1922:

Read w’ it Mr. ]' Clement of M rrill. Maine, say* al.it
0 —''It
have used it far the
i* a gn at medicine.
last 2.1 year* and it ha* done all that it claims to do.
1 am willing f«»r you to publish this statement."

were

‘Doan’s

sa^

Company.

ACCIDENT AND LIABILITY DEPARTMENT
6a0 Union St., Hartford, Conn.

The following transfers of real estate
■vcre recorded in Waldo County Registry

“L.F.
Atwood’s Medicine is the same safe, potent,
reliable remedy, for dyspepsia, loss of appetite, nau*
sea, biliousness or sick headache as it always has
been for nearly seventy years.

'"omend

Aetna Life Insurance

i

ORRIN J. DICKEY
Insurance
Fire, Liability,

Automobile

PYTHIAN BLOCK.

Phone 316-3

WANTHD
Long Haired Shaggy Cats

I

or

Kittens.
State age, color and

paid.
lnig

sex.
Highest prices
JOHN S RANLETT.

Rockville,

Maine.

ALGOLA PILLS
the Stomach, Liver and Bowels.
Make Pure Blood. 1 <r Constipation.
Relieve
Gas, Indigestion, Biliousness, Sick Headache.
Try them. 10c. 23c. At druggists. Duane
Pharmac 1 Co., so'e proprietor, P. O. Box
See
1’ L City Hall Station, New York.
signature on each

.-

■

—

".I

■''

W. L. COOK
Undertaker
Licensed Embalmer
License 377.

Regulate

Belfast, Maine.

Hair Remover

box._

WOOLENS

A smooth hairless skin for every
woman may be had with the aid of a
little MEDOL paste, made by mixing
a little Medol with water, and apply
to the hairs not wanted and in a jiify
you can wash the hairs right off.
Medol is sold in <>Oc and $1.00 bottles.

Material for ladies’ wear direct
from Factory. Write for samples
and state kind wanted.
3mo.

F. A. PACKAKL),
Box B, Camden, Maine

Tel. 61-3

American
e-. .Ail.'.,; Hi.'

Proprietary Syndicate.

I'alden 49. Mass.

richer
When you’re suffering from

headache,
backacke,
toothache,

neuralgia,
or

pain from any other causa, try

Dr. Miles Anti-Pain Pills
One

or two and the pain stops
Contain no habit-forming drug*
Have you tried Dr. Miles’ Nervine?
Auk y«ir PmMM

FOR SALE.
Low

Dr ice

eecond nand

parlor

and kitchen ntovee.
J. AUSTIN McKEBS.

JACKSON.

|

Mr*. G. B. Bachelder is in poor health.

I

Only the Prices
are Lower
Frrff

L. R. Stevens was
Belfast Wednesday.

and filler

rods,

....

Miss Olive Hatch, a teacher at Albion,
ia spending a few weeks’ vacation with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Hatch.
Mrs.
Knox
her

spending

daughter,

a

few

Wijlis

Mrs.

from

has returned

H. E. Chase
after

weeks with

Kelsey

and

j

family.

««

Mi>s Mabel Edwards who has been at i
the home of her parents, Mr and Mrs. F
B. Edwards for two months, has returned

Arx

to her work

14.4U

Closes

Boston.

in

Boyd, B. H. S. *20 who attends Thomas Business College at Water- |
Miss Verna

$20.00 White Enamel Bed, full size, heavy
posts and fillers,
....

«

lo.5U

ville spent the weekend with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. W’. L. Boyd.

or.

Mr. J. F\ Grant of this town has killed
his twenty-two months old pet pig.
This
Pig dressed 842 pounds. Mr. Grant is
seventy-nine years old and surely knows

$15.00 White Enamel Round Corner Bed,
3-6

10th Anniversary
Sale-——

Mrs Roy Roberts and two children are
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. N. A
Cilley at Monroe.

tubing.ZZ.OU

$25.00 Walnut finished bed, heavy posts

size,.lO.oU

$25.00 Brass Bed, full size, satin finish,

0

sis-

1, Pittsfield,

size,.ipZZ.OU

square

PROGRESSIVE STORE

Kimball at Frankfort

Miss Merle Wright was the recent guest
of tier sister. Miss Nina Crocker at M C.

<t,00 en

$35.00 Simmons [White Ennmel Bed, all

is visiting her

Mrs. Annie Stevens

ter, Mrs. I). M

All to be Sold Regardless of What
They Cost.
full

THE
•

ter, Mrs. Henry Lawler.

our

$35.00 Simmons Mahogany Finished Bed,

visitor at

Miss Helen Morrison is visiting her sis-

stock we find we have 15 sample
beds on hand, that Is, there is only one of a pattern.
Some are slightly scarred, others in perfect shape.

Upon checking

business

a

16.20

how to make

pig

a

grow.

SEE THESE IN OUR WINDOW THIS WEEK

H. H. COOMBS CO.

He has taken

much pleasure ant pride in do:ng

Saturday, March 18th

so.

Mott Shibles and T E. Thompson, one
eleven hogs, the

day last week,
combined

dressed

dressed weight was 3290 lbs.

Seven of them

hogs

were

Masonic

belonged to Mr. Shibles

and the heaviest weighed 480 lbs.

These

Temple, High St., Belfast, Me.

marketed in Bangor.

The annual town meeting held Monday,
March 6th, was will attended and inter

esting.

Many

women

attended and took

Officers elected were
part in the voting.
as
follows: Moderator, J. H. McKinley;

selectmen,
Irving H. Sawyer left Monday for!
WII\ IfckPURT
N. B., with his family for an indefinite stay.
Mrs. Sawyer suffered a
Town meeting will be held Monday,
Miss Violet Meyers arrived Wednesday critical illness early in the winter and re
from a visit of several weeks with friends mains in a serious condition which ren March 20th.
is Boston and Laconia, N. H.
ders it imperative that she be taken from
Kenneth Nealley and Everett Arey
Her sister, Miss Grace were visitors in Orono Wednesday of last
Mrs. Wingate Cram and Miss Alice the seashore.
Wal!:er of Bangor were guests at the Anderson, has been with her many weeks week.
! and her father, Peter Anderson of Perth,
home of Lincoln Colcord on Saturday.
Mrs. E. N. bartlett is spending a few
arrived recently and will accompany his
1
days wilb Mr. and Mrs. W J. bartlett in
At a meeting of Hose Co. No. 3, re- daughter to her early home.
baugor.
cently formed at Searsport Harbor, the
At a Democratic caucus held on Friday
following fire alarm signals were adopted:
Miss Louise A. Smith who teaches in

SEAKSPOKT

For firea on or near the main road, east of
the hose house, 2 bells; on the main road
west of the hose house, 3 bells; on the
Turnpike, 4 bells; on the Pendleton, Kidder and Island roads, S bells, each signal
to De repeated at intervals as many times
as necessary.
The hose company will
meet the fir.t Wednesday in each month
at 7,30 p. m., and the fire bell will be tolled 9 strokes and repeat as a signal for the

Perth,

evening at Hichborn hall a town committee was chosen as follows: R L. Mudgett, chairman, A. C. Treat, secretary,
William H. Morrison, George C. Fletcher, John F. Howes, Charles Kneelaud,
James A. Pierce, W. F. Trundy.
Delegates to the forthcoming convention at
were
elected as follows: William
Augusta
H. Morrison and Alvah C. Treat; alterR.
L.
Mudgett and W. F. Trundy.
nates,

brewer, spent the weekend with Mrs. C.
L

and overseers of the

Page; road commissioners, Harvey \
Work, Fred 3 lohnson and L. I). Eldridge;

R. E.

Shall

school

committee. Bernice Chase, Nellie
Boyd and Will Amsden; tax collector, H.

Maine

C. Hadley. Money appropriated: schools
$1500, roads and bridges $1600, poor $100,
town charges $500, Tuition high school
$100, state road $300, schoolhouses $100.

TNDUSTRT is the sure
of Maine’s prosperity.

Have

MUKKILL.

me

family

lot

recently.

Miss belle Thayer of Salem, Mass.,
her
arenls, Mr. and Mrs. J.
fnayer, a few days last week.

ited

vis-

ti.

The Ladies' Aid meets with Mrs. George
Rose Thursday, March 16.

More

A little daughter was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Hobart Blodgett March 3.
Mr. and Mrs. Israel

Woodbury

children have been quite sick with colds.

The members of Mizpah Rebekah Lodge
H. A. Allan of Augusta, agent for secRev. and Mrs. Nathan Hunt returned
will serve iliuiier lowu meeting day al 1.
Funeral services for Mrs. Elizabeth ondary education under the State super- U. O. r.
last week from visits to relatives in Mashall
tor
25
a
cents
bauquet
plate.
Farnham, who died at her home in Park intendent of schools, was in town last
sachusetts, Rhode Island and Portland
Friday, March 3, at the age of 74, were Tuesday by invitation of the local school I Miss Mary Hall has returned from the
The High School, that had been disconheld from the home Sunday, March 5, committee, accompanied by the union Northern Maine Junction, where she was
Rev. Harold E. LeNlay of the Congrega- superintendent F. M. Nickerson of Frank- substitute telegrapher, a tew days re- tinued for a week on
account of the illMrs. Farnham fort. A meeting was held in the inter- cently.
tional church officiating.
ness of Wilbert Brown, commenced again
retired Friday night in her usual health mediate schoolroom, and the matter of
Next Saturday uiglil patrous of Crock- this week.
and it was found the next morning that improved school hous ng conditions was
While the local situation is ett’s theatre win enjoy a picturization ot
she had passed away apparently in her discussed.
Arthur Leonard, while at work in the
me Sou ot vValliuglurd, a seven reel teasleep. Mrs Farnham was born in Park, one of pressing need in many ways, the lure
woods
last week was struck by a falling
production.
of
the
town
makes
the
prospect
Sept. 10, 1847, the daughter of Jonathan present
As a
Mrs. Fhebe Moody has been quite ill tree, quite badly bruising his shoulders
Green and Nancy (Moore) Park. She was matter dangerous in the extreme.
and arms.
result of the conference the proponents with
one of five children. She was twice marpeuumonia, which it has been learried, her first husband being Harry Farn- and opponents of the project of a new I ed would terminate seriuusiy, owing to
Russel Jackson is sick with pneumonia.
Alter bis death and costly schoolhouse to be built at | her advanced age.
ham, who died in 1874
Dora Jackson and their mother are also
she married Orrin Farnham who died in once are bursting with arguments seekDr. M. C. Moulton of
The special election in the Third Con- both sick in bed.
1898. A large part of her married life ing an outlet.
gressional district will be held on Mon- Ssarsmont is the attending physician and
was spent in Salem, Mass., but after the
A movement is under way with a vitw
day, March 2liih. The polls are to be Miss Georgia Blake nurse.
death of her husband she came back to to securing possession ot the local
plant open lrorn it) a. in. to 6 p. m.
Mrs. Graeie Bowen is much improved*
|
the old home in Park, and had lived there ot the Lawrence
Canning Co. and packfor the past 23 years. She was a member
Miss Jennie C. Tripp, who is assistant Bernice Woodbury has been stopping with
ing such farm produc s as have a ready
of Union Rebekah Lodge of Salem, and market and sardines when the trade sit- teacher in the Smyrna Mills high school,
herthepast fortnight. Mrs. Bowen wishes
to thank, through the Journal, Mr and
was an active worker in the Congregauation warrants.
The cannery at the is speudiug her vacatiou al the home ot
Mrs. Herbert Wentworth for two
tional church of Park, in which she was \ toot of Middle street is well located and her mother, Mrs. Alice Tripp.
large
and appetizing donations.
greatly interested. For many years she admirably equipped for the sardine busiA Republican caucus will convene on
had lived with and made a home for her ness and
can be converted to geueral
Wilbert Brown, who has been very ill
brother, Almon M. Park, who is the only packing at reasonable expense for fur- Monday, lowu meeting day, immediately with bronchitis and
operated on for apalter the ciose ot the town meeting, to
near relative to mourn her loss.
She is ther
appurtenances. Some years ago the : cnoose delegates to the Stale convention pendicitis, seems to be improving. As he
also survived by a niece, Mrs. Elizabeth town
and public-spirited citizens strained m
had been repairing his house and it was
Bangor, April 6lh.
B. Goodell, and a nephew, Frank G.
several points to secure the location of
not yet in fit condition for sickness, he
Whitcomb of Searsport. The remains of the
The
illustrated
lecture
on
America’s was taken to a room in Mrs. Lilia Pearfactory. There developed certain
Mrs. Farnham were placed in the receiv- failures in a mutual
agreement and dis- Youngest iMuld, Forlo Rico, given by son’s house Drs. Tapley and Moulton are
ing tomb in Elmwood cemetery to await appointment resulted on both sides. Rev. C. A. Furuy on Suuday evening at
attending physicians and Flora Murch
interment in the spring in Somersworth, Tbe sale of the
plant to the Last Coast the M. L. vestry, was well attended and nurse. His many friends have been exMaas.
Fisheries Co. aud the outcome of the oi much interest to the audience.
ceedingly anxious about him but are feeltransaction has not aided materially in
Ira G. Young, who has been employed ing somewhat relieved by the doctors’
Now
the prosperity of the community.
by the Slate Highway commission fur encouraging report.
the reorganized company will sell the several
years, has been promoted to inDlanl and an opportunity is presented
The Bethany Chapter sewing circle held which would be to the substantial advan- spector of Slate highways. J. H. Young
MONTVILLE
will occupy Mr. 1. G. Young's lormer poa meeting Friday with Mrs. Jennie Morse
tage of a town sorely in need of distrib- sition.
Bragg. *
Men of unquestioned
uted pay-rolls.
Mrs. John L. Bean had a hemorrhage
The Willing Workers’ S. S. class, ot of the lungs last week, but is better at
The Sunday school children were given ability and wide experience are ready to
>
social on Saturoay afternoon at the handle the matter but a large part ot the which Mrs. Gertrude Arey is teacher,
this writing.
linancing would have to come from the gave a line entertainment last Thursday
Congregational church.
The name of G. A. Gordon has been
formation of some sort of a co-operative evening,
of
consisting
piano soios,
Mrs. Cora Dakin returned recently from
wherein local
farmers, who sketches, dialogu.s and vocal solos, all or drawn to serve as traverse juryman at
scheme,
Lincolnville and is with her parents, Mr. would have a market for their
the April term of S. J. Court.
produce, which were pleasingly rendered.
and Mrs. Melvin Harriman.
would make investments in the slock ot
Frank Mayhew and D. K. McFarland
W. J. Harriett of Hangor and Charles
With a ma- ;
E. A. Fartridge came home Saturday the prospective company.
E. Bartlett ot Orono were at the home of with their families are soon to return
terial
situsin
the
sardine
at
homeabsence
the
improvement
from
a
week’s
night
their lather,
E. N. Bartlett, Sunday, from Freedom to Mr. McFarland’s farm
lion, the sucftss of the plan would be au
stead farm north of Sandypoint.
while on their way to Monroe to make here.
at
element of
jte
The
certainty.
the burial ot their rnolhAt a special meeting Friday evening chance would be
Mrs Ladonna Jackson and daughter
In arrangements for
wholly removed.
Mrs. Nellie Stanley, who died Satur- Miss Dora, are ill with the flu and her
Rev. Herbert H. Knight was made a the
of farm products, transpor- ;1 er,
packing
at the home ot her daughmember of Bethany Chapter, O. E. S.
day
morning
has
Miss
son, Russell,
pneumonia.
lalion by motor trucks makes distance of
Mrs. Guy Southard, iu Dexter.
Georgia Blake, R. N., ia caring for them.
W. J. Fraser, who has been confined to no consequence, good roads beiug assured ter,
Richard McMann died at the home of Mrs. L. H. Merrithew of Morrill is also
bis home with a broken leg aince last during tbe packing season.
hia daughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs. with them.
November, was up, town on crutches for
At the biggest aud noisie'st town meet
Rimer li. Clements, Friday morning, folthe first time on Sunday.
MARRIED.
iug ever held in ibis town Here was lowing a stroke of apoplexy on Thursday
on
a
is
absent
A.
Gardner
Lincoln
trip elected on Mouday F. L. Blanchard, mod- afternoon, fie had resided with them
to Baltimore, the guest of Capt. C. P. erator;
THOMPSON-MOSES In Belfast, March
W.F.Trundy, clerk; A. M. Holmes, for nearly 15
coming from Lynn,
Swett, who went on to bring a recently Everett Staples, H. M. Griffin, selectmen, Mass, fie left years,
14, by Rev. C. W. Martin, Vernon
a widow aud two daughpurchased tow boat to Bath for the Pejep- assessors, and overseers of the poor; S.
ters, Mrs. Clements and Mrs. Thomas Thompson and Miss Jessie Moses, both
ecot Paper Co.
B. Merruhew, treasurer aud collector of
The remains were of Belfast.
Kenney of Lynn.
Miss Hilda Clark has relumed to her taxes; Joseph M. Staples, road commis- taken to Ins former home in Lynn SuuA.
M.
W.
M.
DIED.
Berry, day night, accompanied by the widow.
Ames, auditor;
home in North Searsport after a visit with sioner;
her sister, Mrs. Dale E. Harriman. She M. R. LaFurley and H. H. Hawes, con
Funeral services were held in Lynn MonMrs
Grace
member
of
Spalding,
returned recently from several months in stables;
day morning and the interment was in
Cunningham. In Swanville, March
the school committee. (7,650 were raised the
an Augusta publishing house and will
family lot.
8, Harrison O. Cunningham,, aged 72
for
school
for
roads,
purposes;
(4,183
the
teach school in Monroe during
Spring.
years, 6 months and 7 days.
bridges, Bidewalks and Stale aid road;
Gilmore
In Belfast, March 14, Geo.
We were shown on Sunday a large cuWbSl
(2,000 for support of poor and other town
Fred Gilmore, aged 61 years.
cumber of the white spine type, green expenses, aud further appropriations to a
Johnson. In Northport, March 14,
and solid as if only a few days from the total of (16,285.12.
It was quickly reen
George Stewart of Freedom has rented
Christy, widow of Neil Johnson, aged 83
vine. Thisiwas one of a number which that the assembling crowd could not be the Charles McCorrisou farm.
years.
has l.-' in all winter on a pantry shelf in handled in Hichborn
hall, so after openFred Crocker of Brooks was in town
the home of H. R. Hichborn, and is re- ing the meeting an adjournment was
BELFAST
PRICE CURRENT.
the guest of H. T. Jackson.
corded as something out of the ordinary. made to Ucuslow
hall, which proved Thursday
W
for The Journal.
Corrected
eekly
none
The
too
meeting
large.
adjourned
Rev. Mr. Hooper, of Mass., has purFrank H. Collins and Oliver B. Lovejoy
PAID PRODUCER
of Rockland were in town for a few hours from 12 to 1 when the Rebekahs served a chased a farm in town aud will move here PRODUCE MARKET
fine dinner in their halt adjoining. A. C. soon.
•n Friday, making the trip by the bus
Apples, bush" $1 00 Hay,
*25 00
and
conscientious
a
efficient
hig.ily
Treat,
busilines which are doing a land office
8 Lamb,
20
There was a dance at Center Montville Beans, pea,
aud
road
commissioner
tor
selectman
the
rain
raised
weeks’
the
two
ness aince
10 Mutton,
20
the evening of March 6th which was well Beans, y. e.,
was defeated unexpectedly
aeveral
years,
two
loaded
sent
McLaughlin
embargo.
35a40 Potatoes, 1 OOtol 00
Butter,
attended.
1
Cadillacs through to Bangor on hia after- by t. L. Blanchard, who waa not a can24 Round Hon,
Cheese,
12
didate, and later refuaed to nerve. EverMrs. Leroy Howes of Bangor was in
noon trip Friday.
35 Straw,
15 00a20 00
Chicken,
ett Staples waa defeated for re-election town last week to see her father, W. D.
35 Turkey,
Duck,
26a32
Mr. and Mrs. Page B. Spalding left os by H. M. Griffin, the third on the board
Bowler, who is ill.
2 i Veal,
16a 18
Elttfs,
the boat from Belfast on Thursday for a last year. Robeit Andrews won the third
35
Fowi,
Dexter Belgard has gone to Mass.
Wood, hard, li 00
visit with relatives in their home town of place and refused to stand. Upon re32 Wood, soft,
8 00
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Bennett have Geese,
Beverly, Mass. Mrs. Alvah C. Treat was assembling after dinner Mr. Griffin reaiao a passenger going for a visit with fused his election, and another spirited sold their farm and gone to Providence,
RETAIL PRICE
RETAIL MARKET
the family of her nephew, J. W. Gerrity, contest took place in an effort to elect a R. I.
2 20
Beef, corned, 30a32 Lime,
in Newton, and her sister Mrs. Geneva board of selectmen with results as given.
There is quite a lot of sickness here, in- Butter salt,
18a32 Oats,
64
Freeman, lor some time seriously ill.
A substantial advance was made in the | fluenza, nearly everyone is gaining, but
85 Oat Meal,
5
Corn,
matter
of
better
schoolhousing
providing
marketed
a
that
with
the
Cracked
the
disease
are
go
F. L. Hupper
porker Friday
85 Onions,
coughs
12
corn.
the
meetconditions.
Notable
features
of
!
sever*
without
M4
dressed
Corn
still
which
pounds,
85 Oil, kerosene, 19a20
prevalent
meal,
si important items of internal mechanism. ing were a talk by W. H. Morriaon and
35 Pollock,
8
Cheese,
The ladiea of the Baptist church wil
Cotton seed,
Sam Robinaon refused to accept the the reading of a letter from the State
2 75 Pork,
19
Statement that it was a spring pig, having Supt of Schools by Earl S. Grant, high have ao Easter sale in Memorial Hall Cranberries,
30 Rye meal^
6.5
In the Clover seed,
ratainad serious doubts of a certain vera- school principal. Altogether it was some Friday afternoon, March 31st.
1 90
Shorts,
has
not
evening there will be a “Mock Trial” Fleur,
cious story of a fish hook. Competent warm meeting, the like of which
10 00a 13 50 Sugar,
7
asutbority adds IS months to the aforesaid been seen since certain historical events under the direction of Mrs. Harry A. H. G. seed,
Salt, T. 1., bus. 1 25
of
the
early eighties.
Foster.
18 Sweet potatoes,
«rii|.
Lard,
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Factories?

and two

meetings.

builder

Hydro-Electric power brings industry—and hence prosperity—to

barrows.

The remains of Miss Agues Morrill of
bortland were brought here tor interment
in

assessors

poor, J. H. McKinley E. N. Amsden and
L. R. Stevens; town clerk and treasurer,

Electric energy is cheaper in
Maine, and more adaptable the
world over than any known source
of mechanical energy.

You

use

it; you want others to have it.
The

purchase of Central Maine
Power Company preferred stock
will do much toward developing
Maine power and extending lines
territories not

to

now

served.

Price $107.50 per share.

Divi-

dend $7.00 per share per year.
Dividend paid every three months.
Net yield 6 1-2% per year.

STOCKTON SPRINGS

CENTER

MONTVIELE

•

CENTRAL MAINt
POWER CP

Central Maine Power
Augusta,

Company,

Maine.

Notice of Foreclosure

W£

WANT YOUR

BUSINESS*

Blanche M. Wood of Monroe, in
the County of Waldo and State of Maine,
by her mortgage deed dated yie twelfth day of
January, A. D. 1916, and recorded in the Waldo
Registry of Deeds, Book 319, Page 323, conveyed to The City National Bank of Belfast, a
corporation culy organized and existing by law
and having its principal place of business at
Belfast, in the County of Wald> and State of
Maine, a certain lot or parcel of land, with the
buildingstherr on,situated in Monroe and Swan*
vide, in the County of Waldo and State of
IN A CLASS BY ITSELF
Maine, bounded and described as follows, to
wit:—Bounded northerly by land of W Bratey;
easterly by the Treat lot, so called; southerly
by land of H. M
Murphy; and westerly by
laud of Wilson Dickey ana W7. Braley; being
the same premises conveyed to said Blanche
M. Wood by Edward E. Wood, by bis deed
dated December 2. 1915, recorded in W'aldo
main
Registry of Deeds, Book 321, Page 246; and
STREB-TbeLFAST. MAlNh
whereas the condition of said
mortgage has
oeen broken, now therefore, by reason of the
breach of the ccndi ion thereof The Pity NaMONKOfc
tional Bank of Belfast, py p, W. Wescott, its
President, duly authorized, claims a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Miss Flora Tasker is visiting in Belfast j
Clerks. Young men, women, over It
Dated March 14. 1922.
Boot forget tha cheese meeting at the
desiring government positions,
THE CITY NATIONAL BANK Town
ball, March 18.
Of BELFAST.
Mrs. Dora Murphy is with Mrs. A. P. monthly, write for free list of pos'd0®
C.
W.
By
WESCOTT', Pres dent. Moore for a few weeks.
now open, RAYMOND TERKY, (for®*'
D. & M.
3wll
Mr. J B. Palmer who has been confined Civil
Service examiner) 8iM) Continent*
-------S'
to the house the laBt few weeks is able to
Rldg., Washington, D. C.
be out.

WHEREAS

FOR REAL SATISFACTION

“Binefii”
standard

I

™ARGAmNE “SWEET NUT” 26c|b.
DIRECT

IMPORTING

I10

COMPANY,

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

Buugalow of two rooms,
one

below;

a

one above and
shed and small hen house
acre of land.
Situated on

-fwld_

Fred Cunningham spent a few days
with bis wife in Bangor and found her
much improved in health.

and half an
There were Shifters as long ago as
back road to Searaport, three minutea’ things began to shift, but today there are
walk from Swan Lake avenue. Price two Shifters shifting Shifters everywhere.
hundred and twenty-five dollara (S22S). Accept your invitations and then you will
Apply to B. J. Glidden, on the premiaes. know what makes a Shifter.

LOST
Iu the vicinity of Cedar and
streets, a silver double case
chain, five cent nick le attached.
hand (one. The Under please lei1
Chalmers' City Bakery and

Gro^
-t,t

j

Gt'ORGE STOvoo-

